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Overview | Five years comparison

Changes
31.12.2001 31.12.2002 31.12.2003 31.12.2004 31.12.2005 2005 to 2004

[EUR ‘000] [EUR ‘000] [EUR ‘000] [EUR ‘000] [EUR ‘000] [Percent]

Total revenue 74,284 98,373 115,671 134,760 152,912 13.5 %

Medical Technology & Engineering Plastics 20,152 28,405 26,454 (6.9 %)

Climate Systems 32,457 36,599 39,594 8.2 %

Gas Flue Systems 63,062 69,703 70,202 0.7 %

Solar Systems 53 16,662

Earnings

EBITDA 13,398 15,559 19,356 23,208 22,963 (1.1 %)

EBIT 10,162 11,364 15,185 18,261 17,698 (3.1 %)

EBIT Yield (in %) 13.7 11.6 13.1 13.6 11.6

EBT 8,992 8,677 12,632 15,787 22,477 42.4 %

EAT 5,991 5,836 8,226 10,128 17,953 77.3 %

EPS (in EUR, basic) 0.84 0.76 1.07 1.31 2.26 72.5 %

Capital Structure

Balance sheet total 59,564 87,859 115,025 119,625 215,572 80.2 %

Shareholders’ equity 19,187 27,703 33,799 46,966 102,673 118.6 %

Equity ratio (in %) 32.2 31.5 29.4 39.3 47.6

Property, plant and equipment 21,743 27,163 35,154 34,813 41,766 20.0 %

Inzangible Fixed Assets 1,697 24,977 1371.6 %

Goodwill 11,469 26,091 35,416 38,443 55,310 43.9 %

Net amounts owed to banks 22,809 37,082 46,549 39,749 46,328 16.6 %

Net Working Capital 9,036 12,926 10,588 14,627 31,793 117.4 %

Cash Flow Statement

Cash Flow I (EAT & depreciation/amortisation) 9,226 10,030 12,397 15,075 23,218 54.0 %

Cash Flow from operating activities 7,814 6,709 12,995 14,362 6,716 (53.2%)

Cash Flow from investing activities (3,811) (3,378) (7,422) (9,129) (1,334) (85.4%)

Employees

Total (in FTE) 385 600 852 926 1,124 21.4 %

Share*

Number of shares** 7,202 7,661 7,662 7,731 7,955 2.9 %

Share price 01.01. 16.10 10.20 5.60 9.70 21.90

Year-high 16.10 13.42 10.58 21.80 30.58

Year-low 7.75 4.62 3.90 9.30 19.85

Share price 31.12. 10.00 5.45 9.85 21.50 25.06

* Quotation in EUR

** Weighted average shares outstanding (basic; in thousand)

Change in segment structure
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* pre-goodwill depreciation
** Earnings per share pre-goodwill, basic
*** Net interest bearing debt/equity
CAGR = Compound Annual Growth Rate (1999 – 2005)

Key figures at a Glance

Revenue 
[in EUR million] 

CAGR +43% p.a.

EBIT*
[in EUR million] 

CAGR +47% p.a.
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1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Share Price
[in EUR]

IPO price 6.48
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CENTROTEC is primed for sustainability by its very essence.
Our aim is to contribute towards protecting both human-
kind and nature. In the days of antiquity, Aristotle defined
earth, air, fire and water as the four elements that are in
harmony in the natural world. Earth was considered to be
the element from which all life stems, including human
life. Our medical technology promotes human health and
thus maximises our life-span on this Earth. Clean air is also
critical to the health and to protecting the Earth. Our 
ventilation systems create a healthy climate inside build-
ings and protect the global climate thanks to their low
energy consumption. The concept of energy was unknown
to Aristotle, but he regarded fire as the quintessence of
heat and light. Our gas flue systems help to save energy,
e.g. by introducing condensing boiler technology into the
home. In our newest area of activity, solar technology, we
transform sunlight in an environmentally friendly way into
usable electrical or thermal energy. We want to help pro-
tect the resources of our earth and hold environmental
pollution in check.
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CENTROTEC | Report of the Supervisory Board

Report of the Supervisory
Board

The Supervisory Board of CENTROTEC Sustainable
AG oversaw and supported the Management Board
in an advisory capacity throughout the 2005 finan-
cial year, in accordance with the law and the 
company‘s articles of incorporation.

The Supervisory Board regards the company‘s
continuing business success as an endorsement of
its strategy. It supports the emphasis on products
exhibiting a particularly sustainable value. It mean-
while ensures both that the current market position
and product lines are further developed, and that
new opportunities are identified and taken. The
establishment and expansion of CENTROSOLAR AG,
for example, represents a forward-looking, strate-
gically important move. 

The structuring of CENTROTEC now according
to the four divisions Medical Technology & Engi-
neering Plastics, Climate Systems, Gas Flue Systems
and Solar Systems reflects this philosophy. In order
to succeed in these markets with sustainability
products, a culture of sustainability is moreover
required within the company. The Supervisory
Board therefore considers that its task also entails
promoting the idea of sustainability internally.

The Supervisory Board met on a total of four
occasions in the 2005 financial year and was in-
formed comprehensively by the Management Board
of the company‘s business progress, and in particu-
lar of the development in its revenue, orders, finan-

cial performance and financial position and of the
company‘s discernible opportunities and risks of
future development. Supervisory Board meetings
during 2005 were held on March 15, June 1, Sep-
tember 26 and December 14. All Supervisory Board
members attended all meetings in person. Only at
the meeting on December 14 was one Supervisory
Board member represented by a deputy. All mem-
bers of the Supervisory Board in addition regularly
discussed forthcoming projects and strategic deci-
sions with the Management Board and with other
management employees of the company by meet-
ing in person and by means of telephone confer-
ences. Written reports were in addition submitted.
The Management Board satisfied the information
and reporting requirements laid down by the Super-
visory Board in every respect.

The topics discussed at the Supervisory Board
meetings were the fundamental aspects of business
policy concerning the parent company and its sub-
sidiaries, together with individual matters of suffi-
cient significance. The individual matters discussed
comprised:
n The strategic emphasis
n Acquisitions in progress and in preparation
n The response to changes to the Corporate 

Governance Code
n Important individual transactions
n Changes to negotiable instruments law
n Major investment decisions
n Remuneration structures of the Management 

Board and management employees
n The efficiency of the Supervisory Board‘s 

own activities
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n The selection and monitoring of the independent 
auditor

n The culture within the company and social issues
n Various topics concerning the operative 

companies.
Management Board decisions which required

ratification by the Supervisory Board were studied
and approved. As the Supervisory Board has only
three members, there are no committees. All matters
were discussed by the full board.

The accounts, annual financial statements,
management report, consolidated financial state-
ments and group management report at December
31, 2005 have been examined by the auditors
PricewaterhouseCoopers AG Wirtschaftsprüfungs-
gesellschaft, Kassel, who have given their unquali-
fied certification thereof. A copy of the auditors‘
report was sent to each member of the Supervisory
Board it and was discussed with the auditors at the
meeting of the Supervisory Board.

The Supervisory Board has examined the annual
financial statements, management report and 
consolidated financial statements, including group
management report, as drawn up by the Manage-
ment Board, as well as the dependence report drawn
up by the Management Board as a precautionary
measure. The examination by the Supervisory
Board revealed no cause for objection. The annual
financial statements of the group parent and the

consolidated financial statements at December 31,
2005 were approved by the Supervisory Board. The
annual financial statements issued by the Manage-
ment Board were granted the unqualified approval
of the Supervisory Board, and are thus established
pursuant to Section 172 (1) of German Stock
Corporation Law.

The Supervisory Board expects that the com-
pany will further enhance its performance in highly
promising areas of activity, and that it will generate
a good return on investment in the interests of its
shareholders.

Particular thanks are due to the employees, 
who have contributed substantially to the success
of the group through their considerable dedication,
expertise and creativity.

Brilon, April 2006
On behalf of the Supervisory Board

Guido A. Krass
[Chairman]
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CENTROTEC | Letter to Shareholders

Letter to Shareholders

Dear Shareholders,

CENTROTEC has focused systematically on growth
and profitability by concentrating on the market for
energy-saving products. In 2005 we were able to
maintain our leading position in Europe in both core
areas of activity, Gas Flue Systems and Climate
Systems. Our declared aim within our philosophy
of sustainability, however, was also to become more
involved in the generation of renewable energy,
over and above saving energy. We have been 
involved in the distinct product area of photo-
voltaics since the 1990s, and 2005 was the year 
in which we stepped up this involvement quite
substantially.

In 2005, the economy in our core regions
Germany and the Netherlands was experiencing
something of a paralysis. Yet even in this environ-
ment, CENTROTEC was able to assert its leading
position, maintain its organic growth and progress
with its selective acquisitions strategy. As in previous
years, we continued to grow in line with our targets
in 2005 and boosted revenue by 13 % to EUR 153
million. The earnings per share likewise rose organi-
cally to EUR 1.40 per share. Including the one-off
gain through formation of CENTROSOLAR AG the
EPS (total) increased by 70 % to EUR 2.26.

The core business area of Gas Flue Systems grew
more strongly than the market as a whole, and 
increased its international spread. The second core
area of Climate Systems was bolstered by two
strategic acquisitions. We were already the European
market leader for central ventilation systems with
heat recovery for new buildings. The recent acqui-
sitions have enabled us to expand our sales and
distribution structure and have now increased the
product range to include the vital area of retro-
fittable, non-central ventilation systems. We are
increasingly endeavouring to expand our core brands
Brink and Ubbink.

CENTROTEC‘s involvement in solar products
dates back to the mid-1990s. Demand has leaped
as a result of state subsidies for photovoltaic 
systems. We have systematically expanded this
area through various acquisitions and built it up
into a separate segment in the form of the newly
established company CENTROSOLAR AG. In 
conjunction with a capital increase, we launched
the company on the Regulated Unofficial Market
in September. Listing in the Prime Standard is
scheduled for mid-2006.

As you can see, 2005 brought some specta-
cular changes to CENTROTEC; it was also a year in
which we performed the groundwork for the next
major growth drive. Our targets for 2006 and
beyond are ambitious: we are aiming to maintain
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our strategic focus on energy-saving products in
keeping with our philosophy of sustainability, while
again achieving double-digit organic growth. We
expect to cross the revenue threshold of EUR 300
million in 2006. Everything is geared up to growth
in the medium to long term, too: escalating energy
prices, rising comfort and health expectations, 
difficulties in meeting the Kyoto criteria in Europe,
and lingering worries about the impact of green-
house gases on the Earth‘s climate. The trend
towards low-energy and passive houses continues
unabated. We will continue to expand our core
areas Gas Flue Systems and Climate Systems
through further acquisitions, and will also be 
stepping up solar activities under the umbrella of 
CENTROSOLAR AG.

With best wishes,

Dr. Gert-Jan Huisman
[Management Board Chairman]
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Segments & Products
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Element_Air

Air / Comfort

Air is vital to virtually all life-forms on Earth. However, certain
components of air can also be detrimental to the health. 
We tackle the problem from two angles. Our healthy, comfort-
enhancing and above all low-energy ventilation and climate 
control systems e.g. for low-energy houses keep the air inside 
a building clean, and also make a small but steadily rising 
contribution towards reducing emissions.

Air Fire Earth Water
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Segment_Gas Flue Systems

Further international spread

Stricter emission regulations (EU Energy Performance
of Buildings Directive) in Germany and throughout
Europe have lent the trend towards condensing
boiler technology added momentum. In line with
this trend, CENTROTEC has been able to increase
its market penetration in Western Europe and
obtain additional national permits, further boosting
its export share. Both in Germany and internation-
ally, CENTROTEC‘s systems are supplied as OEM
products to international boiler manufacturers, and
to a certain extent also directly via the specialist
wholesale trade. This strategy of internationalisation
is now also consciously being pursued in the new
EU states in Eastern Europe.

Core business area expanded

CENTROTEC‘s successful involvement in the area 
of plastic gas flue systems extends back to the
mid-1990s; these activities have decisively promot-
ed the spread of energy-efficient technologies such
as condensing boiler technology. Gas condensing
boiler systems cut energy consumption by 35 % 
by recovering energy from the flue gas through a
process of condensation. Plastic gas flue systems
have long been the standard for this technology.
Thanks to intensive development work, the product
range has now been extended beyond the core
business area to include other plastic and metallic
systems for all types of heating and all connection
variants. 

Product developments

The main objective of user-oriented development
activities was to round off the product range and
optimise how specific systems are assembled and
inspected. The system spectrum has for instance
been extended to include wall-mounted condensing
boilers from 60 kW. New stainless steel systems 
for conventional boilers and flue gas temperatures 
of up to 200 °C have also been brought onto the
market. The already well-established solution for
connecting several condensing boiler appliances to
a single gas flue shaft has been further optimised
thanks to various detail improvements. The key
feature of a new type of sleeve and clamping 
technique used on a new concentric plastic system
is its greater ease of installation.
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n Plastic gas flue systems for condensing 
boiler technology

n Metallic and plastic gas flue systems for 
oil, conventional gas and solid-fuel heating
systems

n Various technical products for the roof

1_Multi-boiler systems

For connecting several
condensing boiler
appliances to a shared
gas flue shaft for over-
pressure operation.

2_Ease of assembly

Pioneering inspection
components to facili-
tate the process, and
simpler assembly of the
plastic gas flue systems
based on a sleeve and
clamping technique.

3_New systems

The system spectrum
has been broadened to
include plastic versions
for condensing boilers
and stainless steel 
versions for conven-
tional boilers.

Products_

1 2 3

Gas Flue Systems
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Segment_Climate Systems

Good-quality air, including when 
retrofitted

CENTROTEC already enjoys a position as one of
Europe‘s market leaders for central ventilation 
systems with heat recovery specifically for new
buildings. Through the acquisition of Innosource, 
CENTROTEC has now extended its activities in 
non-central systems, an area that is relatively
resilient to cyclical fluctuation in the economy
because it is a market for retrofitted systems. 

Non-central heat recovery systems are ideal
wherever it is structurally complicated or too costly
to install a central heat recovery unit. Every room 
is equipped with its own separate small ventilation
device, operating virtually noiselessly, as well as a
separate air outlet. These devices also have parti-
culate matter filters to remove even ultra-fine 
particles of dust from the air, a decisive advantage
for residences located for instance on busy roads.

Climate systems with heat recovery
increasingly in demand

Greater energy savings

Rising energy prices, growing environmental aware-
ness and statutory regulations mean that new
buildings have to be insulated even more tightly,
thus rendering more ventilation essential. This
increases the need for controlled ventilation, as the
energy that has been saved is rapidly squandered 
if the windows are simply opened for ventilating. 

Greater health

Microbes, particulate matter and radioactive radon
can build up in potentially hazardous concentrations
in unventilated rooms. These substances in the air
also pose a substantial threat to the health, and can
cause illnesses such as allergies, asthma and even
cancer. Controlled ventilation in conjunction with
air filtration maintains a supply of fresh, clean air. 

Greater comfort

Total air: heating, cooling and ventilation in one is
the trend of the future. Summer and winter alike,
the air inside a building is always fresh, clean and
at a pleasant temperature. In the winter, central
heat recovery devices for new buildings recover up
to 90 % of the heat present in the outgoing air,
thus drastically cutting the consumption of heating
energy. In summer, cooling systems that will in
future be integrated into the heat exchangers cool
the air down via so-called phase change materials;
these systems require significantly less power than
conventional air conditioning systems. 
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n Climate systems with heat recovery for 
low-energy houses

n Non-central ventilation systems for 
retrofitting

1_For retrofitting
A recent study by the
city of Amsterdam 
indicates that the new,
non-central ventilation
system Sonair is capable
of filtering out over 
90 % of fine dust par-
ticles (<10 µm) in the
outside air. These retro-
fittable systems are 
controlled from an 
electronic element in 
a power socket.

3_No draughts

Thanks to the 
CENTROTEC high-
performance heat ex-
changer, the tempera-
ture difference between
the fresh air and the
indoor area is minimal
at only 2 degrees, 
even in winter.

Products_

1 2 3

Climate Systems 2_

CENTROTEC now also
supplies central ventila-
tion systems with heat
recovery for commercial
properties such as
offices accommodating
up to 100 people.

Commercial properties
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Segment_Medical Technology & Engineering Plastics

basis, include formulations that exhibit very high
resistance to high temperatures or corrosive chemi-
cals. Such properties are important, for example, in
the field of liquid handling, where hollow needles
in diagnostic devices have to be cleaned swiftly
and without carry-over between individual pipette
processes. Liquid handling systems has long been
one of the core skills of Möller Medical.

New development

The medical business in the end user product area,
the range of liposuction devices has been revamped.
As well as these developments in the field of 
aesthetic medicine, for which US FDA registration
to 510(k) is moreover under way, we are pursuing
developments in other medical areas such as 
radiology, neurosurgery and blood transfusion.

In the OEM sector, various customer develop-
ments such as electronic sterilisation pumps with
built-in documentation functionality and special
hollow needles for orthopaedics/radiology were
introduced in 2005. 

There were also new developments away from
the field of medical technology, such as CentroGuard,
a plastic semi-finished product incorporating a ster-
ilising agent that is never entirely flushed out even
after repeated cleaning cycles.

Medical technology

Despite growing cost consciousness in the health-
care sector, the production and sale of innovative
medical technology products remain a very interes-
ting area of business. This perception prompted
CENTROTEC to step up its R&D activities in the area
of Medical Technology in 2005. Möller Medical now
employs twice as many engineers as two years ago;
they are currently focusing on the development 
of new and improved medical devices and sterile
goods. The technological diversity of Möller Medical
and the production expertise that it already possesses
permit very short development times compared
with the industry norm. 

High temperature plastics 

The high temperature plastics area is the original
nucleus of CENTROTEC Sustainable AG. High-perfor-
mance semi-finished plastic products are manufac-
tured by extrusion and processed into prefabricated
parts. These parts are used for special applications
in mechanical and plant engineering, food pro-
cessing and medical technology. 

Advanced composites

Extremely lightweight, hot-shaped composite 
materials with diverse static properties (flexible,
high-strength, tear-resistant, puncture-proof) help
to reduce weight predominantly in the mobility 
sector, thus cutting energy consumption. 

Specific nanocoatings

Specific materials (metals, glass, various plastics) can
be given particular surface properties by means of
nanocomposite coatings. The coated parts exhibit
particular ease of cleaning, resistance to scratching,
and electrical conductivity or insulation. The coat-
ings, which CENTROTEC also supplies on a service
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n OEM and own products, as well as OEM 
components, for diagnostics and medical 
technology.

n High-quality semi-finished plastic products,
prefabricated parts and assemblies e.g. for
medical technology and plant engineering

n Super-lightweight, high-strength advanced
composites in the form of semi-finished 
products and prefabricated components 
for the automotive industry and hi-fi

1_ Neurosurgery

3D CAD representation
of a new project for
neurosurgery.

2_Nanocoatings

The picture illustrates
paint testing for a nano-
coating in the FTIR spec-
trograph. Nanocoatings
make surfaces dirt or
water repellent, scratch-
proof, conductive, insu-
lating, temperature-
resistant or wettable.

3_Advanced Composites

Composites compo-
nents are used above
all in the hi-fi and auto-
motive industries. There
are various combinations
of materials to choose
from, processed into
such items as ultra-flat
loudspeaker cones for
car hi-fi systems.

Products_

1 2 3

Medical Technology 
& Engineering Plastics
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Segment_Solar Systems

Specialising in selected sales channels

The easy-to-install CENTROSOLAR complete systems
are sold to specialist fitters via technical whole-
salers, for installation in private houses. This sales
channel is a highly promising means of distributing
solar energy systems. Because local roofers, electri-
cians and heating engineers will already have dis-
covered solar technology to be a lucrative source
of supplementary business. They will now be able
to source the right all-in systems and components
from technical wholesalers who are their established
suppliers. This is a target group for CENTROSOLAR
that has been among CENTROTEC‘s key customers
for many years, with familiar names such as Hage-
meyer, Schulte and Reisser. 

Here, too, CENTROSOLAR benefits from the
partnerships that CENTROTEC has established 
over many years, as well as its knowledge of regional
variations in customer preferences and its established
service support arrangements.

Solar energy systems for private houses
and special applications

As a specialist in energy-saving products, 
CENTROTEC has been involved in high-grade, easy-
to-install complete solar energy systems since the
mid-1990s. The German government‘s introduction
of payments for supplies to the grid prompted 
a surge in demand for solar power systems parti-
cularly in Germany. In response to growing interest,
the company hived off its solar activities in 2005
into a separate company under the name of 
CENTROSOLAR AG, build in August. Several
renowned suppliers of complete systems, producers
of modules and manufacturers of support systems
and solar glass covers with anti-reflective coatings
have now been brought together under the 
umbrella of CENTROSOLAR. 

CENTROSOLAR, like CENTROTEC, pursues a
clearly focused policy of targeting niche markets
and has opted to concentrate on the so-called
“downstream“ segment of the solar market, in
other words on selling complete systems rather than
on the production of wafers or solar cells. Business
from these systems promises high long-term rates
of return and does not tie up high amounts of
capital to the same extent as production stages
earlier on in the value creation chain (such as wafer
production). 
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n Complete solar energy (photovoltaic) 
systems

n Solar modules
n Solar glass for photovoltaic and 

solarthermal applications
n Support systems for photovoltaic systems

1_Solar modules

CENTROSOLAR modules
are extremely strong
and durable, and
achieve very high rates
of efficiency. They are
produced at the com-
pany‘s own module
production plants in
Doesburg, NL and
Wismar, D.

2_Converters

CENTROSOLAR develops
its own specific ultra-
efficient solar central
converters, guaranteeing
the system operator
maximum income.

3_Support systems

CENTROSOLAR systems
for private houses have
to blend into the over-
all appearance of the
roof‘s surface to satisfy
the exacting demands
of this target group.

Products_

1 2 3

Solar Systems
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Element_Fire

Fire / Energy

Fire is a manifestation of energy in the form of heat or light. We
render both forms of energy more readily accessible: our gas flue
systems permit modern condensing boiler technology, which 
consumes 30 % less energy and thus reduces flue gas emissions.
Our solar energy systems tap the unlimited resources of sunlight
to generate electrical energy from this environmentally friendly,
sustainable source.
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Air Fire Earth Water
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Takeover Solara, GER

Acquisition Solarsquare, CH
Acquisition EnEV-Air, GER
Participation Solara, GER
Majority participation Solarstocc, GER
Acquisition Centrosolar Glas, GER
Acquisition CENTROSOLAR AG, GER
Acquisition Innosource, NL
Start-up Ubbink Solar Modules, NL
Acquisition Semiplas, UK

Start-up Ubbink Econergy Solar, GER

Acquisition Möller Medical, GER
Start-up CENTROTEC Medizintechnik, GER
Acquisition Ned Air, NL

Acquisition Brink Climate Systems, NL
Start-up CENTROTEC Composites, GER

Acquisition Rolf Schmidt Industriplast, DK

Participation Bond-Laminates, GER

Acquisition Ubbink Group, NL, UK, BE, FR
Start-up CENTROTHERM Italia, IT

IPO CENTROTEC Hochleistungs-
kunststoffe AG

Start-up CENTROTHERM, GER

Start-up CENTROTEC through buy-out of
Centroplast Kunststofferzeugnisse GmbH

Outlook 
2006
Significant increase in revenue: by at least
115 % to EUR 330 to 360 m

EPS growth of 35 % from EUR 1.85 to
EUR 1.95

Additional external growth planned to
strengthen the core activities Gas Flue
Systems and Climate Systems. Also the
solar activities will be further expanded
under the new entity CENTROSOLAR AG.

Highlights 
2005
Revenue of EUR 153 m in 2005 is 13.5 %
above previous year’s level

Earnings after taxes (EAT) EUR 7.8 m 
higher mainly because of one-off 
gain through foundation of 
CENTROSOLAR AG

Earnings per share (EPS) of EUR 2.26 
(incl. one-off gain of 0.86 EUR)

EBIT of EUR 17.7 m slightly below previous
year’s level of EUR 18.3 m

Equity ratio of 47.6 % still very high despite
acquisition effects (shareholders’ equity now 
EUR 103 m)

Mainly acquisition-related increase in net
working capital to EUR 31.8 m

Net financial debt of EUR 46.3 m mainly
due to acquisitions EUR 6.6 m higher than
at the beginning of the year

Continuous
Expansion

2006
2005

2004

2003

2002

2001
2000
1999

1998
1995
1991

+ 13%
+ 77%

+ 115%
+ 35%

+ 73%
- 3%



The  Management Board

Martin Beijer 

Martin Beijer (59), who
has headed Ubbink
Systemtechnik (acquired
1999) since 1997, is
responsible for the Gas
Flue Division within the
CENTROTEC group.
Martin Beijer transformed
Ubbink from a tradition-
ally oriented plastics
company into a high-
growth specialist for 
plastic, gas flue and 
ventilation systems.

Rob Slemmer

Rob Slemmer (62) has
been Managing Director
of Brink Climate Systems
(acquired 2002) since
1984. He has held various
management positions
within the group since
1978. Rob Slemmer trans-
formed Brink into the
European market leader
for innovative heat recov-
ery technology. Within the
CENTROTEC group, he 
is responsible for the
Climate Systems Division.
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[from left to right] Dr. Alexander Kirsch, Dr. Gert-Jan Huisman [CEO and CFO], Rob Slemmer, Martin Beijer, Dr. Christoph Traxler

Dr. Gert-Jan Huisman 

Dr. Gert Jan Huisman
(CEO, 38), a Doctor of
Business Management,
has been Finance
Director of CENTROTEC
Sustainable AG since
2000 and CEO since
2002. He has held man-
agement positions in
Germany for over 13
years, including five years
at McKinsey & Company.
He is also member of the
Management Board of
the CENTROSOLAR AG.

Dr. Alexander Kirsch 

Dr. Alexander Kirsch (39),
a Doctor of Business
Management, has been a
Management Board
Member of CENTROTEC
since 1998. Before that
he worked for McKinsey
& Company as a Consul-
tant for several years. 
He also is CEO of 
CENTROSOLAR AG.

Dr. Christoph Traxler 

Dr. Christoph Traxler (37),
Managing Director of
Centrotec Medizintechnik
GmbH, was appointed 
in April 2004 to the
Management Board of
CENTROTEC. He is res-
ponsible for the Medical
Technology & Engineer-
ing Plastics Division. He
holds a Ph. D. in theore-
tical physics and worked
for McKinsey & Company
before joining CENTROTEC.
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The Management_A taste of our leadership

Flemming Andreassen
[44/Managing Director of
Rolf Schmidt Industriplast
since 2001]

Before joining, the
Business graduate worked
at the auditor Ernst &
Young for 14 years and
was a consultant for
industrial companies in
the Scandinavian region.

Dr. Klaus Heinemann
[50/Financial Director of the
CENTROTEC AG since 2004]

Following consulting
activities the PhD in
Business Administration
was Finance Director in
the service division of the
Bertelsmann AG for many
years.

Jit Ian Lim 
[39/Managing Director of 
JI Asia and JIT Bintan]

With the two bases in
Singapore and Indonesia
Jit Ian Lim represents the
bridgehead of production
and marketing & sales in
Asia.

Dr. Axel Müller-Groeling
[41/COO since 2005 on the
Management Board of the
CENTROSOLAR AG]

The Professor of Physics
has been working in the
energy and finance sector
for seven years. His pre-
vious position was 
Associate Principal at
McKinsey.

Pieter van der Poel
[43/deputy member of the
Board in the Gas Flue Systems
segment from 05/2006]

Pieter van der Poel was
already in charge of two
high-tech companies at
General Electric and Philips
Medical Systems. Before
joining, he worked at
Credit Suisse.

1_Helmut Flath [EnEv]

2_Wim Hijmissen [Brink]

3_ Frank Kalter [Ned Air]

4_Martin Klein-Reesink [EnEv]

5_Marus Lightfoot [Innosource]

6_ Thorsten Müchler [Brink]

7_ Bram van Pelt [Kempair]

8_Wilma Haanappel [Ubbink NL]

9_ John Donovan [Ubbink UK]

10_Andre Marusso [Centrotherm Italy]

11_ Peter Schrempp [Möller Medical]

12_ Theo Verhaegen [Ubbink B]

13_ Tom Vink [Ubbink NL]

14_ Ralf Ballasch [Centrosolar Glas]

15_ Jens Brannaschk [Solarstocc]

16_Ralf Hennigs [Solara]

17_ John van Laarhoven [Ubbink Solar Modules]

18_Geerling Loois [Ubbink Econergy Solar]

19_ Thomas Rudolph [Solara]

20_Jakob Waehrens [Solarstocc]

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Henk Bouwmeester
[59/Managing Director at
Deveko since 1981]

Henk Bouwmeester has
been in charge of Deveko
for more than 25 years.
Deveko sells and installs
climate systems from
Brink Climate Systems
and Ned Air.

Donald Groels
[53/Managing Director at 
Ned Air since 1999]

The Managing Director
and Co-founder of Ned
Air had worked at Stork
Air for 25 years before he
set up his own production
company for climate 
systems in 1999. 

Wido van den Bosch 
[36/in-house counsel of the
CENTROTEC Group since 2004]

Before joining, the fully
qualified lawyer worked
for the firm Andersen Legal
and AKD Prinsen Van
Wijmen for seven years,
where he was a consultant
for major clients.
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Michel Lavrard 
[54/Managing Director of
Ubbink France]

Before joining the 
CENTROTEC Group the
engineer gathered exten-
sive know-how in devel-
oping new strategic 
markets.

Siegfried Schäfer
[44/Technical Director at
Möller Medical since 2003]

The Business graduate 
has worked at Möller
Medical for 26 years and
is currently in charge of
R&D, Production and the
B2B segment (OEM).

Ulrich Terbrüggen 
[52/Managing Director at
Centroplast since 2003]

The Business graduate has
been working in the plas-
tics industry for 20 years
and was Finance Director
at dehoplast and Mana-
ging Director at Rilling +
Pohl before joining the
company.

Ingrid Veenstra
[33/Managing Director
Logistics at Brink Climate
Systems since 2005]

The Business graduate is
responsible for Production,
Procurement, ERP, Service,
and Quality Control at
Brink. Before joining, 
she had worked in the
logistics sector for a 
couple of years.

Norbert Vroege 
[36/Member of the Manage-
ment Board of Climate
Systems from 04/2006]

The Business graduate has
been Managing Director
at Innocource since 1998
and had previously been
Technical Consultant at
Baas & Roost Maintenance,
NL, for 14 years.

Norbert Wülbeck
[43/Managing Director at
Centrotherm and Centrotec
Composites]

At first, the graduate in
Civil Engineering was
Technical Director at
Centroplast and subse-
quently transformed
Centrotherm into a 
market leader.

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Thomas Güntzer
[43/member of the CENTRO-
SOLAR Board since 2005,
M&A/corporate development]

The fully qualified lawyer
has 15 years of experience
in private equity. Before
joining, he was a Mana-
ging Partner at Pari Group
and PPM Capital.



Gas Flue Systems Climate Systems

1_Brink Climate Systems B.V. [NL-Staphorst]

2_Ned Air Holding B.V. [NL-Kampen]

3_Innosource [NL-Lisse]

Locations of CENTROTEC Sustainable AG

1_Centrotherm Systemtechnik GmbH [D-Brilon]

2_Ubbink B.V. [NL-Doesburg]

3_Ubbink UK Ltd. [UK-Brackley]

4_Ubbink France SAS [F-Chapelle sur Erdre/Nantes]

5_Ubbink N.V./S.A. [B-Mariakerke/Gent]

6_Centrotherm Gas Flue Technologies Italia S.R.L. [I-Verona]

4_Golu B.V. [NL-Soest]

5_Deveko B.V. [NL-Deventer]

6_Kempair B.V. [NL-Eindhoven]

1 2

3 5

4 6

4 5

6

1 3

2
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Medical Technology 
& Engineering Plastics Solar Systems

1_Möller GmbH [D-Fulda]

2_Centroplast Engineering Plastics GmbH [D-Marsberg]

3_Centrotec Composites [D-Brilon]

4_Rolf Schmidt Industriplast A/S [DK-Kolding]

5_Bond Laminates GmbH [D-Brilon]

6_Centrotec Asia [ID-Bintan]

1_Solara [D-Hamburg]

2_Solar Sonnenstromfabrik [D-Wismar]

3_Solarstocc [D-Kempten]

4_Ubbink Solar Modules [NL-Doesburg]

5_Centrosolar Glas [D-Fürth]

6_Ubbink Econergy [D-Köln]

1 3

4 5

2

2 4

5 6

3
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Feb. Apr. Jun. Aug. Oct. Dec. Feb.

2005 2006

Share price 2005
[in EUR]

IPO price 6.48

Shares

The market context: stable upward trend

Stock markets worldwide maintained their upward
progress in 2005. A great many indices showed 
a substantial improvement. In the course of the
year the MSCI World, for instance, rose by more
than 25 %. German stock markets likewise experi-
enced a marked upswing, as reflected by steadily
rising share prices. The DAX showed a substantial
gain in the course of the year, rising by around 
27 % to 5408 points at the end of the year. The
SDAX index, which focuses on small and mid caps
and in which CENTROTEC is listed, made even 
better progress. After starting the year on 3144
points, it concluded the year with a rise of 35 % 
to 4249 points. 

Price movements of CENTROTEC shares:
sustained interest from international
investors

Thanks to the healthy mood on the stock markets
and the sustained growth achieved by CENTROTEC,
the overall development in the price of CENTROTEC
shares was likewise satisfactorily. Although the
CENTROTEC share price had appreciated by only
17 % to just over EUR 25 by the reporting date
(start of year EUR 21.50), a stable upward trend can
be traced back as far as 2003. In  2004, the shares‘
performance had easily outstripped that of the SDAX
index, their price appreciating by more than 120 %.

Jan. 2003 Jan. 2004 Jan. 2005 Jan. 2006

Share price 2003 – 2006
[in EUR]

IPO price 6.48

30

20

10

5

The year-high was over EUR 30 and the year-low
EUR 19.80, the latter occurring mid-way through
the year when the growth targets were revised
downwards. According to analysts from leading
banks such as Sal. Oppenheim and Citigroup, 
the year-end price of EUR 25.06 was undervalued.
They are now estimating the “fair“ price at well
over EUR 30. The investment in CENTROSOLAR
alone is valued at more than EUR 10 per share,
even though this was not yet manifested in the
year-end price. Their view was furthermore reflected
by a continuation in the upward trend during the
first few weeks of the current 2006 financial year,
up to a level of EUR 32. The earnings per share
rose from EUR 1.31 in 2004 to EUR 1.40 EUR (with-
out one-off gains) in 2005 (acc. to IFRS). This yielded
a slightly higher price-to-earnings ratio in 2005 of
18.0, compared with 16.5 in the previous year. 

Along with CENTROTEC Sustainable AG‘s the
continuing positive development and very bright
prospects, the level of interest among international
investors has risen, especially as CENTROTEC is one
of the few securities on German stock markets to
have placed its strategic focus on energy-saving
products. The company and its development were
again covered last year by international banks with
investment funds that have specialised in highly
promising mid and small-cap investments, and 
included in their research coverage. Our larger
shareholders now include leading opinion-forming
investors such as Merrill Lynch, Goldman Sachs,
Schroders, ING Barings, Vanguard, Henderson,
Fidelity and Pictet. Research is currently being 
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performed by Sal. Oppenheim, ABN Amro, Citigroup,
Berenberg Bank, Solventis and HSBC. The value 
of CENTROTEC shares was further highlighted at
numerous road shows in London, Amsterdam,
Frankfurt, Munich, Zurich and Copenhagen, by
taking part in the Analyst Meeting in November
and by organising our own DVFA event. The trading
volume of our shares moreover serves as a gauge
of the growing international interest. The average
daily trading volume in XETRA in 2005 was more
than double the previous year‘s level, at more than
22,000 shares. 

CENTROTEC shares attracted considerable
attention and interest once CENTROTEC‘s decision
to place strategic emphasis on the solar market
had taken on firmer contours with the establish-
ment of a separate company. Intermingled with
the analysts‘ euphoria at the prospects were never-
theless some more critical voices which believed
that it would be wiser to hive off the solar activities
entirely. Our investment in CENTROSOLAR AG,
whose shares have been traded on the Regulated
Unofficial Market at Frankfurt since the end of
September and have since performed generally
well, is now considered to be worth a considerable
amount. More and more shareholders are conclu-
ding that within the solar market we are focusing
on the same segment as in our Gas Flue and
Climate Systems areas, namely products for the
modern home, distributed via traditional whole-
salers and fitters in the sanitation, roofing and
electrical installations sector. 

Outlook: medium-term prospect of 
further growth

The current financial year is expected to bring a
further marked rise in revenue and earnings. With
revenue of EUR 330 to 360 million, EBIT of EUR 
32 to 36 million and EPS of between EUR 1.85 
and 1.95 EUR, 2006 is set to become yet another
typical year of growth for CENTROTEC. In other
words, double-digit organic growth rates and 
corresponding rises in earnings can be expected.
CENTROTEC is planning to increase EPS by an 
average of at least 20 % over the next five years. 

Higher revenue is being targeted in all segments,
with the highest growth of around 100 % 

(compared with as-if figures for 2005) being
achieved in the Solar Systems segment. Revenue in
the Gas Flue Systems segment should rise by more
than 10 %, and by between 15 and 20 in the
Climate Systems segment. The Medical Technology
& Engineering Plastics segment, too, should once
more grow substantially by around 15 %. These
target values are based on the structure of the
company as it stands.

Over the past year, CENTROTEC again gene-
rated considerable financial resources, which now
permit significant expansion measures from a
financing viewpoint. The company will nevertheless
remain faithful to its strategy of acquiring strategi-
cally suitable, high-growth companies only after
thorough examination, and only if they post stable
earnings and if the price is appropriate. Acquisitions
are therefore not built into the above target figures,
even though it is entirely probable that they will
occur. 

Share statistics

There were 8,032,576 shares issued at the reporting
date of December 31, 2005. At a price of EUR 25,
the company‘s market capitalisation is therefore
slightly over EUR 200 million. The shares are listed
in the Prime All Share, SDAX and GEX. All shares
outstanding are in free float. The shareholding of
the Krass family is in excess of 50 %.

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Total shares 
at Dec. 31 (,000) 7,222 7,667 7,668 7,889 8,032

Capital stock
EUR ,000 7,222 7,667 7,668 7,889 8,032

Market capitalisation 
(in EUR million) 72.2 41.8 75.5 169.6 201.3

Year-end price 10.00 5.45 9.85 21.50 25.06

Year-low 7.75 4.62 3.90 9.30 19.85

Year-high 16.10 13.42 10.58 21.80 30.58

Trading vol., XETRA 
(avg., ,000) 11.3 6.5 7.1 8.7 22.8

Earnings per share 
(in EUR) 0.84 0.76 1.07 1.31 2.26
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Corporate Governance
Report

Introduction

The “Government Commission on the German 
Corporate Governance Code” included a “Corporate
Governance Report” as an instrument of reporting
on the Corporate Governance Code in the current
version presented on June 2, 2005. The Manage-
ment Board and Supervisory Board of CENTROTEC
Sustainable AG have considered the latest version
of the Code at length and explained the departures
from it in a Declaration of Conformity. These depar-
tures relate on the one hand to the non-personalised
disclosure of Management Board salaries to protect
the private sphere of the individuals concerned.
The salaries of the Management Board members
are therefore disclosed as a combined total. Second,
the Supervisory Board has not formed any com-
mittees as it consists of only three members.

Management and controlling structure

In keeping with German Stock Corporation Law,
CENTROTEC Sustainable AG has a two-tier manage-
ment and controlling structure that comprises a five-
member Management Board and a three-member
Supervisory Board. The Management Board and
Supervisory Board work together closely to the
benefit of the company, The Management Board
coordinates both the strategic direction and 
prin-cipal transactions with the Supervisory Board. 

In accordance with the rules of internal 
procedure of CENTROTEC Sustainable AG, the
Management Board is independently responsible
for the running of the company and conducts its
business. In doing so, it focuses on achieving a
lasting improvement in the value of the company.
It is bound by the law, the provisions of the articles
of incorporation and the rules of internal procedure
for the Management Board and Supervisory Board,
as well as by the resolutions of the Shareholders‘
Meeting. The Management Board informs the
Supervisory Board regularly and promptly of all 
relevant topics concerning the strategy and its
implementation, the targets, the company‘s current
progress and the risks facing it.

The Supervisory Board monitors and advises the
Management Board. It specifies the duties of the
Management Board to report and inform. The
Supervisory Board issues and amends the rules of
internal procedure for the Management Board. 
The Supervisory Board appoints and dismisses the
members of the Management Board. It may appoint
a Chair of the Management Board. In accordance
with the rules of internal procedure for the Super-
visory Board, at least two meetings of the Super-
visory Board are held each year. In the 2005 financial
year, four meetings of the Supervisory Board took
place. The members of the Supervisory Board are
appointed until the Shareholder‘s Meeting that
gives discharge for the financial year.

Shareholders and Shareholders‘ Meeting

The shareholders exercise their rights through the
Shareholders‘ Meeting and make use of their voting
rights there. Each share carries one vote. Every
shareholder is entitled to take part in the Share-
holders‘ Meeting. The Shareholders‘ meeting takes
decisions concerning largely the appropriation of
profits, discharge of the Management Board and
Supervisory Board, the articles of incorporation and
amendments thereto, key entrepreneurial measures,
measures that change the capital such as the issue
of new shared, the acquisition of treasury stock and
conditional capital. It elects members of the Super-
visory Board and decides on their remuneration. 

Remuneration system of the Management Board

and Supervisory Board

The Supervisory Board is responsible for determining
the remuneration of the Management Board. The
remuneration of the members of the Management
Board comprises an annual fixed salary and a bonus
tied to individual targets. The bonus is dependent
on attainment of certain targets specified at the
start of the financial year. This variable portion 
is paid in the form of stock options via the stock
options scheme, which serves to have a long-term
incentivising effect by virtue of their vesting period
of at least two years. The rules on the stock options
scheme and the number of options that Manage-
ment Board members are able to exercise are shown
in the Notes to the Consolidated Financial State-
ments in this Annual Report.
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The Management Board members in addition receive
contributions towards their health insurance schemes
and pension plans. In the 2005 financial year, the
total remuneration of the members of the Manage-
ment Board of CENTROTEC AG amounted to 
EUR 1,135 thousand.

In addition to reimbursement of their out-of-
pocket expenses, the members of the Supervisory
Board receive a fixed annual remuneration that is
determined by the Shareholders‘ Meeting. The fixed
remuneration is EUR 12 thousand per year for a
member of the Supervisory Board. The Chairman
of the Supervisory Board receives 2 times the amount
and the Deputy Chairman one and 1.5 times the
amount to which a member of the Supervisory
Board is entitled. In the 2005 financial year, the
total remuneration of the members of the Super-
visory Board of CENTROTEC AG amounted to 
EUR 54 thousand.

Third-party financial loss insurance (D&O cover)
has been taken out for the company‘s Management
Board and Supervisory Board members; an appro-
priate excess has been agreed since the 2005 
financial year. The managing directors and admini-
strative board members of subsidiaries are included
in this cover.

Transparency

CENTROTEC has for many years been acting openly
and responsibly, including before the company
pledged to observe the key tenets of the Corporate
Governance Code. The overriding objective of
CENTROTEC‘s corporate communication is to 
provide prompt, continuous, comprehensive and
consistent information to all target groups and to
maintain a relationship with our shareholders that
is characterised by transparency. In addition to
financial data, the financial calendar showing all
key dates for CENTROTEC, press releases and ad
hoc information, the latest developments regarding
corporate governance and notifiable securities 
transactions pursuant to Section 15a of German
Securities Trading Law (WpHG) are published on
the CENTROTEC website and disclosed to the 
stock market and Federal Supervisory Office.

Section 6.6 of the Corporate Governance 
Code stipulates the obligation to report immediately
acquisition and sale transactions (in excess of 

EUR 5 thousand p.a.) by Management Board and
Supervisory Board members or by other persons
performing management tasks who regularly have
access to inside information about the company.
Those persons are held on a list of insiders at 
CENTROTEC and are obliged to report the trans-
actions described in that section. CENTROTEC has
reported all such transactions to the Federal Super-
visory Office without delay and published them on
the homepage of the controlling company. The cur-
rent holdings of shares and options by the members
of corporate bodies are likewise documented there.

Legal transactions with companies in which
members of the Supervisory Board and manage-
ment hold or might hold an interest were also 
conducted in the financial year. As presented in
greater detail in the Declaration of Conformity,
these did not constitute any conflict of interests. 

As in previous years, a dependence report was
therefore issued by the Management Board as a
precautionary measure. Concluding remark from
the dependence report: “Pursuant to Section 312
(3) of German Stock Corporation Law, we declare
that, on the basis of the circumstances known to
us at the time when legal transactions with affiliated
companies were conducted or measures taken or
forborne, our company received adequate consider-
ation for each legal transaction and was not placed
at a disadvantage by the implementation or for-
bearance of the measure.“

Financial reporting and auditing of financial

statements

The Consolidated Financial Statements are prepared
by the Management Board and audited by both
the independent auditors and the Supervisory Board.
The Consolidated Financial Statements and interim
reports are prepared in accordance with the Inter-
national Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). 

Declaration of Conformity

Pursuant to Section 161 of German Stock Corpo-
ration Law, the Management Board and Super-
visory Board of a company listed on the stock 
exchange are obliged to declare once a year
whether and to what extent the Code has been
and is complied with.
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Declaration by the Management Board and
Supervisory Board of CENTROTEC Sustainable
AG on the recommendations of the “Government
Commission on the German Corporate Governance
Code” in the version dated June 2, pursuant to
Section 161 of German Stock Corporation Law.

CENTROTEC Sustainable AG will comply with
the recommendations of the “Government 
Commission on the German Corporate Governance
Code“ in the version dated June 2, 2005, with the
following exceptions:

Section 4.2.3 of the Code recommends that
the remuneration of the Management Board should
comprise a variable as well as a fixed component.
The variable component is, among other things,
intended to be performance-related, have a long-
term incentivising effect and possess a risk character.
The Code quotes stock options schemes as an
example. CENTROTEC has been operating a stock
options scheme, applicable not only to Management
Board members but also to executive staff and other
employees, since 1999. We believe that the scheme
reflects the spirit of the Code, but we draw atten-
tion to two aspects which could be interpreted as
a departure from it. The Code recommends refer-
ence to comparative parameters. The stock options
scheme envisages a performance target based on
the absolute rise in the share price. This form was
chosen in order to provide an incentive for success

in absolute rather than relative terms. The Code 
in addition recommends that the variable remune-
ration be capped. In the case of the options, this
was realised through allowing their exercise only
within a limited time frame (for the first time two
years after issue, for the last time seven years after
issue). Options received as a result of the attain-
ment of targets are not retrospectively withdrawn
by the company, nor the parameters governing
them altered. In addition to the aforementioned
share price target, the exercising of the options is
moreover linked to further internal performance
targets in order to preserve a demanding but 
equitable form of variable remuneration.

Section 4.2.4 of the Code recommends that
the remuneration of the Management Board be
reported broken down according to fixed payments,
performance-related components and components
with a long-term incentivising effect. This we do.
However, no individualised disclosures concerning
levels of remuneration are made, as we regard the
protection of the private sphere as more important
than the value of additional information on how
the total volume of remuneration, which we do
not believe to be above-average, is broken down
between the individuals in question.

Section 5.3 of the Code recommends the 
formation of committees on the Supervisory Board.
This is, however, to take place subject to the 
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specific circumstances of the company and the 
number of members of the Supervisory Board. 
Our Supervisory Board comprises three members,
who consider all matters concerning the company
jointly. Consequently, we do not regard the creation
of committees to be appropriate in our case. We
believe that our view is compatible with the Code,
but supply this information as a precautionary
measure by way of clarification.

Section 5.4.2 of the Code recommends that
the Supervisory Board should include an adequate
number of members who – in the board‘s own
opinion – are deemed to be independent. A mem-
ber is to be regarded as independent if they have
no business or personal relations with the company
or its Management Board that could constitute a
conflict of interests. In its own opinion, our Super-
visory Board includes an adequate number of inde-
pendent members. Although Supervisory Board
members do have business relations with the com-
pany, these do not constitute a conflict of interests.

CENTROTEC otherwise observes all target
requirements of the Code.

Since the last Declaration of Conformity dated
February 27, 2005 CENTROTEC has satisfied the
recommendations of the “Government Commis-
sion on the German Corporate Governance Code“,
in the version dated May 21, 2003, with the 
exception of the aspects mentioned.

Brilon, February 27, 2006

On behalf of the Management Board

Dr. Gert-Jan Huisman 
[Chairman]

On behalf of the Supervisory Board

Guido Alexander Krass 
[Chairman]
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Element_Earth

Earth / Solar

The Earth is our habitat. For us, protecting and preserving this
Earth means treating its resources respectfully and not burdening
it with harmful environmental pollutants. Solar energy systems
enable us to tap the sun‘s energy, consequently cutting our 
consumption of non-regenerable energy sources and thus also
reducing CO2 emissions. We have also developed a new material
that can be used for sealing roofs, for example, and offers an
alternative to the heavy metal lead. It shares the same properties
as lead, but is non-toxic to man and nature.
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2005 was an extraordinary financial year for 
CENTROTEC; a year in which the subsidiary CENTRO-
SOLAR AG was launched on the Regulated Unofficial
Market of the Frankfurt Stock Exchange; a year with
non-recurring profit of more than EUR 6 million in
addition to the planned operating profits; a year in
which operating sales and EPS growth rates were
achieved in spite of the slack state of the economy,
a year in which the share price reached a new all-
time high of more than EUR 30, and a year in which
the foundations were laid for a substantial surge in
growth over the next few years. With the expansion
of the existing operations and new acquisitions in
2005, the group was able to expand its structures
in its existing segments and establish a new, high-
growth division in the form of CENTROSOLAR.
CENTROTEC will be able to reap the rewards of this
strategy in the next few years. We expect to cross
the revenue thres-hold of EUR 330 million in 2006.
In the medium to long term, too, everything points
towards growth. Higher energy prices, rising com-
fort and health expectations, the challenge to meet
the Kyoto criteria in Europe, and lingering worries
about the impact of greenhouse gases on the Earth‘s
climate are clear reasons for this development. The
trend towards low-energy and passive houses as
well as energy-saving products continues unabated.

The share price of CENTROTEC Sustainable AG
continued to rise in 2005, on the back of substantial
appreciation in 2003 and 2004, even if it did not go
up as sharply as the SDAX itself (comparison for
2005: SDAX approx. +35 %; CENTROTEC approx.
+17 %; three-year comparison: SDAX approx.
+350 %; CENTROTEC approx. +450 %), stabilising
at a substantially higher level of over EUR 30 per

share in the first weeks of 2006. Confidence in 
the company is also reflected by the fact that the
trading volume more than doubled. 

In the 2005 business year the key figures for
CENTROTEC were influenced considerably by the
first-time consolidation of CENTROSOLAR AG in
particular. Accordingly, consolidated revenue rose
from EUR 134.8 million to EUR 152.9 million, thereof
EUR 16.7 million attributable to the Solar Systems
segment. Although EBIT fell to EUR 17.7 million
(previous year EUR 18.3 million), earnings after taxes
(EAT) rose from EUR 10.1 million to EUR 18.0 
million, pushing up earnings per share (EPS) from
EUR 1.31 in the previous year to EUR 2.26. Adjusted
for the consolidation effect from CENTROSOLAR EPS
amounted to EUR 1.40 in 2005. 

The background to this consolidation effect is
the transfer of the CENTROTEC companies Ubbink
Econergy Solar GmbH and Ubbink Solar Modules
B.V. to CENTROSOLAR AG in exchange for 4.47
million shares. According to IFRS regulations the
procedure was a transaction under common 
control. For this kind of company merger there 
are accounting alternatives. Either the application
of IFRS 3 (Business Combination) is performed due
to the lack of specific regulations or the predecessor
accounting method is applied. 
CENTROTEC chose the predecessor accounting
method which resulted in an increase in the share-
holders‘ equity of EUR 8.8 million since the carrying
amounts in the sub-group CENTROSOLAR are also
retained unchanged in the consolidated financial
statements of CENTROTEC. The rise in shareholders’
equity is attributable to the difference between to the
proportionally acquired sub-group net assets of

Satisfactory overall development and foundations laid for
vigorous growth
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CENTROSOLAR and the lower valuation of the
investment in CENTROTEC’s statements. At the
same time the transfer of the CENTROTEC com-
panies Ubbink Econergy Solar GmbH and Ubbink
Solar Modules B.V. to CENTROSOLAR AG resulted
in a transaction with minorities (owners transac-
tion). This can either be recognised with no effect
on income (economic entity model) or net income
(modified parent model). The chosen method
resulted in a transaction with an effect on the net
income by EUR 6.8 million. This is subdivided into
an amount of EUR 3.7 million from the disposal of
CENTROTEC shares in the companies transferred 
in (Ubbink Econergy Solar GmbH und Ubbink 
Solar Modules B.V.) and also by the disposal of
CENTROTEC‘s shares in CENTROSOLAR AG after
the transfer of the companies, which had a positive
impact of EUR 3.1 million.

As a result of the higher net profit, the cash
flow I (EAT plus depreciation and amortisation) also
rose to EUR 23.2 million (previous year EUR 15.1
million). On the other hand, the cash flow from
operating activities (previous year EUR 14.4 million)
declined to EUR 6.7 million. This was due to the rise
in working capital in particular.

With capital expenditure totalling EUR 53.5
million, including investment in goodwill, thereof
EUR 39.9 million for the Solar Systems segment,
the net financial liabilities (loans less cash and 
cash equivalents) rose by only EUR 6.6 million to
EUR 46.3 million. Shareholders‘ equity more than 
doubled and currently stands at EUR 102.7 million
(previous year EUR 47.0 million), with the result
that the equity ratio improved to 47.6 % in 2005
auf (previous year 39.3 %). EUR 27.3 million of
this increase is attributable to the inclusion of
minority interests in the shareholders‘ equity (pre-
vious year EUR 26,000). Not taking the inclusion 
of these minority interests into account the equity
ratio amounts to 35.0 %.
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CENTROTEC‘s activities in the solar market date
back to the 1990s; in 1999 it stepped up its
involvement by creating its own solar support 
system for sloping roofs, and in 2004 it purchased
the business for the only plastic support system for
flat roofs. In the past financial year, these business
activities and a joint venture with the Dutch solar
energy expert Econcern were transferred to the
new CENTROSOLAR AG by way of a contribution
in kind. In return, CENTROTEC received 4.47 mil-
lion shares in the new company. Following further
capital increases in the fourth quarter, the capital
stock of CENTROSOLAR had risen to 10.9 million
shares by the end of the year, with the result 
that CENTROTEC held 41.03 % of the shares at
December 31, 2005. By virtue of a voting trust
agreement affecting over 1.5 million votes of a 
further shareholder, CENTROTEC has a controlling
interest in the company, representing capital stock
of EUR 10.9 million at December 31, 2005. 
For CENTROTEC, this means that all activities of 
CENTROSOLAR are consolidated in the financial
statements of CENTROTEC in proportion to its
stake in the company. 

Weak basic macroeconomic situation
but sustained impetus from energy-
saving trend
The marked rise in the crude oil price in 2005 of
more than 40 % brings both negative and positive
consequences for CENTROTEC. On the one hand a
rise in the price of oil slows down the economy
and weakens the overall macroeconomic situation.
On the other hand, a high oil price pushes up
energy costs and thus fuels demand for products
that save energy.

A renewed substantial rise in revenue and profit 
is expected for the current 2006 financial year.
Alongside the substantially higher organic growth,
this is of course in the first instance due to the
companies which were acquired in 2005 and will
be fully consolidated for the whole of 2006. With
revenue in the new Solar Systems segment expected
to be in excess of EUR 175 million, consolidated
revenue for 2006 will reach a magnitude of 
EUR 330 to 360 million. EBITDA is expected to rise
sharply to a figure forecast to be in the order of
EUR 44 to 48 million. Due to the fact that the rate
of return for solar activities has not yet reached
double figures and there will be a high level of
amortisation on intangible assets, EBIT is expected
to rise to between EUR 32 and 36 million. The
earnings from acquisition to be consolidated are
expected to push EPS up to between EUR 1.85 
and EUR 1.95. These targets do not take account
of any acquisitions in 2006. 

In the medium term, CENTROTEC is aiming 
to emulate the rate of organic growth achieved 
in recent years and to increase EPS by an average
of over 20 % per year. 

The establishment of CENTROSOLAR AG
in 2005

CENTROTEC substantially extended its position in
solar business in autumn 2005. Its strategy here has
been to tap into the high demand in the solar mar-
ket in a more concerted way by creating a separate
company, while promoting the growth options of
the newly established company CENTROSOLAR
internationally through CENTROTEC‘s existing sales
channels and production facilities. The profit contri-
bution of this new subsidiary will initially be low,
but it will increase over the coming years as a result
of the vigorous revenue growth that is expected. 
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High energy costs had a clearly negative impact on
the economy, in Europe at least, in the first half 
of 2005. The economy in that region was only 
able to regain some momentum in the final months
of the year. Real gross domestic product in the EU
was up only a slight 1.6 % on 2004, though
domestic demand in CENTROTEC‘s main markets
of the Netherlands and Germany was virtually
stagnant. In the Netherlands, GDP actually fell in
the first half of the year. In the area of private new
construction work, there was a further substantial
downturn from the already low prior-year level in
Germany. In the Netherlands, too, the targets for
the volume of new construction were again missed.
A significant upswing in construction activity was
not observed until the start of the current 2006
financial year.

Despite the general downturn in demand in
the Dutch and German markets as a whole, some
CENTROTEC product areas that are positioned in
niche markets actually witnessed a rise in market
volume of as much as 10 % and were able to boost
their share for energy-saving products. This is 
the positive “flip side“ of rising energy costs for 
CENTROTEC, because with the crude oil price 
now between 56 and 60 dollars per barrel and 
gas prices likewise soaring as a consequence, the 
energy-saving trend has gathered further momen-
tum and is moreover not limited to Central Europe.
The forthcoming drastic toughening of energy-
saving regulations in the Netherlands and other 
EU countries as a result of further legislation will 
provide a renewed boost to sales of CENTROTEC
climate control systems and the gas flue systems
designed for condensing boilers, generating growth
rates again in excess of 10 %. Here are just some
of the framework factors that changed to our
advantage in 2005: 
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n Under the EPBD (EU Directive on the Energy 
Performance of Buildings), all EU states are obliged
to introduce statutory controls on the energy 
consumption of private houses by 2006. 

n In the Netherlands, the tougher legislation that 
the new right-wing government initially suspended
(reduction in the energy consumption coefficient
from 1.0 to 0.8) is being revived, taking effect 
from January 2006.

n An energy-saving ordinance has likewise been 
ratified in Belgium and took effect on January 1,
2006. 

n In the United Kingdom, more stringent building 
regulations have been introduced, promoting the
use of condensing boilers in new buildings. 

n In Spain and Italy, photovoltaic systems will be 
subsidised on the basis of legislation that mirrors
the German Renewable Energies Act. 

n In France, legislation is currently in progress to 
introduce the EPBD as well as subsidies for solar 
energy systems. 

In addition to the more favourable legislation, the
likelihood that energy prices will remain high means
that the cost to the customer of all energy-saving
measures will be recouped even faster, further 
promoting the market penetration of CENTROTEC
energy-saving concepts. 

Further positive impetus is likewise expected 
in the future. For example, in January 2006 the
German Ministry for Construction announced a
CO2 buildings renovation programme, for which 
it will be providing extra funding. To increase the
energy efficiency of buildings, the CO2 buildings
renovation programme is to be increased, with
funding now totalling EUR 1.4 billion per year.
The aim is to improve the energy efficiency of 5 %
of the building stock erected before 1978 each
year through renovation.

Business Progress and
Revenue Trend

1. Overview of divisions: growth for the
two largest segments

Thanks to satisfactory organic growth in the main
areas of activity in the second half of the year, 
revenue likewise again showed a modest increase
last year. Of the 13 % rise, around 3 % was
achieved organically, though the rate of return
improved in most areas. Total consolidated revenue

rose from EUR 134.8 million to EUR 152.9 million.
After adjustment for the newly acquired revenue
stemming from CENTROSOLAR, revenue totalled
EUR 139.0 million and was therefore at the lower
end of the company‘s target range as announced
in mid-2005. Increasing market activity was 
detected in the course of the year, underpinning
the ambitious target for 2006. 

2. Gas Flue Systems: continuing growth

The largest segment, which accounts for 46 % of
revenue, continued to grow in 2005, albeit with
slightly less momentum than in the previous year.
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Since around three-quarters of all boilers sold are
intended as substitutes for old systems that have
broken down, this market is stable and relatively
independent of new construction activity. Thanks
to the market penetration of condensing boilers,
which are up to 35 % more economical than tradi-
tional heating systems, high rates of increase in
revenue were posted especially in other European
countries, where condensing boiler technology is
only just emerging as an alternative to conventional
forms of heating. CENTROTEC was able to profit
substantially from this trend in France, Belgium 
and Italy; on the other hand, it did not participate
in the high growth in the United Kingdom. 

In Germany, a high proportion of homes are
already equipped with energy-efficient condensing
boiler technology. The market for gas flue systems
there is traditionally an OEM market. In Germany,
CENTROTEC is likewise an OEM supplier for boiler
manufacturers, with which it has been collaborating
very effectively for a number of years. Sales volume
is therefore closely linked to the volumes sold by
boiler manufacturers. To keep improving quality
and standards of service, while cutting costs for the
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large materials category of plastic piping, we are
planning to build our own pipe production plant. 

In the UK, France, Belgium and Italy – the
markets in which gas flue systems are by and large
sold via the technical trade – market penetration is
still below 20 %. In the markets, CENTROTEC is
benefiting from a trend towards more complex gas
flue systems. Apart from in just a few countries,
CENTROTEC is well represented among European-
scale appliance manufacturers as an OEM supplier.
Wherever boiler manufacturers leave the market
for gas flue systems to local wholesale distributors,
CENTROTEC enjoys a leading position through its
Ubbink Group subsidiaries in the Netherlands,
France, the UK and Belgium, not least thanks to
the very strong position of the “Ubbink“ brand
name. We are expecting a very positive development
particularly in Belgium, where there is a strong
focus on the specialist trade. The market there has
gained considerable potential thanks to new legis-
lation. This is what prompted the local subsidiary in
Belgium to decide to build a new, central service
and distribution centre. A total of EUR 5.7 million
was invested in this segment.

Solar Systems16.7
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The reason for the relatively weak development 
in the UK is that the switch to condensing boiler
technology primarily benefited the products of the
four major manufacturers in the market, which
supply gas flue systems as well as the boilers 
themselves. CENTROTEC does not supply any of
these manufacturers in the UK. The distribution
channel involving the technical trader and fitter,
which is the main area of expertise of CENTROTEC‘s
UK subsidiary, has hitherto been used only to a
very low degree there. The position is nevertheless
expected to change in the United Kingdom, too,
along with the growing technical complexity of gas
flue systems, because these will increasingly be
ducted through the roof instead of the current
standard practice of wall ducts leading directly to
the outside at approximately the same height as
the boiler itself. The gas flue system will then
become a “standard“ installation product that 
the fitter will configure and buy separately from 
a local wholesaler.

Thanks to the extensive distribution network
with advanced logistics, numerous national permits
for CENTROTEC gas flue systems, the very good local
service arrangements that include training and
repairs, and the availability of custom-made parts,
CENTROTEC is an expert partner to boiler manu-
facturers in Central Europe. Sales in Eastern Europe
will be promoted in the future, too. As well as the
supplier relations that have existed for some years
in the Czech Republic, sales activities with boiler
manufacturers in Slovakia, Romania, Hungary and
Russia are about to be stepped up. The partnership
with the US market leader for continuous-flow
water heaters, RINNAI, has likewise been extended
in order to gain market shares there in the future.

Countless innovations in the Gas Flue Systems 
area have also been launched. They include a new
gas flue system for very low-output boilers for 
low-energy houses and smaller dwellings. France, 
Italy and the United Kingdom in particular will be
important sales regions for these systems. New
joining techniques and innovative flexible pipes
have been brought to market maturity, as has 
the mass production of UBIFLEX (ecological lead)
– a substitute material for the still widely used lead –
which was delayed for production reasons. 

In 2005, the Gas Flue Systems segment posted
revenue of EUR 70.2 million (previous year EUR
69.7 million) and thus only a marginal increase,
whereas the revenue of Ubbink Econergy was
reclassified to the Solar segment for the full year.
The EBIT margin remained high at 12.5 %, even if
it was not possible to match the exceptionally good
figure for the previous year, which was in excess 
of 14 %. Among other things, the lower rate of
return is attributable to increased costs, which
were incurred in the course of expansion in new
markets and in particular due to further interna-
tionalisation. Accordingly, expenses amounting to
nearly EUR 1 million resulted from the launch of
new products as well as the expansion of marketing
& sales and organisational structures. Additional
expenses were incurred due to start-up problems
with the production ramp-up of the mass production
of “ecological lead”. In Germany, a significant drop
in revenue and EBIT owing to a decline in sales had
to be absorbed. Higher sales in France as well as an
improvement in revenue and the rate of return in
Belgium had a positive impact on the segmental
result.
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The trend towards condensing boiler technology
throughout Europe will continue to bring 
CENTROTEC constant growth, which should reach
8 – 13 % in the medium term. The growth rates
achieved latterly of more than 10 % can once again
be expected in 2006.

3. Climate Systems: expanding retrofit
market

The Climate Systems segment posted total revenue
of EUR 39.6 million in 2005 (25.9 % of consolidat-
ed revenue) and is therefore 8.2 % up on the 
previous year (EUR 36.6 million). Of this, nearly 6 %
stems from organic growth. The new acquisition
Innosource contributed EUR 0.8 million to growth
for the proportion of 2005 following its consoli-
dation; however, the EBIT was still negative at 
EUR 0.2 million in 2005. Positive effects amounting
to approximately EUR 0.4 million were achieved
through improvements in some of the indirect 
expense items. The Climate Systems segment was
able to post EBIT of EUR 8.2 million, compared
with EUR 7.8 million in 2004. The volume of capital
investment of EUR 9.4 million was well up on the
previous year (EUR 0.3 million), in particular as a
result of acquisitions (EUR 4.9 million for Innosource;
EUR 0.6 million for EnEV-Air).

CENTROTEC appliances are used for extracting
stale air from rooms and introducing fresh air in its
place. If centrally located appliances are able to route
both airflows through a heat exchanger, over 95 %
of the heat in the stale air can be transferred to the
fresh air. This can cut the heating costs for a well-
insulated detached home by up to a further 30 %.
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The spread of such ventilation systems with heat
recovery outside the Netherlands is still low.
Following the introduction of the Energy Perfor-
mance Standard in the Netherlands in 1998, the
proportion of new buildings there incorporating
this technology has soared within the space of just
five years, from around 5 % to a current level of
around 45 %. The new EPC limit value that was
further reduced to 0.8 in the Netherlands at the
start of 2006 will mean that ventilation systems
with heat recovery will experience a renewed surge
in growth. The EPN has come to serve as a model
for the whole of Europe, in the form of the EBPD
already mentioned above.

In Germany, the market share of ventilation
systems in new buildings is around 15 – 17 %,
with a sharp upward tendency. CENTROTEC now
stands to benefit from the catch-up effect that 
will take root at all of the Netherlands‘ European
neighbours. Sales activities have been stepped up
in Germany. We entered the market in the United
Kingdom during the past year. In addition to
acquiring a leading local manufacturer as an OEM
customer, we capitalised on our existing brand 
presence within the trade to launch the heat 
recovery system under the name “Brink“. The first
project sales have already been concluded. As well
as systems for new buildings, CENTROTEC last year
enjoyed expansion in the market for retrofitted 
climate control systems. With around 4 million
buildings in the Netherlands and more than 5.5 
million housing units constructed in Germany since
1987 alone (source: Federal Statistical Office) plus
a large number of non-residential buildings, the
retro-installation market offers immense sales

potential for CENTROTEC‘s non-central ventilation
systems, especially considering the increasingly
acute problem of particulate matter and noise 
pollution in towns and cities, as all these appliances
block out external noise and can be equipped with
filters to screen out particulate matter. 

Improved air quality based on a reduction in
particulate matter levels will become increasingly
important in future. Particularly in school class-
rooms and other rooms where excluding outside
noise but allowing in fresh air both enhances 
comfort and promotes concentration, for instance,
the new systems from Ned Air and Innosource 
represent extremely useful solutions. Ned Air systems
are designed as central systems that supply several
rooms simultaneously or can be controlled indivi-
dually, for instance through roof vents. Innosource
systems are ideal wherever either just one or a
small number of rooms need to be supplied, or
where it would be too complicated to retrofit a
central system. These systems are for instance easy
to install behind a radiator. They are perfect for 
the sensor-controlled ventilation of individual
rooms directly with filtered outside air. The room-
specific control function depends on CO2 levels. 

Brink, too, has unveiled new model generations
for heat recovery systems. For example, the unit
for higher air volumes has been given a more com-
pact design, so that it can be accommodated more
easily in larger houses or small functional buildings. 

In this field, an additional sales channel for
central ventilation systems with heat recovery has
been established through the partnership with 
the local market leader for domestic ventilation,
Vent-Axia.
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In view of the diversity and complexity of the 
products and their ongoing refinement, the Climate
Systems segment has drawn up a new production
concept. This lean production concept integrates
the production plants, which are currently still stand-
alone operations. The concept will be realised 
with an investment of over half a million euros at
Staphorst, its aims being to permit an even swifter
response to customer preferences, while reducing
intermediate stock levels. 

In the development sphere, the optimised linking
of heating and ventilation systems is a further focal
area. Systems that make effective use of the energy
in the outgoing air with the aid of electronically
controlled flaps are being developed. On the initia-
tive of the “Passive House Institute“, the division 
is working in partnership with the Solar Energy
Working Party of the State of North Rhine-West-
phalia and the University of Cologne to draw up 
a global passive house system. 

The strategic direction of the Climate Systems
segment shifted in 2005 as a result of its expansion.
The Dutch location in Staphorst is being extended
into both the central production location and the
group‘s management centre, with the result that
the units which will continue to operate as indepen-
dent entities will be coordinated from there. This
change goes hand in hand with the appointment
of the new Management Board member Norbert
Vroege, who has succeeded Rob Slemmer with
effect from April 1. Norbert Vroege will remain a
management member of the Innosource Group,
which he has transformed into a leading market
player through his enterprise and industry. His
innovative ideas have not only led to a large num-
ber of patents and production-mature concepts,
but also established a cooperation-based, highly
motivating corporate culture for the employees.
The foundations have consequently been laid for
achieving revenue growth of more than 10 % for
this segment in the medium term. 
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4. Medical Technology & Engineering
Plastics: marked growth in 2006
The third-largest segment, which accounts for 17 %
of total revenue, is more prone to fluctuations in
the economy as a whole than the other areas of
CENTROTEC. The negative consequences of this
were very evident in 2005 in Engineering Plastics,
and particularly in Medical Technology, which has 
a very high level of domestic business. Revenue 
for the segment was down almost 7 % on the 
previous year, at EUR 26.5 million. However, 
positive developments have already been detected,
with the result that revenue will grow in the 2006
financial year. 

Structural improvements to earnings were
achieved in 2005. The cost-cutting measures taken
in 2004 are beginning to have an effect, and have
further improved the rate of return, though EBIT 
of EUR 0.6 million is marginally up on the prior-year
level. While the share of material costs remained
close to previous year’s level due to specific efforts
despite risen purchasing costs, the adjustments with
respect to overhead costs contributed positively to
the results. Moreover, major adjustments to the high-
performance production range were made. In the
Composites area, both the reduction of overheads
and the build-up of production for a new high-
volume contract were realised. 

Applications in the field of Engineering Plastics
are predominantly in mechanical engineering, the
filling industry and – since last year – the automotive
industry. Demand remained flat last year, but thanks
to the business strategy for High Temperature
Plastics of focusing on profitable products, this
effect had only little impact on the overall earnings
position for 2005. All production plants were again
very well utilised at the end of last year. A further
increase in the production volume is planned for
the Marsberg production plant thanks to numerous
optimisation measures.

In 2005, Centrotec Composites suffered from 
poor sales of the Chrysler Crossfire, for which this
business area supplied various composite compo-
nents. However, at the end of the year a volume
production line started for loudspeaker cones on
behalf of Blaupunkt, for fitting in the VW Touareg
and Porsche Cayenne. The area moreover received
a new major order from the car industry, over a 
contract period of several years and for an annual
revenue volume of EUR 1.5 to 2.5 million. 
CENTROTEC Composites will be able to consolidate
its position in the car industry if it is able to secure
a second volume order in 2006.

Rising life expectancy, higher health expectations
and the continuing pressure to reduce costs in the
healthcare system, e.g. by shortening treatment
times, will fuel growth for medical technology.
Cutbacks here can often only be achieved 
through the increased use of technology such as
micro-invasive methods or automated analyses.
Despite this general trend, the market for medical
techno-logy in Germany contracted in 2005, as
reflected by the revenue of Möller Medical. The
company moreover switched to direct distribution
for certain key products instead of operating as 
an OEM supplier, resulting in a more protracted
start-up phase. 

The Medical Technology & Engineering Plastics
segment in particular, our powerhouse for ideas,
has in the past repeatedly paved the way for new
business areas and pioneered products that have
become benchmarks. We have therefore targeted
forward-looking investment in this segment. The
volume of capital investment here rose from EUR
1.3 million in the previous year to EUR 2.5 million
in the year under review.
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5. Solar Systems: dynamic growth 
further reinforced
Worldwide production of solar cells and modules
increased by more than a factor of 10 between
1993 and 2003. The production capacity of 2003
is forecast to triple by 2006. The latest substantiated
statistics appear to confirm this forecast by the
German Institute for Aviation and Aerospace:
annual worldwide production was already 67 %
up on the prior-year level in 2004, at 1,250 MWp.
Even if the figures for 2005 have not yet been
released, the various estimates of developments 
in the year under review and in subsequent years
nevertheless broadly concur:

Institution Growth forecast in % 

Fraunhofer Institute Over 20 %

Sarasin 2006 at least 25 %,
average 13 % until 2020

BSI 25 % from 2005

IEA 20 – 25 % 

BP Solar 20 – 30 % 

RWE Schott 25 %

Despite the spread in these predictions, every study
expects growth of at least 20 %, giving the solar
market all the hallmarks of a genuine growth 
market. The growing production volumes and new
technical developments will boost the competitive-
ness of this forward-looking technology and there-
fore sales of solar products. In the past four years
alone, the costs of module production have fallen
by around 30 %. The high bandwidth in the fore-
cast growth of the overall market is attributable to
diverging predictions of how the “learning curve“
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of photovoltaic technology will be handled. In this
instance, learning-curve effects mean the anticipated
cost reductions for the capital investments, growing
environmental awareness, regional subsidies and
trends in energy prices and in CO2 levies. 

Shortages of silicon and solar cells meant that
demand again outstripped supply in 2005, as in
previous years. All the companies brought together
under the umbrella of the subsidiary CENTROSOLAR
nevertheless enjoyed a substantial rise in business
volume. That growth will continue in 2006, with
revenue for the segment expected to reach at least
EUR 175 million. Due to consolidation on a time
proportion basis of only a few months in most cases,
revenue in 2005 amounted to EUR 16.7 million.
Extrapolated over the whole year (as-if figures), the
segment would have posted revenue of more than
EUR 91 million. The EBITDA margin achieved in
this calculation would reach 7.3 %. 

In order to achieve its growth targets for 2006,
CENTROTEC already entered into contractual 
arrangements in 2005 that by and large secure its
supply of solar modules and cells. In 2006, the total
output achieved by the CENTROSOLAR Group can
be stepped up to more than 35 Megawatt peak
(MWp). This represents at least double the previous
year‘s figure, and a substantial increase in the 
market share in the technical wholesale sector. 

The CENTROSOLAR Group is divided into the
two segments Solar Integrated Systems and Solar

Key Components. The main revenue contributor is
the Integrated Systems segment. CENTROSOLAR
sells entire solar systems that are predominantly
mounted on roofs of residential homes. The 
company is focused on high-quality equipment,
which safeguards high energy generation, has a
particularly strong build and is adapted to the
requirements 
of residential home owners. With competitive
products and the appropriate range of products
and services for craftsmen, Centrosolar’s strategy
aims at building up and expanding its own brands
as well as at achieving high customer loyalty. In
addition to sales & marketing, this segment also
includes two production facilities for solar modules.

Solar Key Components produces and supplies
key components for a photovoltaic system. These
include in particular the solar glass and the support
systems. The special high-quality glasses for solar
modules produced by CENTROSOLAR Glas in
Fürth, need to be exceptionally strong and with-
stand various thermal loads. The patented nano-
coating appreciably improves solar transmission
and thus the energy yield. Solar support systems
for various types of roof are the core business area
of the Cologne-based subsidiary Ubbink Econergy
Solar, which has become a European leader in this
market for plastics. The patented systems satisfy
high standards of techno-logy, quality and appear-
ance, whether on flat or sloping roofs. 
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Net Worth, Financial
Positon and Financial
Performance

1. Investment and finance: rise in capital
expenditure

In line with its increased business volume, 
CENTROTEC likewise stepped up its investment
from EUR 9.2 million in 2004 to EUR 53.5 million
in 2005. The establishment of the Solar Systems
segment accounted for the lion‘s share of this
amount, or EUR 35.9 million. As well as spending
on both replacement and new equipment in the
existing core segments, financial resources totalling
EUR 5.6 million were used for the acquisition of
Innosource and EnEV-Air. 

Focal areas of operative investment in property,
plant and equipment included the expansion of
our locations and investment in machinery. The
solar modules production line in Doesburg and a
new glass tempering stove at Centrosolar Glas are
just two examples. Spending on property, plant
and equipment excluding first-time additions due
to consolidation totalled EUR 7.8 million in the past
financial year. We also invested in our own devel-
opment activities and in purchased expertise for
new products. The investment volume (excluding
first-time consolidation) was higher than the
depreciation and amortisation for the year of 
EUR 4.3 million, with the result that the business
figures, too, reflect the expansive character of our
investing activities. 

Net financial liabilities (current and non-current
financial liabilities less cash) rose from EUR 39.7
million to EUR 46.3 million. With cash totalling
EUR 16.2 million at December 31, 2005 (previous

year EUR 3.7 million), the current and non-current
financial liabilities rose from EUR 43.4 million in
the previous year to EUR 62.5 million in the year
under review. The biggest increase relates to a loan
of around EUR 5 million, which was consolidated
as a result of the investment in Solarsquare. The
slightly higher but nevertheless still very good
dynamic gearing ratio (financial liabilities/EBITDA) is
now 2.7, compared with a prior-year figure of 1.9. 

2. Net worth: improvement in 
equity ratio

In 2005, the equity ratio rose from 39.3 % to 
47.6 %, with a balance sheet total of EUR 215.6
million (previous year EUR 119.6 million). The
shareholders‘ equity of CENTROTEC rose by EUR
55.7 million in absolute terms from EUR 47.0 
to EUR 102.7 million largely as a result of the
conso-lidation of CENTROSOLAR AG and the other
acquisitions. A total of EUR 36.1 million has thus
been added to shareholders‘ equity as a result of
the takeover of new companies, of which an
amount of EUR 27.3 million relates to minority
interests. Shareholders‘ equity moreover rose by
EUR 18.0 million as a result of the allocation of 
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consequently rose by more than EUR 23 million to 
EUR 25.0 million. The largest individual item on 
the assets side, representing 25.7 % of the balance
sheet total (previous year 32.1 %) is goodwill,
which amounted to EUR 55.3 million (previous
year EUR 38.4 million). The increase is mainly 
due to the acquisitions made by CENTROSOLAR 
(EUR 12.9 million); the goodwill in the Climate
Systems segment rose by a total of EUR 5.3 million
as a result of that segment‘s acquisitions. Pursuant
to IFRS 3, goodwill has no longer been amortised
since January 1, 2004. Instead, the investment 
is subject to an annual impairment test, as a 
result of which there has been no requirement 
for amortisation of CENTROTEC‘s affiliated 
companies since their acquisition. 

The second-largest item in the Consolidated
Balance Sheet is property, plant and equipment
amounting to EUR 41.8 million, or 19.4 % of the
balance sheet total. The real property assets of 
the production and logistics locations account for
EUR 24.6 million of this total.

the consolidated net income. Owing to the issue
of new shares in the course of the exercise of stock
options, the company received EUR 0.7 million in
total as additional equity. As well as the equity ratio,
the gearing (financial liabilities/equity) was improved
from 0.9 to 0.5 by the rise in shareholders‘ equity.

The net financial liabilities rose by EUR 6.6 
million to EUR 46.3 million (previous year EUR 39.7
million), however, they are still below the level
reached in 2003 despite the significantly higher
business volume. While the long-term financial
obligations increased by EUR 8.8 million to EUR
40.3 million, the short-term financial liabilities of
EUR 22.2 million are also set against EUR 16.2 
million of cash and cash equivalents. CENTROTEC
has considerable credit facilities, which – even if
utilised to the full – are still below the maximum
acceptable level of indebtedness.

The increased business volume resulted in 
a substantial rise in trade accounts receivable 
and payable. As a result, the current assets as at
December 31, 2005 rose to EUR 81.4 million 
(previous year EUR 42.1 million). Accounts payable
and receivable displayed a similar trend. Trade
accounts receivable (EUR 27.2 million; previous
year EUR 17.2 million) and inventories (EUR 29.5
million; previous year EUR 19.9 million) as well as
trade accounts payable (EUR 16.1 million; previous
year EUR 8.0 million) have risen substantially as a
result of the fully consolidated new companies. The
net working capital rose, in particular as a result of
the increase in the volume of inventories by more
than EUR 17 million, to EUR 31.0 million compared
with only EUR 14.6 million in the previous year. 

The rise from EUR 77.6 million to EUR 134.1
million in non-current assets stems largely from 
the Solar Systems segment. Intangible assets 
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3. Financial performance:
higher net income

The EUR 18.1 million rise in revenue did not lead
to an improvement in the operating result due 
to the integration costs of new business and the
enlargements of business segments. The EBIT margin
(EBIT/revenue) is nevertheless high at 11.6 %. 
EBITDA (earnings before interest, tax, depreciation 
and amortisation) likewise dipped from EUR 23.2
million to EUR 23.0 million.

On the other hand, the earnings after taxes
(EAT) increased from EUR 10.1 million to EUR 18.0
million. This includes the aforementioned extra-
ordinary effect of EUR 6.8 million from the con-
solidation of CENTROSOLAR AG. Adjusted for the
extraordinary effect of the first-time consolidation,
this results in a significantly reduced effective tax
rate of 29.1 % (previous year 35.9 %). This lower
effective tax rate stems from the reversal of tax 
liabilities formed in the previous years as well as
the lower tax rates in the Netherlands and in
Belgium. There was moreover a positive effect of
EUR 0.3 million from the retroactive realisation of
tax loss carryforwards.  

Due to the issue of new shares as a result of
the exercising of stock options, the number of
shares outstanding rose to 8,032,576. Earnings 
per share (EPS) were up to EUR 2.26 (previous year
EUR 1.31). Without the impact on results from
consolidation effects described above, EPS would
have been EUR 1.40 (previous year EUR 1.31). 
For the current year, CENTROTEC expects the EPS
figure to rise yet further to EUR 1.85 to 1.95, 
driven by the targeted revenue growth and the
consolidation of CENTROSOLAR for the full year.

The Management Board of CENTROTEC
Sustainable AG proposes, in conjunction with the
Supervisory Board, that no dividend be paid for
2005. 

The consolidated net income generated is 
to be used in full for pressing forward resolutely
with the company‘s growth strategy.
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The cash flow from operating activities fell from
EUR 14.4 million to EUR 6.7 million as a result 
of the sharp rise in working capital to EUR 31.8
million, from EUR 14.6 million in the previous year.
The largest part of this increase is attributable to
the rise in accounts receivable by EUR 10.0 million
and inventories by EUR 9.7 million, which stemmed
from higher business volume in particular towards
the end of the year. In contrast, accounts payable
and the other liabilities not classifiable to financing
activities only increased by EUR 8.5 million compared
with the previous year.

Personnel: employee total risen to more
than 1,200

Thanks to the pronounced culture of enterprise 
that has arisen in the context of the sustainability
philosophy, CENTROTEC employees demonstrate
exceptional standards of commitment, creativity
and meticulousness. The sense of individual respon-
sibility that likewise goes hand in hand with enter-
prise also engenders manifest loyalty towards the
company and therefore paves the way for a stable
employee base. The group itself is organised non-
centrally, i.e. the management of the individual
companies enjoy a high degree of autonomy in
their operative decisions, but conversely have to
satisfy stringent targets in meeting their business
plans. The Management Board itself has a team
philosophy where each individual places a very
strong specialist emphasis on individual aspects
such as finance, M&A, marketing or distribution
for specific sectors.

The group had 1,208 employees at December
31, 2005. This corresponds to 1,124 full-time
equivalents (FTE) at the reporting date (previous
year 926). Of this total, 157 people were employed
in the Solar System segment alone. As an average 
for the year, the group employed precisely 1,000 FTE
(previous year: 902 FTE). The vast majority of
employees, or 85 % (965 FTE), were employed in
Germany and the Netherlands at December 31,
2005. Around 43 % of employees at the end of
the year (previous year likewise 43 %) were office
staff and the remaining 57 % industrial workers. 

Whereas the average employee total showed
an increase of 11 %, personnel expenses incurred
for the full-year period rose by 9 % from EUR 36.0
million to EUR 39.1 million. Employees‘ pay, 
which includes all other remuneration as well as
wages and salaries, accounted for the lion‘s share
of personnel expenses. Compared with 2004, 
personnel expenses were down from 26.7 % to
25.6 % of revenue.
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Incomes were again supplemented to a significant
level in 2005 through the exercising of stock options
for management personnel and other employees.
A relatively large group of individuals within the
company has consequently benefited from the
appreciation in value of CENTROTEC‘s shares. 
144 thousand stock options in total were exercised
at an average strike price of EUR 5.70 per option.
100 thousand new options in total were issued
during the 2005 financial year. 

An income tax effect of EUR 1,045 thousand
was realised in 2005 from the stock options issued
in 2003. It in essence has no effect on income, 
as this tax effect proportionally exceeded the 
personnel expense recorded.

Environment: focus on energy-saving
products

As a company that focuses on sustainability, 
CENTROTEC bears a particular responsibility for 
the environment. CENTROTEC concentrates on the
one hand on the development and manufacture 
of products that help to improve the environment.
Through its gas flue systems for condensing boilers
and ventilation systems incorporating heat recovery,
it thus makes a small but valuable contribution
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towards achieving the goals laid down in the
Kyoto Protocol. In developing new products, 
the company has moreover undertaken to focus
on sustainable methods of production that use
resources sparingly, and to replace older products
that do not meet these criteria with new, sustain-
able alternatives. A partnership agreement has 
for instance been signed between Ubbink and 
the Dutch environmental protection organisation
“Stichting Natuur en Milieu“. “Stichting Natuur en
Milieu“ brings together both members of industry
and consumers under the same roof. The aim of
the project is jointly to identify sustainable methods
of management, development and production,
and also of handling energy and raw materials, in
order to put a stop to damage to our eco-system.
By means of an internal environmental manage-
ment system, production processes were regularly
assessed to identify further scope for saving energy,
and corresponding improvements initiated. The
methods used in production must not release any
environmentally harmful waste or chemicals. Only
accredited establishments that satisfy rigorous 
environmental guidelines are accepted as suppliers.
All waste materials are recycled. Non-recyclable
waste is disposed of by specialist companies, in
accordance with strict environmental criteria. 

In 2006, CENTROTEC is planning to publish its
first Sustainability Report, in which these topics are
to be presented in greater detail. The various envi-
ronmentally relevant parameters that CENTROTEC
is continually gauging and has undertaken to keep
optimising are already defined, and are established
components of the reporting and controlling
processes.

Opportunities and risks

The CENTROTEC group and its subsidiaries, like
every company, are exposed to a variety of general
and industry-specific risks that can restrict business
activity and have adverse effects on the net worth,
financial position and financial performance. 
CENTROTEC has a group-wide risk management
system for monitoring and controlling these risks.
This involves submitting regular reports on the
nature, likelihood and potential impact of possible
risks for all relevant areas. Risk management is 
practised in all companies on the basis of existing
guidelines. Risk managers identify, measure, assess
and support the steering of potential sources of
risks. Using this basis, it is possible to respond
promptly to risks, and to decide whether it is neces-
sary to take measures to avoid or insure against
risks. The principal risks are characterised below. 

Debt

CENTROTEC consciously employs borrowed capital
as a means of financing growth. The high income,
which has risen steadily, has until now served to
endorse this strategy. Nevertheless, this naturally
entails a risk, because financing bottlenecks as a
result of downturns in or loss of earnings could
occur sooner than at a company financed predomi-
nantly through equity. However, by using a very
carefully observed risk in the form of borrowing,
CENTROTEC is able to maintain the return on equity
at a higher level. In recent years, the return on the
book equity has regularly been more than 25 %.
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Loss of major customers as a potential risk

A process of consolidation has been detected in
the boiler manufacturing sector, leaving a few of
major companies which between them account 
for over half of the European market. The Gas 
Flue Systems segment is dependent on these major 
customers. However, two of these major customers
account for less than 8 % of revenue. There never-
theless exist long-standing, healthy partnerships
with these key accounts, with the result that a
sudden switch on their part is improbable even 
if that possibility cannot be entirely ruled out.
Thanks to the measures that have been successfully
implemented in the past aimed at broadening the
customer base, this risk can be rated as not posing
a threat to our survival.

Temporal or cyclical fluctuations in earnings

The business progress of the CENTROTEC Group is
subject to industry-specific and seasonal fluctuations.
There is for instance a general tendency for third
and fourth-quarter earnings in any given financial
year to be stronger than the first and second-
quarter figures. 

The Climate Systems segment is currently rela-
tively dependent on the fortunes of the construction
sector in the Netherlands, as a result of which its
growth in 2005 was rather weak. This dependency
has been reduced by tapping into the retrofit 
market, which is much more constant. Throughout
the group, the market niches in which the company
operates are growing and are relatively immune to
cyclical fluctuations. Cyclical factors nevertheless
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make themselves felt. Within the Gas Flue Systems
and Climate Systems segments and at CENTRO-
SOLAR there is moreover a degree of dependency
on the legislative framework. Any about-turn in
the legal regulations and subsidies available could
result in a downturn in revenue for CENTROTEC 
in this area. The suspension of the tougher Energy
Performance Standard in the Netherlands did 
indeed result in a marked slowdown in growth.
The announcement of a new date (2006) for the
tougher legislation is therefore all the more welcome.

Expansion

The high rate of growth in itself harbours risks.
Internal structures in particular must be repeatedly
and rapidly adjusted to the requirements of a
growing group organisation. Reorganisation pro-
jects in the various areas of the company and at 
its various locations have made a substantial 
contribution towards ensuring that the company‘s
internal structure suitably reflects the size of the
group. This viable basis is constantly being 
elaborated. 

New competitors

There exists the risk that competitors could launch
new products and services earlier, undercut our
prices or secure exclusive distribution or production
rights for new solutions. In the Climate Systems
segment, for instance, the emergence of new
competitors is likely, particularly once the anti-
cipated surge in demand in countries such as
Germany materialises. However, we have already
secured a strong market position for OEM business
and direct sales that will be difficult to erode, with
the result that our temporal lead is pronounced. 

Technological changes

Technological changes are to be expected parti-
cularly in the sphere of photovoltaics as a result of
the development of thin-film technology. However,
CENTROTEC‘s core skill lies further downstream
and technological paradigm shifts would affect only
upstream value creation stages in which CENTRO-
TEC will be restricting its activities to a low level.

Regulatory environment

A change to the Renewable Energies Act (German
EEG), and especially the regulated minimum price
for solar power, could adversely affect demand for
photovoltaic systems in Germany in particular, 
currently the core market of the CENTROSOLAR
Group. The postponement or suspension of other
environment-specific legislation could likewise
influence sales of CENTROTEC climate control and
gas flue systems. Rising energy prices are never-
theless already prompting a steady rise in interest
in CENTROTEC energy-saving concepts. 

Reliable supplies

A further risk exists at the supply end. The loss 
of critical suppliers could result in delivery bottle-
necks. The company tackles this risk through close
technical cooperation with important suppliers 
and by maintaining at least two sources of supply
for all important products. The company‘s own
planning errors in production and procurement
could constitute a further potential cause of bottle-
necks; the goods management systems in question
are therefore continually being enhanced. 
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In the Solar Systems segment, there is currently a
bottleneck in the availability of solar modules. Even
if worldwide production capacity for solar cells rises
substantially as planned, the supply situation in this
area is likely to remain tight over the next few years,
possibly resulting in repeated delays and bottlenecks.

International spread/foreign exchange risks

The CENTROTEC Group is planning to press ahead
with its international expansion. Its increasing inter-
national spread will present both opportunities and
risks to the growth and earnings of the CENTROTEC
Group. The CENTROTEC Group generates revenues
predominantly in euros. This gives rise to a limited
exposure to market risks from changes in interest
and foreign exchange rates. A small portion of the
group‘s business activities takes place in the United
Kingdom, Scandinavia, the USA and Asia, albeit with
a steady upward trend. To minimise the interest
rate risks, interest cap certificates to hedge the
interest rates of variable-rate loans were taken out.
Negative changes in the market values of financial
instruments are recognised initially with no effect
on income in the annual financial statements.

Product quality

Although no significant liability claims from 
product defects have so far been made against 
the CENTROTEC Group, the possibility cannot be
excluded that the CENTROTEC Group will face
warranty and compensation claims in the future.
CENTROTEC is of the opinion that in most cases
the warranties agreed with the suppliers are wholly
or largely equal to the warranties extended to 
customers.
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Project development and project business

In the context of carrying out major projects, the
CENTROTEC Group takes the customary risks of 
a general contractor. When performing project
development work, the CENTROTEC Group 
moreover furnishes advance performance that 
will remain unremunerated in the event of the
project not being realised. 

Qualified personnel

The company is moreover exposed to a degree of
dependence on certain key employees. If it were 
to prove impossible to compensate for the future
loss of managers or employees in key positions in
the short term, this would obstruct the activities of
the CENTROTEC Group. However, as we expand 
so will our base of highly qualified employees, 
with the result that this risk will gradually dwindle. 

Protection of intellectual property

The protection of intellectual property is important
to the success of the CENTROTEC Group. In 
establishing, upholding and protecting its rights to
intellectual property, the company makes use of
the registration of brands and the statutory pro-
visions on copyrights and business secrets, as well
as confidentiality agreements and other contractual
agreements in order to protect intellectual property.
Despite the efforts of the CENTROTEC Legal Depart-
ment, it cannot be excluded that unauthorised 
parties may copy or use products or services.
Current or future patent rights and copyrights 
of the CENTROTEC Group or other intellectual
property rights could moreover be challenged,
declared null and void or circumvented, and third-
party intellectual property rights infringed. How-
ever, no such lawsuits or proceedings currently exist.

Data processing

In the IT sector, the possibility cannot be excluded
that problems that have not yet been identified
will arise, or that previously solved problems will
recur. This is particularly the case when the latest
release versions and other integration stages are
incorporated into ERP systems. A new hardware
platform with new server systems will reduce the
risk from technical systems still further. Likewise 
we cannot generally exclude the possibility that 
a problem in the IT sector could lead to a loss of
data, despite ongoing data safeguarding, and
cause considerable damage. The operating units
will be increasingly integrated in the future. In the
long term, all companies should be switched to
the Baan/ASS system that is already the standard
ERP system at the majority of companies. This
involves specific migration risks.

Principal areas of risk covered by insurance

The CENTROTEC Group has taken out various
insurance policies to minimise its risks. These
include business liability insurance, business 
interruption insurance, legal protection insurance,
business and property insurance, electronics 
insurance, credit sale insurance and motor vehicle
insurance. There is in addition special property
insurance cover (fire and storm) and loss of earnings
insurance cover for warehouses. D&O cover exists
for Management Board members, directors and
Supervisory Board members.

Internally, the company perceives potential
risks in the production sector. Suitable accident
prevention regulations and measures are imple-
mented to prevent possible accidents and plant
breakdowns. All plant is moreover insured in line
with its value. However, the failure of critical 
plant could result in noticeable losses. 
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Opportunities: further extensive scope
for development

As well as the risks, this management report should
outline the opportunities that present themselves
to the company. 

Currently the most significant opportunity stems
from the implementation of the various energy-
saving regulations being planned within the EU,
and the tightening of existing regulations. Yet even
without tougher legislation, the steady rise in energy
prices means that energy-efficient products – in
our case in particular condensing boilers and heat
recovery systems – can be expected to achieve
further market penetration. 

There are furthermore prospects of growth
from the scope for integrating new and/or existing
companies into the group. However, this potential
cannot be built into our targets, nor is it included
in the group‘s forecasts. The acquisitions strategy
hitherto implemented successfully will be main-
tained in the future. All takeovers to date have
resulted in a substantial appreciation in value. 

Thanks to the rigorous takeover criteria
applied and the intensive experience in the field 
of M&A, further such positive effects are expected
in the future. 
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Outlook: profitable growth in all 
segments
CENTROTEC will again experience double-digit
growth in 2006. Despite the still weak economic
situation in Europe, revenue in the segments will
increase by 10 % to 15 %, in the Solar Systems
segment by even more than 100 % (as if compari-
son). Growth in EPS is even expected to be in the
region of 30 % in relation to the adjusted figure 
of EUR 1.40 per share in 2005, rising to EUR 1.85
to 1.95. The reasons for this positive assessment
include stricter governmental energy-saving regu-
lations, the growing market penetration of our
energy-saving systems, the launching of business
for climate control systems in the UK and Belgium,
and the expansion of the sales network in Eastern
Europe in the Gas Flue Systems segment. In other
words, the diversity of the product range will
increase and regional distribution activities for
selected product areas will be intensified. 

Further growth will be fuelled by the investment in 
CENTROSOLAR, which is set to double its revenue.
Everything points towards rapid growth for the
photovoltaics industry, in which the CENTROTEC
Group will now participate to an even higher degree.

Besides organic growth, CENTROTEC will continue
to look for opportunities to generate additional
growth through further acquisitions. The target 
for 2006 as a whole envisages revenue growth 
to EUR 330 to 360 million, excluding any further
acquisitions.
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Water / Health

Water influences life on our blue planet in many and diverse
ways. Humans moreover consist of over 80 % water. It is of 
elementary importance to our health, because humans can 
survive only for a few days without water. Promoting humans‘
health and the desire to make life more comfortable are at the
very heart of our cutting-edge solutions for medical technology. 
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Consolidated Balance Sheet at December 31, 2005

Assets in EUR ‘000
[Notes] 31/12/2005 31/12/2004

Current assets

Cash and cash equivalents 1 16,203 3,672

Short-term investments/marketable securities 1 1,560 0

Trade accounts receivable 2 27,205 17,190

Inventories 3 29,525 19,861

Other assets 4 5,790 1,144

Income tax receivable 1,159 206

81,442 42,073

Non-current assets

Property, plant and equipment 5 41,766 34,813

Intangible assets 6 24,977 1,697

Goodwill 8 55,310 38,443

Financial investments accounted for using the equity method 7 9,227 0

Other loans 7 137 0

Deferred tax 9 23 2,652 2,574

Other assets 11 61 25

134,130 77,552

Assets 215,572 119,625
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Equity and liabilities in EUR ‘000
[Notes] 31/12/2005 31/12/2004

Current liabilities

Financial liabilities and current portion of non-current financial liabilities 10 11 22,234 11,904 

Trade accounts payable 16,091 7,964 

Other accrued expenses 12 827 2,189 

Income tax payable 1,144 1,617 

Other liabilities 13 15,384 12,004 

55,680 35,678

Non-current liabilities

Financial liabilities 10 11 40,297 31,517

Deferred tax 14 23 5,262 2,674

Pension accruals 15 1,225 343 

Other accruals 12 2,621 2,398 

Other liabilities 13 7,814 49 

57,219 36,981

Shareholders` equity 17

Share capital 8,033 7,889 

Additional paid-in capital 21,987 11,849 

Treasury stock (112) (112)

Stock option reserve 533 405 

Deferred tax reserve 943 860 

Currency translation differences in shareholders’ equity and fair value adjustment of interest rate derivatives
(375) (359)

Retained earnings 26,409 16,273 

Profit attributable to shareholders of CENTROTEC Sustainable AG 17,958 10,135 

Minority interest, presented within equity 16 27,297 26 

102,673 46,966

Equity and liabilities 215,572 119,625
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Pro forma*
01/01/2005 01/01/2004 01.01.2004

in EUR ‘000 [Notes] 31/12/2005 31/12/2004 31.12.2004

Revenues 26 152,912 134,760 

Other operating income 18 3,530 1,052 

Changes in inventories of finished goods and work in progress (1,454) 731 

Production for own fixed assets capitalised 6 585 122 

Cost of purchased materials and services 19 (68,369) (56,884)

Personnel expenses 20 (39,080) (35,959)

Depreciation and amortisation 5 6 (5,002) (4,947)

Amortisation (and impairment) of goodwill 8 (263) (0)

Other operating expenses 21 (25,161) (20,614)

Operating result (EBIT) 17,698 18,261

Interest income and expenses 22 (2,153) (2,457)

Profit from transactions with minorities 6,819 0

Result from financial investments accounted for using the equity method 7 113 (17)

Result before income taxes (EBT) 22,477 15,787

Income tax 23 (4,524) (5,659)

Net income (EAT) 17,953 10,128

Profit or loss attributable to minority interest 24 (5) (7)

Profit attributable to shareholders of CENTROTEC Sustainable AG 17,958 10,135 

EPS (earnings per share in EUR) 31/12/2005 31/12/2004

Earnings per share (basic) 25 2.26 1.31

Earnings per share (diluted) 25 2.16 1.26

Weighted average shares outstanding (units; numbers; basic) 7,954,745 7,730,581

Weighted average shares outstanding (units; numbers; diluted) 8,302,225 8,064,895
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01/01/2005 01/01/2004
in EUR ‘000 [Notes] 31/12/2005 31/12/2004

Net income before taxes and interest (EBIT) 17,698 18,261 

Depreciation and amortisation 5 6 8 5,265 4,947 

Gain/loss on disposal of
non-current assets (72) 0 

Other non-cash items 481 431 

Increase/decrease in accruals (2,045) 115 

Increase/decrease
in inventories, trade receivables and other assets that
cannot be allocated to investing or financing activities (5,869) (1,431)

Increase/decrease
in trade payables and other liabilities that
cannot be allocated to investing or financing activities (1,541) (816)

Interest paid (1,936) (2,299)

Income taxes paid (5,265) (4,846)

Cash flow from operating activities 27 6,716 14,362

Acquisition of share in participations
-net of cash acquired (7,686) (3,927)

Acquisition of financial investments accounted for using the equity method:
cash outflow (4,864) 0 

Business combination under common control:
cash acquired 20,048 0 

Cash outflow as a result
of consolidation method (89) 0

Purchase of property, plant and equipment/
intangible assets/financial investments/loans (8,807) (5,628)

Proceeds from disposal of property, plant and
equipment/intangible assets/financial investments/loans 64 426 

Cash flow from investing activities 27 (1,334) (9,129)

Proceeds from issuance of shares 830 1,942 

Proceeds from
borrowings/repayment of borrowings 537 (10,131)

Result attributable to minorities 0 7

Cash flow from financing activities 27 1,367 (8,182)

Change in liquid funds 6,749 (2,949)

Liquid funds at the beginning of the financial year (1,193) 1,756 

Liquid funds at the end of the financial year 5,556 (1,193)
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Profit
attribut-

able
Retained to share Minority

Addi- earnings capital interest,
tional Stock Deferred Re- and profit holders of presented Consoli-

Share paid-in Treasury option tax valuation carry- CENTRO- within dated
in EUR '000 [note 17] capital capital stock reserve reserve reserves forward TEC AG rquity equity

December 31, 2003 7,668 10,128 (112) 0 0 (304) 10,156 6,263 0 33,799 

Adjustment first time adoption IFRS 2 184 185 (145) 224 

Correction IAS 8 27 (27) 0 

December 31, 2003 7,668 10,128 (112) 184 185 (304) 10,183 6,091 0 34,023 

Transfer to revenue reserves 6,091 (6,091) 0 

Change in minority interest 33 33 

Exercise of options 221 1,721 1 1,943 

Stock options plan 221 675 898 

Fair value adjustment interest 
rate derivatives (66) (66)

Correction IAS 8 (27) (27)

Currency translation differences 10 10 

Profit attributable to shareholders  
of CENTROTEC AG 10,162 10,162 

Profit or loss attributable to 
minority interest (7) (7)

December 31, 2004 7,889 11,849 (112) 405 860 (359) 16,274 10,135 26 46,966 

Transfer to revenue reserves 10,135 (10,135) 0 

Exercise of options 144 686 830 

Stock options plan 615 128 83 825 

Changes due to acquisition activities 8,837 27,276 36,113 

Fair value adjustment: interest 
rate derivatives (21) (21)

Correction IAS 8 (33) (33)

Currency translation differences 5 5

Profit attributable to shareholders  
of CENTROTEC AG 17,991 17,991 

Profit or loss attributable to 
minority interest (5) (5)

December 31, 2005 8,033 21,987 (112) 533 943 (375) 26,409 17,958 27,297 102,673 
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Segment structure Medical Technology & Climate Systems Gas Flue Systems &
Engineering Plastics Other Solar Systems Consolidation Total

in EUR ‘000 [note 26] 2005 2004 2005 2004 2005 2004 2005 2004 2005 2004 2005 2004

Revenue from third parties 26,454 28,405 39,594 36,599 70,202 69,703 16,662 53 0 0 152,912 134,760 

Revenue from other segments 1,076 825 260 224 455 175 0 0 (1,791) (1,224) 0 0 

Cost of purchased materials (9,144) (9,771) (16,661) (15,592) (32,411) (32,693) (11,944) (52) 1,791 1,224 (68,369) (56,884) 

Personnel expenses (12,169) (12,522) (10,465) (9,512) (15,144) (13,921) (1,302) (4) 0 0 (39,080) (35,959) 

Depreciation and amortisation (1,626) (1,595) (728) (634) (2,604) (2,696) (308) (22) 0 0 (5,266) (4.,947) 

Other income and expense 
from ordinary activities (3,950) (4,747) (3,830) (3,331) (11,702) (10,686) (3,017) 55 0 0 (22,499) (18,709) 

EBIT 641 595 8,170 7,754 8,796 9,882 91 30 0 0 17,698 18,261

Interest result (2,153) (2,457)

Profit from transactions 
with minorities 6.819 0

Result of financial assets At Equity Entities 113 113 (17) 

EBT 22,477 15,787

Income tax (4,524) (5,679) 

Net income (EAT) 17,953 10,128

Profit or loss attributable to minority interest (5) (7)

Profit attributable to shareholders   
of the CENTROTEC AG 17,958 10,135 

Total assets 23,307 23,053 43,089 30,407 65,640 63,204 79,725 181 0 0 211,761 116,845 

Entitlement to income tax rebates* 3,810 2,780 

Total liabilities 5,117 5,712 7,647 7,061 12,725 12,116 18,473 58 0 0 43,962 24,947 

Financial liabilities 62,531 43,421 

Income tax payable* 6,406 4,291 

Investments in fixed assets 2,470 1,323 9,397 275 5,734 7,610 35,871 0 0 0 53,472 9,208

Financial investments accounted 
for using the equity method 0 0 0 0 669 0 8,558 0 0 0 9.227 0

* Including deferred tax

European European 
Regional structure euro countries non-euro countries Rest of world Consolidation Total

in EUR ‘000 2005 2004 2005 2004 2005 2004 2005 2004 2005 2004

Revenue from third parties 129,113 110,692 18,892 17,937 4,907 6,131 0 0 152,912 134,760 

Total assets 203,955 108,872 7,100 7,248 706 725 0 0 211,761 116,845  

Investments in
fixed assets 35,097 8,712 18,372 346 3 150 0 0 53,472 9,208
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Notes to the Consolidated
Financial Statements for
the financial year 2005

Basic data for the group

The CENTROTEC Group is an international group with subsidiaries

in eight European countries and two Asian countries, annual 

revenue of EUR 153 million (previous year EUR 135 million) and

1,124 employees (FTE = full time equivalents) (previous year 

926 FTE). The focus of activities of CENTROTEC is the development,

production and sale of the following product areas:
n Gas flue systems for heating systems, made predominantly 

from plastic components,
n Ventilation systems with heat recovery,
n Plastic semi-finished products and prefabricated products,
n Medical technology components and equipment, and
n Photovoltaic systems and modules, support systems and 

components for solar energy systems.

As well as the existing businesses, the CENTROTEC Group defines

its business purpose as creating and acquiring new business areas

and companies in which energy-saving products are developed

and sold, and/or the expertise of which lies in the domain of

innovative plastics or gas flue and ventilation systems. 

CENTROTEC Sustainable AG („CENTROTEC“) has been listed

on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange as a public limited liability com-

pany since December 8, 1998. Many of the companies included

in the Consolidated Financial Statements nevertheless go back

further. The group parent, CENTROTEC Sustainable AG, Brilon, 

is listed on the SDAX and GEX tiers under the codes CEV and

WKN 540750. CENTROTEC Sustainable AG is entered on the

Commercial Register of the Local Court of Arnsberg, Germany,

under the number HRB 2161. The group‘s head office is located

at Am Patbergschen Dorn 9, 59929 Brilon, Germany. CENTROTEC

Sustainable AG is not part of a superordinate group, and is the

ultimate parent company of the group presented in these Notes

and Consolidated Financial Statements. Further financial and 

corporate information on CENTROTEC is available from the above

address, or on the homepage (www.centrotec.de).

Standards applied

The Consolidated Financial Statements at December 31, 2005 have

been prepared in accordance with the “International Financial

Reporting Standards“ (IFRS) issued by the International Accounting

Standards Board (IASB) as used in the EU. All IFRS, IAS, IFRIC and

SIC interpretations, the application of which is mandatory for 

the financial year from January 1, 2005, have been applied. The

Consolidated Financial Statements have been prepared on the

basis of historical cost, with the restriction that the financial assets

and financial liabilities (including derivative financial instruments)

have been recognised at fair value with an effect on income.

The Consolidated Financial Statements prepared in accordance

with IFRS for the 2005 financial year comply with Section 315a

(1) of German Commercial Code (HGB). As a consequence, addi-

tional information is provided, over and above the disclosures

required under IFRS, in order to comply with the requirements of

German commercial law. There are furthermore changes with

regard to the nature and extent of information provided in the

Management Report. 

CENTROTEC Sustainable AG, as the parent company of the

CENTROTEC Group, is required to prepare separate financial

statements in accordance with the requirements of German 

commercial law.

Accounting standards applied for the first time

A large number of accounting standards have been revised and

published by the IASB. These take the place of previous versions

of those standards. CENTROTEC has applied IFRIC 2 and 3 as well

as the following IAS and IFRS for the first time in agreement with

the transfer of the regulations and – insofar as necessary – adjusted

the comparative figures for 2004:
n IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements
n IAS 2 Inventories
n IAS 8 Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates, 

and Errors
n IAS 10 Events After the Balance Sheet Date
n IAS 16 Property, Plant and Equipment
n IAS 17 Leases
n IAS 21 The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates
n IAS 24 Related Party Disclosures
n IAS 27 Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements 

according to IFRS
n IAS 28 Investments in Associates
n IAS 31 Interests in Joint Ventures
n IAS 32 Financial Instruments: Disclosure and Presentation
n IAS 33 Earnings Per Share
n IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement
n IFRS 2 Share-based Payment
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The first-time application of IAS 2, 8, 10, 16, 17, 21, 24, 27, 

28, 32 and 33 has no material impact on the recognition and

measurement policies of the group. Consequences of the revisions

of IAS 1 and IFRS 2 had the following effects:
n IAS 1 has affected the recognition of minority interests, which 

are now shown under shareholders‘ equity, as well as other 

disclosures and figures;
n IFRS 2 has led to a substantial change in the recognition and 

measurement policies of the group. Up until December 31, 

2002 stock options were not recognised in the income state-

ment. From 2005 for stock options granted since 2003 the 

expenditure for stock option schemes has been recognised 

within income. 

As a result of this change, necessary adjustments have been

made to the comparative information as well as to the opening

balance sheet values of the corresponding reserves for the earliest

reporting period presented. Stock options were not yet recog-

nised in the income statement in reports published in 2004.

CENTROTEC already applied IFRS 3 in conjunction with IAS 36

(2004) and IAS 38 (2004) on a voluntary basis in the 2004 

financial year.

All changes to the recognition and measurement principles for

the group were performed in agreement with the respective rules

on implementation and transitional provisions. All standards applied

for the first time were applied retroactively, with the following

exceptions:
n IAS 16 Property, Plant and Equipment: such items acquired 

through exchange transactions are applied only prospectively;
n IAS 21 The Effects of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates – 

prospective application to goodwill and adjustment of fair 

values of one foreign operation; 
n IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Disclosure and Presentation – 

derecognition standards are to be applied prospectively. The 

classification of the financial instruments already recognised 

prior to the financial year under a separate item “Recognition 

of market prices“ in the income statement has not been 

adopted;
n IFRS 2 Share-based Payments: only for all stock options issued 

after November 7, 2002 and not lapsed by January 1, 2004.

New accounting standards

The management is currently examining the extent to which revised

IFRS standards, in particular IAS 19, 39 and IFRS 1, 4, 5, 6 and 7 as

well as IFRIC 4 and 5, the application of which is mandatory from

January 1, 2006 or 2007, affect the preparation and presentation of

future financial statements of CENTROTEC. The management is

currently working on the assumption that these will not have any

substantial, material effect on CENTROTEC‘s financial statements,

and merely result in modifications or additions to the disclosures

already being made. 

Rectification of errors

When preparing the Consolidated Financial Statements at De-

cember 31, 2005, an accounting error was identified, which has

been corrected in keeping with the provisions of IAS 8. This error

relates to the incomplete recognition of liabilities from pledged

long-service payments in Netherlands. There, long-service pay-

ments are made to persons who have belonged to a company for

a specified number of years. These payments had hitherto not

been recognised by way of accruals although these payments are

to be recognised pursuant to IAS 19. The reason for their non-

recognition was that the payments made have so far consistently

not exceeded a particular low amount and these long-service

payments cannot be recognised in liabilities under local account-

ing standards. The level of the accruals that should have been

recognised for all periods presented was determined by an 

actuary and the prior-year figures that were affected adjusted. In

total, accruals for long-service obligations amounting to EUR 478 

thousand (previous year EUR 499 thousand) were mainly created

with no effect on income.

The name of CGU Ubbink Econergy was changed into

Vacuform Produkte as last year an incorrect name was used. 

The retrograde adjustment of the error resulted in various

adjustments at CENTROTEC Sustainable AG. The effects at

January 1, 2004, December 31, 2004 and December 31, 2005

are summarised in the following table:

Figures in EUR ,000 31/12/2005 31/12/2004 01/01/2004

Goodwill 309 309 309

Deferred tax assets 143 154 153

Accrual 478 499 463

Shareholders’ equity (86) (53) (27)

2005 2004

Personnel expenses 30 36

Taxes 3 (9)

Earnings per share (basic) < 0.01 EUR < 0.01 EUR

Earnings per share (diluted) < 0.01 EUR < 0.01 EUR
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Consolidation, Recognition 
and Measurement

Consolidation methods

The balance sheet date of the companies included in the Consoli-

dated Financial Statements is December 31, 2005. The income

statement covers the period from January 1 to December 31,

2005 and has been prepared using the nature of expenditure

method. Unless otherwise indicated, the amounts quoted in the

Consolidated Financial Statements are quoted in thousand euros

(EUR thousand).

The local financial statements of the domestic and foreign

subsidiaries included in consolidation have been prepared using

uniform recognition and measurement policies corresponding to

those of the parent company, adjusted, i.e. in accordance with

IAS 27 and IAS 31, examined, and where requiring auditing as

individual companies, granted an unqualified audit certificate.

Where nothing is indicated to the contrary, the consolidation

methods applied in these accounts have remained unchanged

from the previous year. In connection with the more detailed clas-

sification of notes on the items other accrued expenses/liabilities

and Other operating income/expenses, the prior-year figures have

been adjusted to reflect the method of allocation for 2005.

a_Subsidiaries
Investments in the form of subsidiaries are included in the Conso-

lidated Financial Statements in accordance with the rules on full

consolidation, insofar as controlling influence is exercised. Con-

trolling influence is assumed to apply where a share of more than

50 % of the shareholders‘ equity with voting rights is held, and

where over half the voting rights are at the company‘s disposal.

Potential voting rights that can currently be exercised or converted

are taken into account. Where the group may determine the

financial and business policy of a company even if it does not

have a majority of voting rights, the company in question is like-

wise included in consolidation. The date of first or last inclusion

in the Consolidated Financial Statements within the context of

full consolidation is based on the date on which controlling influ-

ence is acquired or lost. The accounts are prepared according to

the purchase method. This means that all hidden reserves are 

disclosed, irrespective of the existence of minority interests. The

cost of acquisition of the investment in question is offset against

the corresponding acquirer‘s interest in the acquiree‘s net equity

at the time of initial inclusion in the Consolidated Financial State-

ments. The acquiree‘s net equity is the fair value of the assets, 

liabilities and contingent liabilities included in the Consolidated

Financial Statements. The difference in amount between the cost

of acquisition and the pro rata net equity is initially allocated to

the assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities where its fair value

differs from the carrying amount at the time of first-time consoli-

dation. The deferred tax effects resulting from a business combi-

nation are likewise taken into account. Any remaining difference

is disclosed as goodwill. Goodwill is annually subject to an impair-

ment test. If impairment is established, impairment losses are

applied to the lower goodwill established. Shares in the equity of

subsidiaries that are not allocable to the group parent are reported

as minority interests.

Intra-group gains, losses, revenues, expenses and earnings as

well as accounts receivable and payable between consolidated

companies have been eliminated in accordance with IAS 27. For

consolidation measures with effect on income, the effects on

income taxes are accounted for and deferred taxes are recognised

in accordance with IAS 12.

Any inter-company profits from trade are eliminated on a 

pro rata basis if the assets concerned had not left the group as of 

the balance sheet date. In each case the data of the company

managing the inventory has been taken as the basis here.

b_Joint ventures
Investments in joint ventures are reported in the Consolidated

Financial Statements on the basis of the regulations on proportio-

nate consolidation. The Consolidated Balance Sheet contains the

group‘s share of the assets and liabilities of the joint venture. 

The Consolidated Income Statement contains the group‘s share

of the income and expense items of the joint venture. Each of 

the assets, liabilities, income and expense items of the joint venture

is combined with the corresponding items in the Consolidated

Financial Statements on a pro rata basis.

c_Associated companies
Investments in the form of associated companies are included in

the Consolidated Financial Statements by the equity method if

the proportion of ownership interest is between 20 % and 50 %

or if the group exercises considerable influence, but no control,

by another means. Under the equity method, shares in associated

companies are measured initially at cost. The carrying amount is

increased or decreased to recognise the investor‘s share of the

profits of the investee after the date of acquisition. The share also

includes goodwill arisen.

Unrealised gains from business transactions between the group

and its associated companies are eliminated in proportion to the

company‘s investment; unrealised losses are likewise eliminated

proportionally, unless the value of the transferred asset has been

diminished. Where the group‘s share of the loss of an associated

company exceeds the carrying amount of its investment, the group
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does not record any further losses, unless it has assumed liabilities

on behalf of the associated company or made payments for 

obligations of the associated company.

d_Transactions under common control
A business combination of companies under common control

constitutes a merger in which ultimately all merging companies

are controlled by the same party or parties both before and after

the merger, and where this control is not merely temporary in

nature. Business combinations of companies under common 

control are not recorded according to the purchase method of

IFRS 3 presented above. Business combinations of this category

are recognised by means of a rollover of the carrying amount,

whereby – irrespective of the existence of minority interests – the

carrying amounts are rolled over at the time of inclusion of the

companies thus included. No exposure of undisclosed reserves

occurs. This rollover comprises the fair value of the assets, liabili-

ties and contingent liabilities included in the Consolidated Financial

Statements. A goodwill balance between the rolled-over carrying

amounts and the pro rata equity is recognised within equity with

no effect on income. Instead of any existing goodwill being netted

against equity components at first-time consolidation, it is likewise

rolled over with the carrying amounts. 

e_Transactions with minority interests
Where transactions take place with minority interests, the reporting

company fundamentally has the option of recognising such trans-

actions in an entirely income-neutral manner – resulting in direct

recognition of the effects within equity – or of recognising the

income effects in the income statement. The CENTROTEC Group

exercises this option to the extent that the income effects from

transactions with minority interests are reflected in the income

statement.

Segment Report

A group of assets and operating activities that supplies products

or services and differs from other areas of business in respect of

its intrinsic risks and opportunities constitutes a segment. The

business activities and assets of CENTROTEC are divided into the

following four segments, which represent the primary segment

format in the Segment Report: 

1_“Medical Technology & Engineering Plastics“ comprises the

production and sale of semi-finished plastic products, prefabricated

products and assemblies for small series in various sectors but

predominantly in medical technology. Products made from fibre

reinforced composites represent a new growth area in this segment.

By focusing on small series and on the production of prototypes,

this business segment also functions as a powerhouse of ideas 

for the other business segments. 

2_“Climate Systems“: in this segment, ventilation systems for

detached and semi-detached houses as well as for utility buildings

such as public buildings, schools etc. are developed, produced

and sold. The focus of attention of the product portfolio is on

achieving a high degree of heat recovery. In this market segment,

CENTROTEC is among the leading companies in Europe.

3_“Gas Flue Systems“: here, plastics based systems for diverse

applications are developed, produced and marketed. The emphasis

of these systems is on plastic gas flue systems for heating systems.

In this segment, CENTROTEC is one of the two leading companies

in Europe.

4_“Solar Systems“: this segment produces and sells photovoltaic

modules, support systems and the necessary components, as well

as accessories for solar energy systems, both connected to and

independent of the grid. These include mirrors and glass for solar

energy systems, and thermal collectors. They are used on detached

and semi-detached houses, as well as on smaller photovoltaic 

systems used by industry. 

The secondary segments use geographical criteria in distingui-

shing between “European euro countries“, “European non-euro

countries“ and “Rest of world“, as the economic context within

these regions differs from other regions on account of their

intrinsic risks and opportunities.

The segment report is based on the same accounting policies

as for the other sections of the Consolidated Financial Statements.

Income and expense are directly attributable to the segments on

the basis of source or origin.

Foreign currency translation

The functional currency of the investments is the national currency,

as these companies operate their business as an independent 

foreign entity in financial, economic and organisational terms.

The items in the separate financial statements of a group company

are therefore measured initially on that currency basis. Exchange

differences resulting locally from transactions in foreign currencies

or the devaluation of assets denominated in foreign currencies

and the upward revaluation of liabilities at the balance sheet date

are recognised in the income statement in the period in question.

Financial statements of foreign group companies are translated

into EUR where they have been prepared in a different currency.

Assets and liabilities are translated at closing rates, and expense

and income items are translated at average exchange rates for

the period under review. Any currency translation differences

from translation into the group reporting currency are recognised

within equity with no effect on income. Where necessary, share-

holders‘ equity is translated at historical rates. Goodwill having

arisen from business combinations and fair value amounts is 

attributed to the respective units, reassessed in their currency
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The classification depends on the respective purpose for which

the financial assets have been acquired. The management deter-

mines the classification of financial assets upon recognition for the

first time and re-examines the classification at each reporting date.

All purchases and sales of financial assets are recognised using

trade date accounting, in other words the day on which the group

undertakes to buy or sell the asset. Financial assets that do not

come under the category of “measured at fair value through

profit and loss“ are initially recognised at their fair value plus

transaction costs. They are derecognised if the rights to payments

from the investment have expired or been transferred and the

group has in essence transferred all risks and rewards associated

with their title.

Financial assets available for sale and assets in the category

“measured at fair value through profit and loss“ are measured at

their fair value following initial recognition. Loans and receivables

and investments held to maturity are recognised at amortised cost,

using the effective interest rate method. Realised and unrealised

gains and losses from the change in the fair value of assets in the

category “at fair value through profit and loss“ are booked to

income in the period in which they arise. Unrealised gains from

the change in the fair value of non-monetary securities in the 

category “financial assets available for sale“ are recognised within

equity. If securities in the category “financial assets available for

sale“ are sold or their carrying amount reduced for impairment,

the cumulative adjustments to the fair value within equity are 

recognised in the income statement as a gain or loss from 

financial assets.

It is assessed at each balance sheet date whether there is any

objective basis for impairment of a financial asset or group of

financial assets. In the case of equity instruments that are classified

as financial assets available for sale, a substantial or permanent

fall in the fair value to less than the cost of these equity instru-

ments is taken into account in determining the extent of impair-

ment on these equity instruments. If such an indication exists for

financial assets available for sale, the cumulative loss – measured

as the difference between the cost and the fair value, less impair-

ment losses previously established for the financial asset being

considered – are derecognised from equity and recognised in the

income statement. Impairment losses of equity instruments are

not reversed with an income effect. 

At the balance sheet dates December 31, 2005 and 2004, the

group had no financial assets which came under the category of

held to maturity.

and, if necessary, translated at the exchange rates valid at the

reporting date. None of the companies included in the Consolida-

ted Financial Statements is based in a hyper-inflationary economy. 

The following table shows important exchange rates and their

development:

Foreign currency- Rate at reporting date Average rate 
translation 31/12/2005 31/12/2004 2005 2004

GBP 0.6857 0.7078 0.6805 0.6790

DKK 7.4604 7.4382 7.4548 7.4313

CHF 1.5545 1.5429 1.5479 1.5364

USD 1.1797 1.3621 1.2441 1.2439

SGD 1.9697 2.2121 2.0702 2.1016

Impairment

Assets that are subject to depreciation and amortisation are

examined for impairment if corresponding occurrences or changes

in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount may no longer

be realisable. The amount by which the original amount exceeds

the recoverable amount is recognised as an impairment loss. The

recoverable amount is the higher of the fair value of the asset

less the costs of disposal, and the value in use. For the impairment

test, assets are combined at the lowest level for which independent

cash flows can be identified (cash generating units). Non-financial

assets (except goodwill) where the carrying amount has been

reduced for impairment are examined for a recovery in value in

subsequent years. 

Financial instruments

The balance sheet presents the financial instruments (accounts

receivable, accounts payable, cash and cash equivalents) held 

by the company. The accounting policies on recognition and

measurement of these items are presented in the respective

accounting policies. The financial instruments may entail credit

risks, currency risks and interest risks. At the balance sheet date,

there basically existed risks for the principal financial instruments

only to the extent that is evident in these Notes. Financial assets

are generally recognised at the settlement date.
n Financial assets are divided into the following categories:
n Financial assets measured at fair value through profit and loss,
n Loans and receivables,
n Financial assets held to maturity, and
n Financial assets available for sale. 
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Recognition and measurement principles

a_Property, plant and equipment are stated at cost less accu-

mulated regular depreciation occasioned by use, pursuant to

IAS 16. Subsequent costs are capitalised where these are 

associated with future economic benefit that can reliably be

measured. Self-created plant includes shares of overheads in

addition to the production-related direct costs. Depreciation 

is charged according to the straight-line method. If necessary,

an impairment loss is recognised for property, plant and equip-

ment down to the recoverable amount. Impairment losses are

shown in the income statement under depreciation and amor-

tisation. If the reasons for an impairment loss recognised for

an asset in prior years no longer exist or have decreased, that

impairment loss is reversed accordingly. All other expenses

arising in conjunction with the maintenance of property, plant

and equipment are recorded in the income statement for the

period in which they are incurred.

b_Intangible assets: Brand rights and licences are capitalised 

at cost and amortised in accordance with their anticipated

useful life. In the same way, purchased software and software

developments are capitalised at cost and likewise amortised 

in accordance with their respective anticipated useful lives. 

According to IAS 38, development costs are to be capitalised

as “intangible assets“ insofar as certain criteria stated are met

cumulatively. Capitalisation takes place if it is likely that the

development activities will lead to a future economic benefit

which will cover the development costs in addition to the 

normal costs. Capitalised development costs are amortised on

a straight-line basis once a marketable status is achieved. No

development costs that represented expense in previous peri-

ods are capitalised in later periods. Intangible assets are regu-

larly examined when any signs of impairment occur that could

lead to impairment losses, and amortised to the recoverable

amount if necessary. All other expenses arising in conjunction

with the maintenance and upkeep of intangible assets are

recorded in the income statement in the period in which they

are incurred.

Useful lives serving as the basis for 
depreciation and amortisation by the 
straight-line method for property, plant 
and equipment and intangible assets Years

Buildings 15 – 40

Technical equipment and machinery 4 – 12

Fixtures and office equipment 3 – 10

Brand rights and licences 5 – 40

Patents 5 – 11

Capitalised development costs 5 – 8

Software and software developments 3 – 5

c_ Government grants in the form of investment subsidies and

grants for depreciable assets are distinguished on the assets

side of the Consolidated Financial Statements in accordance

with IAS 20 “Accounting for Government Grants and Disclo-

sure of Government Assistance“. Performance-related grants

which either compensate for corresponding expenses or 

constitute income at the time they are claimed but are not

associated with current or future expenses are recognised 

as income.

d_Non-current financial investments are recognised initially 

at fair value and subsequently at amortised cost. If necessary,

an impairment loss down to the recoverable amount is 

recognised. Investments in associated companies are 

recognised using the equity method. Financial investments

comprise investments in associated companies and loans. 

e_Goodwill is the excess of the cost of an investment or of

assets over the market value of the acquiree‘s assets (on a

time proportion basis) less liabilities. It is allocated to the cash

generating unit. This latter is the smallest identifiable group 

of assets that generates cash inflows that are largely indepen-

dent of other groups of assets. The cash generating unit 

does not necessarily correspond to distinctions made under

company law. Cash generating units are determined at the

lowest possible level at which monitoring is possible, and are

never greater than a segment. Allocation is made on the basis

of economic features. Gains and losses from the disposal of 

a company comprise the carrying amount of the goodwill that

is allocated to the company being disposed of.

Goodwill is assessed for impairment (value in use) once a year
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by means of an impairment test. If necessary, an impairment

loss is applied. Goodwill is recognised at cost, less accumulated

impairment losses. Goodwill still amortised for historical 

reasons has been shown net since 2004. If the reasons for a

depreciation resulting from an impairment test cease to apply

wholly or in part at a later stage, no corresponding reversal is

made. The useful life of goodwill is uncertain.

f_ Inventories are measured at cost or at the lower net realisable

value. Raw materials and supplies are valued at the average

cost. The cost of conversion for work in progress and finished

goods consists of direct costs of materials, direct labour as

well as appropriate shares of production-related indirect 

materials and indirect labour which have arisen as a result of

bringing the inventories to their current location and current

state, on the basis of normal capacity utilisation. Appropriate

discounts are performed for sales-related risks.

g_Accounts receivable and other assets are recognised and

measured initially at fair value and subsequently at amortised

cost, using the effective interest rate method. Appropriate

reductions for impairment have been recognised for identified

risks, as indicated by experience. The reduction for impairment

is determined from the difference between the book value and

the anticipated future discounted cash receipts. It is distinguished

directly on the assets side. Expenses for reductions for impair-

ment are recognised in the income statement. These non-

derivative financial assets are not quoted and are not held with

the intention of trading these accounts receivable. They are

considered to be current assets provided their maturity date 

is no more than twelve months from the balance sheet date.

h_Deferred tax relates to tax deferrals resulting from temporally

diverging measurements between the commercial balance

sheet prepared in accordance with IFRS and the tax balance

sheets of the individual companies, as well as from consolida-

tion processes. The deferred tax assets also include tax rebate

claims resulting from the anticipated use of existing loss carry

forwards in subsequent years and which are to be realised

with reasonable certainty. Deferred tax is determined on the

basis of the tax rates which are likely to apply in the individual

countries at the time of reversal of the departures. It is further-

more based on current legislation and ordinances. Deferred

tax assets and liabilities are not discounted.

Deferred tax resulting from temporary differences in connection

with acquisitions is reported unless differences cannot be

reversed within a foreseeable time frame or the timing of 

the reversal can be controlled by the company.

i_ Cash and cash equivalents are recorded at their fair value.

They comprise cash on hand, demand deposits, and deposits

with a maturity of one month or less. Cash and cash equiva-

lents are also stated in the cash flow statement. Bank overdrafts

repayable on demand form an integral part of the group‘s

cash management. Bank overdrafts are therefore included as 

a component of cash and cash equivalents for the purpose of

the cash flow statement. These amounts owed to banks and

due at any time are shown in the balance sheet as financial

liabilities.

j_ Marketable securities consist of investments in securities 

that are traded in liquid markets, are held for the purpose of

investing in liquid funds and are not generally intended to be

retained on a long-term basis. Their anticipated date of reali-

sation is therefore in the next twelve months. Marketable

securities are recognised as income at fair value. Amortisation

of marketable securities is included in the income statement.

Interest and dividends received on marketable securities are

recognised as income. Gains and losses from the disposal of

marketable securities are included in the income statement. 

k_Prepaid expenses include expenditures that relate to expense

for future periods. They have been included in the other current

assets.

l_ The pension accrual is created for performance-based pension

commitments to certain management and other employees,

and calculated on the basis of the present value of future

commitments pursuant to IAS 19 using the projected unit credit

method, taking into account future pay and pension increases

and the mortality tables currently available. Actuarial gains and

losses are taken into account where they exceed 10 % of 

the extent of the liability or value of the asset. The amount 

in excess of this corridor is booked to the income statement

over the period of the average remaining working lives of the

active workforce.

In many countries in which CENTROTEC employees are engaged,

there exists a contribution-based statutory basic pension scheme

that pays out a pension on the basis of income and contribu-

tions made. In paying the contributions to public pension

schemes, CENTROTEC has no further benefit obligations. In

addition, individual employees in the group have taken out

policies with private insurance companies which are subsidised

in certain respects on the basis of company agreements. Apart

from the personnel expenses for subsidies that are included 

in employee benefit costs, the group has no further benefit
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obligations.

m_Other accruals and provisions are created for all identified

risks and external obligations at the balance sheet date resulting

from previous business transactions and previous occurrences,

where the amount and due date are uncertain. These accrued

expenses are stated at the most likely, reliably estimable amount

of settlement and are not netted against revenue and gains.

The likelihood of the cash outflow must be more than 50 %

(“more likely than not“ criterion). Accruals are created only

where a legal or factual obligation to third parties exists. 

n_Liabilities are carried at their redemption amount. Discounts

or other transactions are distinguished from liabilities and

amortised over the term on the basis of a calculation of the

effective interest rate. Transaction costs are recognised as an

expense in the period in which they are incurred. Liabilities 

are classified as current if they are repayable within the next

twelve months.

o_Leases where all opportunities and risks are allocable in 

substance to the group are classified as finance leases. They

are measured at the fair value of the asset at the start of 

the lease term or at the lower cash value of the future leasing 

instalments. Every lease payment is divided up into a repay-

ment and an interest portion. Leases where significant 

portions of the opportunities and risks rest with the lessor 

are classified as operative lease obligations.

p_Deferred income records revenues before the balance

sheet date representing income for future periods.

q_Shareholders‘ equity: The share capital (capital stock) 

comprises all individual share certificates with no par value

issued by CENTROTEC Sustainable AG. Each individual share

represents a pro rata amount of the capital stock of EUR 1.

Transaction costs incurred directly in connection with the 

issuing of new shareholders‘ equity are recognised as a deduc-

tion from equity including all associated income tax benefits. 

If a group company acquires treasury stock, the costs includ-

ing ancillary costs and potential income tax effects are deducted

from the shareholder's share of equity in the treasury stock

reserve until the treasury stock has been withdrawn from 

circulation, reissued or sold. In the event of the reissue or sale

of treasury stock, the purchase prices received, including all

associated transaction costs and income tax benefits, are reco-

gnised in the shareholder‘s share of equity. The reserve for

remeasurement and revaluation essentially contains the values

of changes from currency translation recognised with no

income effect, as well as changes in interest rate hedging

instruments. The reserve for minority interests comprises the

equity shares allocable to minority interests, the share of 

profits and losses allocable to minority interests and possible

shares allocable to them from currency translation.

r_ Share-based payments: CENTROTEC uses share-based pay-

ments counterbalanced by equity instruments. Stock options

are granted to employees, members of the management and

Management Board members on the basis of a stock option

scheme. Their recognition and measurement were for the first

time based on the provisions of IFRS 2 in 2005. Under IFRS 2,

share-based payments are to be reported at the fair value of

the consideration received. As the fair value of the considera-

tion received cannot be estimated reliably, CENTROTEC calcu-

lates the changes to shareholders‘ equity indirectly, using the

fair value of the stock options granted. In the absence of 

market prices, this fair value is determined with the aid of an

option pricing model according to Black & Scholes. This latter

estimates the price that could be achieved between know-

ledgeable, willing parties in an arm’s length transaction for the

stock options concerned at the relevant measurement date.

All factors and assumptions that market players would take

into consideration in determining the price and that are speci-

fied by IFRS 2 are observed. Insofar as applicable, it is assumed

when determining the factors and assumptions on which the

calculation is based that historical values and developments

will likewise apply to future developments and can serve as a

point of reference or starting point for calculation parameters.

Changes to the value of the option as a result of subsequent

shifts in the parameters have no influence on the expense to

be recognised, as only the issue value of the option is decisive.

The expense from share-based payments is distributed over

the earning period by the straight-line method as a personnel

expense and recognised in the additional paid-in capital for

stock options until the option is exercised or lapses. Changes

after the end of the earning period have no effect on income

and are only recognised within shareholders‘ equity.

If there are tax effects from share-based payments, the tax

effects are shown as a proportion of the personnel expense

recognised under tax expense. The excess shares are deferred

within equity via deferred tax assets as a surplus amount and

recognised directly within equity in a separate reserve for

deferred tax.

Income accrued by the company at the time of exercise of

stock options, less direct expenses, is allocated to the share

capital and the premium to the additional paid-in capital.

Option-related reserves created are moreover allocated pro

rata to the additional paid-in capital for the consideration

received and for their tax effects. Cash flows from tax effects
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for share-based payments are recorded in the cash flow state-

ment as allocations to the additional paid-in capital as soon 

as the cash flow from the relevant tax return has been settled

with the tax authorities.

s_ Revenue is realised if it is probable that the economic bene-

fits associated with the transaction will flow to the group and

the amount of the revenue can be measured reliably and has

proceeded from its subsequent payment. Revenue is recog-

nised net of sales taxes and discounts when delivery has taken

place and transfer of risks and rewards has been completed.

Revenue for services is recorded in the period in which the

service was rendered. 

t_ Financing costs such as interest are recognised as income or

expense on a time proportion basis that reflects the terms of

the asset or liability, using the effective interest rate method.

Financing costs are not included in the cost of property, plant

and equipment, intangible assets and inventories.

Critical assumptions and estimates

All assumptions, whether classified as critical or not, may influence

the reported net worth or financial performance of the CENTROTEC

Group as well as the representation of contingent receivables and

liabilities. Assumptions are made continually and are based on

past experience and other factors. These include expectations

regarding the likelihood of events occurring, formed in the pre-

vailing circumstances. Estimates relate to affairs that are highly

uncertain at the time of recognition or up until the preparation 

of the financial statements. They also include alternative assump-

tions that could have been used in the current period, or the

potential changes to assumptions from one period to the next,

with a potentially significant impact on the net worth, financial

position and financial performance of the CENTROTEC Group.

Changes in estimates are taken into account from time a more

accurate insight is gained. The following notes expand on the

other presentations in the Consolidated Financial Statements,

which refer to assumptions, uncertainties and contingencies.

Significant assumptions and estimates which entail uncertainty

and are associated with risks were made in the areas of non-

current assets, impairment of inventories and trade accounts

receivable, contingent purchase price liabilities and accruals.

Non-current assets have either limited or unlimited useful lives.

Changes in intended uses, technologies, maintenance intervals

and changes in the general economic regions and situations in

which CENTROTEC is active may result in the useful lives or carrying

amounts of these assets changing. CENTROTEC therefore exa-

mines the useful lives on a regular basis to assimilate the carrying

amounts with the realisable benefit by way of reductions for

impairment. In spite of every effort to determine appropriate 

useful lives, certain situations may arise where the value of a non-

current asset or group of assets is reduced and thus the economic

value is below the carrying amount. 

As impairment occurs only sporadically, rarely for individual

capital goods and not at all for entire classes, it is not possible to

estimate these costs precisely as early as the preparation of the

financial statements. Such costs are therefore reported only when

the corresponding information is known. No general sensitivity

analysis for all useful lives is performed. 

For acquisitions, assumptions and estimates have an influence

on the purchase price allocation process. Particularly in the sphere

of intangible assets, assumptions influence levels of goodwill and

other intangible assets and in respect of their useful lives. Among

other things, within the context of the first-time consolidation of

acquired companies, intangible assets (e.g. customer or supplier

relations) were identified that involve estimates spanning several

dimensions (quantities, margins, useful lives, discounting rates).

The target data used in impairment tests e.g. for goodwill are

moreover based on estimates. Furthermore estimates that are of

signifi-cance are moreover required in respect of assessing the

need for forecasting the future financial cash flows and discount

rates. 

Goodwill is subjected to an annual impairment test. Moreover,

sensitivity analyses yielding the following results were performed:

if the estimates of the gross margins used had been 10 % lower

(not percentage points), CENTROTEC would have had to reduce

the carrying amounts of goodwill by approximatly EUR 2 million.

If the pre-tax interest rate used for discounting of the cash flows

had been 10 % (not percentage points) higher, a reduction in the

carrying amounts for goodwill wouldn´t be substantial.

Simultaneous changes in these key parameters can have either a

compensating or an amplifying effect. Changes in the before-

mentioned key parameters in the same direction would have 

produced a need for reduction for impairment of about EUR 5

million. One supply and commission agreement amounting to

EUR 18 million has in addition been capitalised. A reduction in

the gross margins applied during measurement by 10 % (not per-

centage points) would have resulted in devaluation of approx.

EUR 1 million. 

A loss of commission income would reduce the purchase price

liability for the company holding the agreement by the same

amount.

Where contingent purchase price liabilities cannot be determined

precisely, they are determined on the basis of the accounting 

policies applicable to accruals and measured at their most 

probable value.
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CENTROTEC grants various warranties for products. Basic 

warranties are recognised at the amount of the estimated 

expenses. Furthermore, costs for the repair or replacement of

faulty products for an individual customer or for specific customer

groups may arise in the course of normal business. In the event of

substitution campaigns occurring, even though they are extremely

rare, a special accrual is formed to cover the anticipated individual

costs. As exchange campaigns are sporadically and rarely, it is not

possible to estimate these costs precisely as early as the time of

sale. Such costs are therefore reported only when the corresponding

information is known. In determining accruals for guarantees,

various assumptions which affect the level of these accruals are

made. Changes in productivity, materials and personnel costs as

well as quality improvement programmes have an influence on

these estimates. The appropriateness of the accruals recorded is

tested on a quarterly basis.

The group is subject to the tax authorities in various countries.

Estimates that are of significance are required in the creation of

tax accruals and deferred tax items. Transactions and calculations

within the normal course of business are subject to various 

uncertainties with regard to fiscal effects and recognition. The

corresponding accounting policies are applied in the creation of

accruals for potential liabilities that may arise as a result of future

field tax investigations of past transactions. In cases where the

final tax calculations deviate from the assumptions originally repor-

ted, the effects are taken into account in the income statement.

Financial risk management objectives and policies

The CENTROTEC Group operates internationally. In view of the

variety of its activities, the group is exposed to a wide range of

risks such as market risks, credit risks and liquidity risks. The group‘s

risk management system analyses various risks and attempts to

minimise negative effects on the financial position of the group.

Risk management is practised in all areas of the central finance

departments on the basis of existing guidelines. Risk managers

identify, measure, assess and support the steering of potential

sources of risks.

Market risks from currency translation are limited, as transactions

take place principally in eurozone countries. A small portion of

business activities takes place in the United Kingdom, Scandinavia,

Switzerland, the USA and Asia. This gives rise to limited, manage-

able exposure to market risks from changes in interest and ex-

change rates. The group therefore does not use any instruments

as hedges for foreign currency risks.

To minimise the interest rate risks, interest cap certificates to

hedge the interest rates of variable-rate loans were taken out.

The measurement of these cash flow hedges follows the principle

of IAS 39. Market value changes in these cash flow hedges, which

are used for hedging future cash flows, are reported under equity

and liabilities until the income effect of the underlying transaction

is realised. If the cash flow hedge does not satisfy the documen-

tation requirement or is to be regarded as not effective, gains 

or losses are recognised with an effect on income. Cash flows

from these interest rate hedges, like the interest payments, are

assigned to the cash flow from operating activities and are 

recognized as income. The fair value is determined by applying

valuation models of the relevant partner bank and is based on

the market circumstances at the relevant balance sheet date.

If parties to a contract are not in a position to meet their 

obligations, there exists a credit risk. The maximum credit risk is

the aggregate of the carrying amounts of financial assets in the

balance sheet which are recognised net of reductions for impair-

ment, plus these same reductions for impairment. Financial assets

exist mainly in respect of customers in Germany, the Netherlands,

France, the UK, Belgium, Denmark, Italy, Austria, Switzerland and

the USA.

Credit risks regarding accounts receivable are in essence limited

by the application of credit approvals, limits and monitoring pro-

cedures. The level of a credit limit reflects the creditworthiness of

a counterparty and the typical size of the transaction volume with

that counterparty. The assessment of creditworthiness is based on

the one hand on information from external credit reporting agen-

cies and on the other hand on internally acquired values indicated

by experience in dealing with the counterparty in question. 

CENTROTEC has no significant concentration of credit risk

with any single customer. The largest customer of the group

accounts for 6 % of revenue.

The liquidity risk is controlled by maintaining adequate levels

of cash and unutilised credit lines with banks. All contractual loan

arrangements are continuously met.

Credit risks on the procurement side are limited in CENTROTEC‘s

case. There are a great many suppliers for many raw materials and

supplies. In critical areas of procurement, at least two sources of

supply exist. In the area of solar cell procurement, attempts are made

to secure procurement by means of framework agreements speci-

fying the delivery of annually agreed quantities. Due to the high

growth of the sector and the associated high demand, delivery

bottlenecks may hamper growth in that segment. In the medium

term, however, it is assumed that there will be no significant pro-

curement risks in spite of the limited number of suppliers of silicon

wafers, as production capacities are being increased worldwide.
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Place and country Share of Share Currency Founded
Company of incorporation capital capital (ISO-Code) acquired

Comprehensive consolidation

CENTROTEC Sustainable AG Brilon, D - 8,032,576,00 EUR *17/07/1998

Medical Technology & 
Engineering Plastics segment

Centroplast Engineering Plastics GmbH Marsberg, D 100 % 250,000.00 EUR 01.08.1990

Rolf Schmidt Industriplast A/S Kolding, DK 100 % 3,000,000.00 DKK 16.03.2001

Semiplas Ltd. Stafford, UK 100 % 100,000.00 GBP 03.06.2005

Centrotec Composites GmbH Brilon, D 100 % 27,000.00 EUR 01.08.1990

Centrotec International GmbH Brilon, D 100 % 25,000.00 EUR 18.12.2002

Centrotec Medizintechnik GmbH Brilon, D 100 % 100,000.00 EUR 07.01.2003

Möller GmbH Fulda, D 100 % 60,000.00 EUR 28.08.2003

Möller Medical GmbH & Co. KG Fulda, D 100 % 1.400,000.00 EUR 28.08.2003

Centrotec JI Asia Pte Ltd. Singapore, SG 57.50 % 170,000.00 SGD 23.04.2003

Centrotec JIT Bintan PT Bintan, ID 57.50 % 615,484,000.00 IDR 01.01.2004

Gas Flue Systems segment

Ubbink B.V. Doesburg, NL 100 % 46,286.00 EUR 21.12.1999

Ubbink N.V./S.A. Mariakerke, B 100 % 140,059.84 EUR 21.12.1999

Ubbink UK Ltd. Brackley, UK 100 % 35,000.00 GBP 21.12.1999

Ubbink France SAS La Chapelle sur Erdre, F 100 % 310,000.00 EUR 21.12.1999

Centrotherm Systemtechnik GmbH Brilon, D 100 % 102,258.38 EUR 15.12.1993

Centrotherm Gas Flue 
Technologies Italy S.R.L. Verona, I 100 % 10,000.00 EUR 19.10.2000

Climate Systems segment

Brink Climate Systems B.V. Staphorst, NL 100 % 20,004.00 EUR 02.01.2002

Deveko B.V. Deventer, NL 100 % 18,152.00 EUR 02.01.2002

Golu B.V. Soest, NL 100 % 18,152.00 EUR 02.01.2002

Kempair B.V. Eindhoven, NL 100 % 18,152.00 EUR 02.01.2002

Ned Air Holding B.V. Kampen, NL 100 % 54,454.00 EUR 05.06.2003

Ned Air B.V. Kampen, NL 100 % 54,454.00 EUR 05.06.2003

EnEV-Air GmbH Villingen-Schwenningen, D 74 % 25,000.00 EUR 29.11.2005

Innosource Holding B.V. Sassenheim, NL 100 % 38,500.00 EUR 08.09.2005

Innosource B.V. Sassenheim, NL 100 % 18,000.00 EUR 08.09.2005

Soundscape B.V. Sassenheim, NL 100 % 18,000.00 EUR 08.09.2005

Torque Solutions & Electronics B.V. Sassenheim, NL 100 % 18,000.00 EUR 08.09.2005

Stiller Wonen B.V. Amstelveen, NL 100 % 18,151.00 EUR 08.09.2005

Innosource GmbH Freudenberg, D 100 % 25,000.00 EUR 08.09.2005
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Consolidated companies

The Consolidated Financial Statements of CENTROTEC include all

direct and indirect subsidiaries of the parent company as well as

the group parent pursuant to IAS 27, and also joint ventures pur-

suant to IAS 31. The following companies, which simultaneously

constitute the CENTROTEC Group (“CENTROTEC“), were consoli-

dated within CENTROTEC Sustainable AG at December 31, 2005:

Changes in the group

Comprehensive consolidation

In the Medical Technology & Engineering Plastics segment,

Semiplas Ltd. was acquired as a fully-owned subsidiary. The 

company operates as a sales subsidiary in the Engineering Plastics

area. It is included in consolidated annual accounts from June 3,

2005 onwards. Its first-time consolidation does not have any 

significant effect on the net worth, financial position and financial

performance of the group. 

Place and country Share of Share Currency Founded
Company of incorporation capital capital (ISO-Code) acquired

Solar Systems segment

CENTROSOLAR AG München, D 41.03 % 10,893,843.00 EUR 11.10.2005

Ubbink Econergy Solar GmbH Köln, D 41.03 % 25,000.00 EUR 06.10.2004

Ubbink Solar Modules B.V. Doesburg, NL 28.72 % 1,500,000.00 EUR 29.08.2005

Centrosolar International B.V. Doesburg, NL 41.03 % 18,152.00 EUR 11.10.2005

Centrosolar Grundstücksverwaltung GmbH München, D 41.03 % 25,000.00 EUR 16.11.2005

Centrosolar Glas Holding GmbH München, D 41.03 % 25,000.00 EUR 11.10.2005

Centrosolar Glas Verwaltungs- GmbH München, D 41.03 % 25,000.00 EUR 11.10.2005

Centrosolar Glas GmbH & Co. KG Fürth, D 41.03 % 900,000.00 EUR 11.10.2005

Solarstocc AG Durach, D 27.29 % 100,296.00 EUR 11.10.2005

Centrosolar Schweiz AG Bern, CH 41.03 % 100,000.00 CHF 07.12.2005

Solarsquare AG Meggen, CH 41.03 % 100,000.00 CHF 19.12.2005

Centrosolar Holding GmbH Hamburg, D 41.03 % 25,000.00 EUR 21.10.2005

Centrosolar Trading GmbH München, D 41.03 % 25,000.00 EUR 12.10.2005

Proportionate consolidation

Bond Laminates GmbH Brilon, D
(until 21.12.2005)

Companies consolidated using the equity method

Bond Laminates GmbH Brilon, D 24.95 % 93,800.00 EUR 21.11.2000
(from 22.12.2005)

Solara AG** Hamburg, D 8.66 % 63,875.00 EUR 09.11.2005

Solara Sonnenstromfabrik Wismar, D 8.66 % 42,000.00 EUR 09.11.2005
Wismar GmbH**

*   Date of creation by modifying conversion

** Fully consolidated from January 2006
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In the Climate Systems segment, the Innosource Group was

acquired on September 8, 2005. The group includes the fully-

owned subsidiaries Innosource Holding B.V., Innosource B.V.,

Soundscape B.V., Torque Solutions & Electronics B.V., Stiller

Wonen B.V. and Innosource GmbH. In addition, Ned Air Holding

B.V. acquired a 74 % interest in EnEV-Air GmbH, Villingen-Schwen-

ningen, on November 29, 2005. It has been fully consolidated

from that date.

The Solar Systems segment was built up in 2005. As a result

of the steep growth of this area, a further segment has arisen. In

addition to the acquisitions, new companies have been established

in this segment. The company Ubbink Econergy Solar GmbH, already

fully consolidated in 2004, was transferred to the Solar Systems

segment (CENTROSOLAR AG) from the Gas Flue Systems segment

in October 2005. During the same period, Ubbink B.V. likewise

transferred its shares in the new joint venture Ubbink Solar Modules

B.V. established together with Ecoventures B.V. and Ubbink B.V.

on August 29, 2005 to CENTROSOLAR AG. Through these two

contributions in kind in October, initially a 43.8 % interest in

CENTROSOLAR AG was acquired. The interest was diluted to

41.03 % at December 31, 2005 as a result of further acquisitions

by CENTROSOLAR AG, some of which were paid for by the issue

of shares.

A voting trust agreement was concluded by contract dated

September 2, 2005 and with effect from October 5, 2005 between

two shareholders of CENTROSOLAR AG and Ubbink B.V. One

shareholder withdrew from this pooling agreement along with

registration of the capital increase for contribution in kind in

October 2005. As a result of this agreement, the CENTROTEC

subsidiary Ubbink B.V. consequently controls more than 6.0 million

voting rights and therefore over half of the voting rights in 

CENTROSOLAR AG, with the effect that CENTROTEC can control

CENTROSOLAR AG. CENTROSOLAR AG is included in the Regu-

lated Unofficial Market under the codes C3O and WKN 514850. 

Proportionate consolidation

The joint venture Bond Laminates GmbH, Brilon, was included in

the Consolidated Financial Statements on the basis of the regula-

tions on proportionate consolidation until December 21, 2005.

Joint control was established by a cooperation agreement between

Bond Laminates GmbH, CENTROTEC Sustainable AG and the other

shareholders in conjunction with a participation contract pertain-

ing to the acquisition of the stake in Bond Laminates GmbH. That

cooperation agreement was amended to the effect that common

control was terminated. The Bond Laminates company previously

consolidated on a proportionate basis has been recognised using

the equity method since December 22, 2005 on account of

changes under company law.

Companies consolidated using the equity method

Haskotherm B.V., the Netherlands, was sold on April 5, 2005. 

The sale does not have any significant effect on the net worth,

financial position or financial performance of the group. 

By declaring exercise on November 9, 2005 of the option 

contract dated November 9, 2005, 21.1 % of the capital stock 

of Solara AG, Hamburg and of Solara Sonnenstromfabrik Wismar

GmbH, Wismar, was acquired by CENTROSOLAR AG. CENTROTEC

therefore holds an 8.66 % interest at the reporting date.

Acquisition of investments/business combinations

The following notes and tables show the effects of acquisitions 

of assets and goodwill, of agreed purchase prices and of the

completion of acquisitions on the net worth, financial position,

financial performance and cash flow statement. 

Business combinations under common control

CENTROSOLAR AG
Ubbink Solar Modules B.V., Doesburg, the Netherlands, is a sub-

sidiary that manufactures solar modules. Ubbink B.V. (70 % stake)

established Ubbink Solar Modules B.V. jointly with Ecoventures B.V.,

the Netherlands (30 % stake). The shareholders‘ equity is fully paid

in. The start of production is scheduled at the beginning of 2006

so the company did not yet make any significant contribution to

consolidated revenue and earnings in the 2005 financial year. 

Ubbink Econergy Solar GmbH, Cologne, Germany, established

at the end of 2004, develops and distributes support systems for

solar energy systems. The company also sells integrated systems.

The shareholdings in both companies were transferred to

CENTROSOLAR AG by way of a contribution in kind in exchange

for the issue of new shares in the latter by contract of September

2, 2005 and implementation of October 11, 2005. 

CENTROSOLAR AG is consequently fully consolidated since

October 11, 2005 and included in the Conso-lidated Financial

Statements of CENTROTEC for the first time at December 31, 2005.

The first-time consolidation was performed on the basis of a

business combination under common control, applying the method

of rolling over the carrying amount. This resulted in a goodwill

balance of EUR 8,837 thousand, which was received with no effect

on income.

For CENTROTEC shareholders, the transaction had a dilutive

effect on the stake in Ubbink Solar Modules B.V. (previously 70 %

stake, subsequently 30.7 %) and in Ubbink Econergy Solar GmbH

(previously 100 %, subsequently 43.8 %) as a result of the minority

interests in CENTROSOLAR. The amount arising as a result of the

surrender of disposal of values, attributable to shareholders, was

recognized in income. The stake was determined as follows:
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Earnings effect in EUR ,000

Value of shares attributable to 
minority interests 4,606

Carrying amounts attributable to 
shares attributed 905

Earnings effect from the involvement of 
minority interests 3,701

The value attributable to minority interests fit to the share contri-

buted in exchange for the issued shares of CENTROSOLAR AG

and amounts to EUR 8.200 thousand. 

The following table shows the effects of the acquisition of

assets and goodwill by the rollover of carrying amounts method.

The carrying amounts shown for the CENTROSOLAR Group

(excluding Ubbink Econergy Solar and excluding Ubbink Solar

Modules) moreover correspond to the market values, as two 

companies were acquired within very short time by CENTROSOLAR

and the carrying amounts for CENTROSOLAR largely correspond to

their fair values.

Acquired assets and liabilities Carrying
in EUR ‚000 amounts

Cash and cash equivalents 20,048

Property, plant and equipment 3,189

Intangible assets 2,970

Goodwill 7,161

Inventories 6,428

Trade accounts receivable 4,937

Prepaid expenses and other assets 772

Net deferred tax 774

Pension and similar obligations (820)

Other accruals (661)

Loans (4,037)

Trade accounts payable (5,165)

Other liabilities (3,236)

Net assets 32,360

Less minority interests 19,152

Net assets acquired 13,208

The CENTROSOLAR Group develops and builds photovoltaic systems

and modules, support systems and the necessary components and

accessories for solar energy systems, and supplies predominantly

customers within Europe. At first-time inclusion in the Consolidated

Financial Statements, the principal operative companies of the

CENTROSOLAR Group comprise Solarstocc AG and Centrosolar

Glas GmbH & Co KG.

The acquired assets include intangible assets, which resulted from

the purchase price allocation following acquisitions of CENTRO-

SOLAR, and mainly comprise trademark rights, customer relations,

patents and acquired development costs. The loans include a 

sellers loan of EUR 1.910 thousand. 

The acquired group contributed EUR 12,361 thousand to the

revenues and EUR -71 thousand to the net income of the group.

If the acquisition had taken place on January 1, 2005, the contri-

bution to revenues would have been EUR 44,108 thousand, and

EUR 415 thousand to the net income of the group. The establish-

ment of the company and the acquisitions in the solar segment

has entailed expenditure that has also diminished earnings. The

earnings contributions indicated are therefore of only limited

informative value.

There were further dilutive effects for CENTROTEC shareholders

of their stakes in CENTROSOLAR as CENTROSOLAR financed 

further acquisitions by partly issuing new shares. As a result the

CENTROTEC shareholding in CENTROSOLAR decreased from 43.8 %

at acquisition date to 41.03% at balance sheet date. The diffe-

rence resulting from the further reduction of the stake in CENTRO-

SOLAR AG was recognised in income and calculated from the 

difference of the equity of the CENTROSOLAR sub-group which

has to be assigned to CENTROTEC at two effective dates and 

arises as follows:

Earnings effect in EUR ‚000

Proportional shareholders‘ equity at October 11 13,958

Proportional shareholders‘ equity at December 31 17,076

Earnings effect from transactions 
with minority interests 3,118

The paid-in capital of CENTROSOLAR amounts to EUR 10,200,000

as at December 31, 2005. Further more EUR 693.843 were paid

but not yet registered. With additional paid-in capital of EUR

31,012 thousand, other retained earnings of EUR -154 thousand

and net income of EUR 61 thousand, CENTROSOLAR AG had

separate shareholders‘ equity of EUR 44,461 thousand at Decem-

ber 31, 2005.

CENTROSOLAR AG in addition has approved capital amounting

to EUR 1,515 thousand, and conditional capital. At the reporting

date, the conditional capital totalled EUR 303 thousand pursuant

to the resolution of the Shareholders‘ Meeting of September 2,

2005. With effect from September 26, 2005, 303,000 options 

for management personnel and Management Board members of

CENTROSOLAR AG were issued at an exercise price of EUR 9.50.

The approved or conditional capital may be subject to future 

dilutive effects with regard to the level of CENTROTEC‘s interest

in CENTROSOLAR. This refers to the remarks on events occurring

after the balance sheet date.



Furthermore, under certain conditions CENTROSOLAR is entitled

and obliged, to acquire the remaining share (34,48%) of Solarstocc

AG by the issuance of shares of Centrosolar AG. The exchange

relationship results from in the purchase agreement recorded

parameters at the future date of exchange. 

In the context of building up CENTROSOLAR AG, Munich, a

lock-up agreement was concluded on November 9, 2005 between

CENTROSOLAR AG and Ubbink B.V., restricting the right of Ubbink

B.V. to dispose of its CENTROSOLAR shares until July 31, 2006.

Business combinations applying the purchase method

Acquisition of Solarsquare AG
CENTROSOLAR AG acquired Solarsquare AG, Meggen, Switzer-

land, in full on December 19, 2005. Solarsquare is a trading 

company for solar products and supplies customers in German-

speaking countries. The acquired company contributed EUR 1,527

thousand to the revenues and EUR 91 thousand to the net income

of the group. If the acquisition had taken place on January 1, 2005,

the contribution to revenues would have been EUR 4,382 thousand,

and EUR 343 thousand to the net income of the group.

The following table shows the effects of the acquisition of

assets and goodwill, agreed purchase prices and the completion

of the acquisition of Solarsquare on the cash flow statement.

Purchase price agreements in EUR ‚000

Purchase price paid 5,000

Purchase price liability 9,392

Market value of the shares issued 5,968

Cost of the acquisition 6

Total purchase price 20,366

Net assets acquired (14,643)

Goodwill 5,723

The portion of the purchase price for Solarsquare paid in cash

amounts to EUR 5,000 thousand, and the purchase price furnished

in the form of shares in CENTROSOLAR AG is EUR 5,968 thousand.

The assets and liabilities acquired are composed as follows:

Balance sheet items Market Carrying 
in EUR ´000 values amounts

acquired

Cash and cash equivalents 7,496 7,496

Intangible assets 18,053 0

Prepaid expenses and other assets 398 398

Net deferred tax (3,728) 0

Loans (4,932) (4,932)

Trade accounts payable (1,531) (1,531)

Other liabilities (1,113) (1,113)

Net assets acquired 14,643 318

Total purchase price to be paid in 
cash and cash equivalents in EUR ,000 (14,392)

Change in purchase price liability 
(currently non-cash) 9,392

Cash and cash equivalents acquired 7,496

Cash inflow from acquisition 

of Solarsquare 2,496

New intangible assets from the viewpoint of the acquirer were

identified. These consist in agreements on the receipt of agency

commissions for the supply of solar silicon and on the supply of

solar modules at purchase prices which are procured below the

current market price level.

Acquisition of Innosource Holding B.V.
Brink Climate Systems B.V. acquired Innosource Holding BV,

Sassenheim, the Netherlands, in full on September 8, 2005. The

Innosource Group develops and produces installations systems

particularly in the area of ventilation, and supplies customers in

Europe. The acquired company contributed EUR 782 thousand to

the revenues and EUR -193 thousand to the net income of the

group. If the acquisition had taken place on January 1, 2005, the

contribution to revenues would have been EUR 3,478 thousand,

and EUR -804 thousand to the net income of the group.

The following table shows the effects of the acquisition of

assets and goodwill, agreed purchase prices and the completion

of the acquisition of the Innosource Group on the cash flow

statement.
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Purchase price agreements in EUR ´000

Purchase price paid 4,736

Purchase price liability 125

Cost of the acquisition 50

Total purchase price 4,911

Net assets acquired (173)

Goodwill 4,738

Balance sheet items Market Carrying 
in EUR ´000 values amounts

acquired

Cash and cash equivalents (894) (894)

Property, plant and equipment 483 483

Intangible assets 1,741 691

Inventories 812 812

Trade accounts receivable 1,173 1,173

Prepaid expenses and other assets 616 616

Net deferred tax 222 533

Accrued expenses (320) (320)

Loans (2,501) (2,501)

Trade accounts payable (777) (777)

Other liabilities (382) (382)

Net assets 173 (566)

The acquired assets include intangible assets, resulting from the

allocation of the purchase price and mainly consist of patents.

Total purchase price to be paid in 
cash and cash equivalents in EUR ,000 (4,911)

Change in purchase price liability 
(currently non-cash) 125

Cash and cash equivalents acquired (894)

Cash outflow from acquisition of Innosource 5,680

Acquisition of EnEV-Air GmbH
Ned Air Holding B.V. took control of EnEV-Air GmbH, Villingen-

Schwennigen, on November 29, 2005, by acquiring a 74 % interest.

EnEV-Air, established in 2003, is a trading company for installations

systems particularly in the area of ventilation, and supplies custo-

mers in German-speaking countries. The acquired company con-

tributed EUR 69 thousand to the revenues and EUR -2 thousand

to the net income of the group. If the acquisition had taken place

on January 1, 2005, the contribution to revenues would have

been EUR 1,057 thousand, and EUR -250 thousand to the net

income of the group.

The following table shows the effects of the acquisition of assets

and goodwill, agreed purchase prices and the completion of the

acquisition of EnEv-Air GmbH on the cash flow statement.

Purchase price agreements in EUR ‚000

Purchase price paid 600

Cost of the acquisition 2

Total purchase price 602

Net assets acquired (74)

Goodwill 528

The fixed portion of the purchase price for EnEV-Air GmbH is 

EUR 600 thousand. The assets and liabilities acquired in EnEV-Air

GmbH are composed as follows:

Balance sheet items Market Carrying 
in EUR ´000 values amounts

acquired

Cash and cash equivalents 146 146

Property, plant and equipment 25 25

Intangible assets 83 0

Inventories 236 236

Trade accounts receivable 142 142

Prepaid expenses and other assets 10 10

Net deferred tax 95 0

Loans 0 0

Trade accounts payable (495) (495)

Other liabilities (142) (142)

Net assets 100 (78)

Less minority interests (26)

Net assets acquired 74

The acquired assets include intangible assets, resulting from the

allocation of the purchase price and mainly consist of customer

relations and technical concessions.

Total purchase price to be paid in 
cash and cash equivalents in EUR ‚000 (600)

Cash and cash equivalents acquired 146

Cash outflow from acquisition of EnEV-Air 454
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Acquisition of Semiplas Ltd.
Centroplast Engineering Plastics GmbH, Marsberg, acquired a 

100 % interest in Semiplas Ltd., Stafford, UK on June 3, 2005.

Semiplas is a trading company for semi-finished products and

supplies customers predominantly in the United Kingdom. The

acquired company contributed EUR 435 thousand to the revenues

and EUR -30 thousand to the net income of the group. If the

acquisition had taken place on January 1, 2005, the contribu-

tion to revenues would have been EUR 687 thousand, and 

EUR -59 thousand to the net income of the group.

The following table shows the effects of the acquisition of

assets and goodwill, agreed purchase prices and the completion

of the acquisition of Semiplas Ltd. on the cash flow statement.

Purchase price agreements in EUR ,000

Purchase price paid 37

Cost of the acquisition 0

Total purchase price 37

Net assets acquired (37)

Goodwill 0

The fixed portion of the purchase price for Semiplas Ltd. is 

EUR 37 thousand. The assets and liabilities acquired in Semiplas

Ltd. are composed as follows:

Balance sheet items Market Carrying 
in EUR ,000 values amounts

acquired

Cash and cash equivalents (54) (54)

Property, plant and equipment 53 12

Intangible assets 6 0

Inventories 176 176

Trade accounts receivable 123 123

Prepaid expenses and other assets 13 13

Net deferred tax 31 0

Loans (41) (41)

Trade accounts payable (250) (246)

Other liabilities (20) (20)

Net assets acquired 37 (37)

Total purchase price to be paid in 
cash and cash equivalents in EUR ,000 (37)

Cash and cash equivalents acquired (54)

Cash outflow from acquisition 
of Semiplas (91)

Notes to the Consolidated
Balance Sheet and Consolidated
Income Statement

1 Cash and securities 
Cash has increased up to EUR 16.2 million. This includes 

EUR 13 million of CENTROSOLAR which mainly arise in the 

capital contribution of September 2005.

Marketable securities in EUR ‚000 2005 2004

Securities 1,560 0

The securities comprise current investments of surplus liquidity 

in money market securities available for sale.

2 Trade accounts receivable

Trade accounts receivable 
in EUR ´000 2005 2004

Receivables 25,694 17,034

Receivables due from investments 
valued at equity 2 0

Receivables overdue by more 
than 90 days 2,635 927

Reductions for impairment (1,126) (771)

Total 27,205 17,190

As in the previous year, the trade accounts receivable are all due

within one year. The accounts receivable in EUR total EUR 23,377

thousand, and those in foreign currency EUR 3,828 thousand. 

Of the total receivables, EUR 8,624 thousand were serving as

security for bank loans at the reporting date. Adequate provisions

for losses on accounts receivable have been made on a case by

case basis to cover identified risks. The rise in accounts receivable

is attributable in the main to acquisition-driven growth particularly

in the Solar Systems segment (EUR +7,337 thousand; including

reductions for impairment totalling EUR 542 thousand). As a result

of the large number of customers in various customer groups 

and their international structure, the credit risk of accounts

receivable is diversified. Accounts receivable written off totalled

EUR 53 thousand in 2005. The EUR 355 thousand change in the

reductions for impairment was recognised in the income statement.

D_
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3 Inventories

The following table provides a breakdown of the entire carrying

amount of inventories. Where the cost price of inventories is

higher than their market or fair value, the table shows the net

realisable value of these inventories. Of this total, EUR 19,394

thousand was serving as security for bank loans at the reporting

date. The sharp rise is principally attributable to the consolidation

of the Solar Systems segment (EUR +6,796 thousand. The second

table shows inventories broken down according to category. 

Inventories in EUR ´000 2005 2004

Inventory at cost 24,755 14,267

Inventory at net realisable value:

Original value at cost 6,984 7,677

Provision for obsolescence (2,214) (2,083)

Net realisable value 4,770 5,594

Total 29,525 19,861

Inventories by category in EUR ´000 2005 2004

Raw materials and supplies 9,648 6,771

Work in progress 2,966 2,202

Finished goods 16,911 10,888

Total 29,525 19,861

4 Other current assets

The other current assets as per December 31, 2005, are as a whole

due within one year (as in the previous year). In total EUR 121

thousand was serving as security for bank loans at the reporting

date. The rise is above all due to the Solar Systems segment.

The following table shows a breakdown of other current assets.

The prepaid expenses largely comprise insurance premiums and

service expenses.

Other current assets in EUR ´000 2005 2004

Payments on account for inventories 2,618 0

Miscellaneous assets 1,534 572

Receivables from sales tax 645 0

Prepaid expenses 993 572

Total 5,790 1,144

5 Property, plant and equipment

The classification and movements of property, plant and equipment

are shown in the following schedule:
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Technical Furniture, fix- Assets in Total property,
Property, plant and equipment Land and equipment tures and office course of plant and
in EUR ,000 buildings and machinery equipment construction equipment

2004

Accumulated cost Jan 1 35,044 50,764 10,435 155 96,398

Additions from first-time consolidation 0 0 24 0 24

Additions 308 1,740 1,298 1,009 4,355

Disposals (4) (1,135) (875) (23) (2,037)

Reclasses 124 (2,428) 3,010 (730) (24)

Exchange differences 2 1 (1) 0 2

Accumulated cost Dec 31 35,474 48,942 13,891 411 98,718

Accumulated depreciation Jan 1 (10,222) (42,198) (8,824) 0 (61,244)

Additions from first-time consolidation 0 0 0 0 0

Additions (1,264) (2,344) (804) 0 (4,412)

Disposals 1 936 811 0 1,748

Reclasses 0 2,492 (2,492) 0 0

Exchange differences 0 1 2 0 3

Accumulated depreciation Dec 31 (11,485) (41,113) (11,307) 0 (63,905)

Net carrying amount
December 31, 2003 24,822 8,566 1,611 155 35,154

Net carrying amount
December 31, 2004 23,989 7,829 2,584 411 34,813

2005

Accumulated cost Jan 1 35,474 48,942 13,891 411 98,718

Additions from first-time consolidation 0 2,187 693 1,182 4,062

Additions 1,457 2,035 1,482 2,821 7,795

Disposals 0 (1,722) (362) (29) (2,113)

Disposals from  deconsolidation 0 (139) (66) (2) (207)

Reclasses 84 2,754 225 (3,067) (4)

Exchange differences (2) 19 12 0 29

Accumulated cost Dec 31 37,013 54,076 15,875 1,316 108,280

Accumulated depreciation Jan 1 (11,485) (41,113) (11,307) 0 (63,905)

Additions from first-time consolidation 0 (106) (209) 0 (315)

Additions (975) (2,290) (1,069) 0 (4,334)

Disposals 0 1,720 276 0 1,978

Disposals from deconsolidation 0 37 38 0 75

Reclasses 0 0 4 0 4

Exchange differences 0 (6) (11) 0 (17)

Accumulated depreciation Dec 31 (12,460) (41,776) (12,278) 0 (66,514)

Net carrying amount
December 31, 2004 23,989 7,829 2,584 411 34,813

Net carrying amount
December 31, 2005 24,553 12,300 3,597 1,316 41,766
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Land and buildings comprise mainly the production and office

buildings in Brilon (D), Fulda (D), Marsberg (D), Doesburg (NL),

Staphorst (NL), Kampen (NL), Kolding (DK), and Nantes (F). In

Belgium, a new building housing production and storage space

was built at a cost of EUR 2.0 million. The building, on which

construction work started in the final quarter of 2005, is to be

completed and occupied in mid-2006.

Technical equipment and machinery at the production plants

was extended and technologically upgraded. Other furniture, fix-

tures and office equipment consists of various items in production,

warehouses and offices. Property, plant and equipment include

assets to the value of EUR 163 thousand (previous year EUR 240

thousand) reported in the context of finance leases. EUR 36,977

thousand of property, plant and equipment was serving as security

for bank loans at the reporting date. 

Disposals and reclasses of fixed assets result largely from

organisational measures carried out. No substantial income-

relevant effects relating to other periods resulted from this. 

6 Intangible assets

The classification and movements of intangible assets are shown

in the following schedule:

Industrial rights Capitalised Total
Intangible assets and similar development intangible
in EUR ,000 rights Software costs assets

2004

Accumulated cost Jan 1 620 2,181 364 3,165

Additions from first-time consolidation 516 0 0 516

Additions 27 268 598 893

Disposals 0 (306) (124) (430)

Reclasses 0 29 (5) 24

Exchange differences 0 0 0 0

Accumulated cost Dec 31 1,163 2,172 833 4,168

Accumulated amortisation Jan 1 (280) (1,728) (343) (2,351)

Additions from first-time consolidation 0 0 0 0

Additions (219) (296) (20) (535)

Disposals 0 290 123 413

Reclasses 0 0 0 0

Exchange differences 1 1 0 2

Accumulated amortisation Dec 31 (498) (1,733) (240) (2,471)

Net carrying amount
December 31, 2003 340 453 21 814

Net carrying amount
December 31, 2004 665 439 593 1,697
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The movements in intangible assets are largely dominated by the

additions as a result of the companies consolidated for the first

time. These are described in further detail in section Acquisition

of investments/business combinations. At the reporting date,

3,306 EUR ‘000 serve as securities for bank loans.

Expenses for (predominantly) internal research and development

in the fiscal year amounted to EUR 2,178 thousand (previous year

EUR 1,903 thousand). Development activities focused mainly on

plastic gas flue components, ventilation and solar systems, new

composites applications, coating techniques and applications,

medical equipment and software developments. The results of

these efforts can be used for a variety of customers. Capitalisation

of development expenditures amounting to EUR 717 thousand

(previous year EUR 598 thousand) was performed in the year

under review, as future benefit in the form of cash flow and addi-

tional profit from new products can be predicted with adequate

certainty. This includes development projects, in particular medical-

technical developments, components from roof-, ventilation and

solar energy systems. In addition, research was carried out to 

better understand and control the gas and air flow in plastic 

systems as well as the impact of heat, water and air on plastic

materials and components. Research costs were not capitalised.

In the context of the acquisition of intangible assets, as well 

as the contractual rights from the acquisitiion of Solarsquare

amounting to EUR 18.1 million already outlined above, patents 

to the value of EUR 1,786 thousand were acquired. These are

amortised by the straight-line method over a useful life at an 

average of 7-11 years. These assets were allocated to “Self-created

intangible assets“ by the seller, and therefore not recognised on

the balance sheet. A measurement based on market criteria was

performed during first-time consolidation.

The disposal of capitalised development costs results from

projects where development costs which could be capitalised

arose, and from which no future benefit is now expected.

Industrial rights Capitalised Total
Intangible assets and similar development intangible
in EUR ,000 rights Software costs assets

2005

Accumulated cost Jan 1 1,163 2,172 833 4,168

Additions from first-time consolidation 22,084 19 1,024 23,127

Additions 0 295 717 1,012

Disposals (84) (14) (63) (161)

Disposals from deconsolidation (11) 0 0 (11)

Reclasses 1 4 (1) 4

Exchange differences (9) 5 0 (4)

Accumulated cost Dec 31 23,144 2,481 2,510 28.135

Accumulated amortisation Jan 1 (498) (1,733) (240) (2,471)

Additions from first-time consolidation 0 (9) (175) (184)

Additions (289) (296) (84) (669)

Disposals 84 14 63 161

Disposals from deconsolidation 11 0 0 11

Reclasses 0 (4) 0 (4)

Exchange differences 0 (2) 0 (2)

Accumulated amortisation Dec 31 (692) (2,030) (436) (3,158)

Net carrying amount
December 31, 2004 665 439 593 1,697

Net carrying amount
December 31, 2005 22,452 451 2,074 24.977
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7 Financial investments

The financial investments comprise investments valued according

to the at equity method and loans originated by the enterprise.

The classification and movements of financial investments are

shown in the following schedule:

Financial investments Investments recognised Loans originated Total financial
in EUR ,000 using the equity method by the enterprise investments

2004

Accumulated cost Jan 1 59 46 105

Additions for first-time consol. 0 0 0

Additions 0 0 0

Other changes (42) (46) (88)

Accumulated cost Dec 31 17 0 17

Accumulated amortisation Jan 1 0 0 0

Additions (17) 0 (17)

Other changes 0 0 0

Accumulated amortisation Dec 31 (17) 0 (17)

Net carrying amount
December 31, 2003 59 46 105

Net carrying amount
December 31, 2004 0 0 0

2005

Accumulated cost Jan 1 17 0 17

Additions for first-time consol. 8,507 8,507

Additions 0 137 137

Disposals (17) 0 (17)

Reclasses 607 0 607

Share in profit 113 0 113

Accumulated cost Dec 31 9,227 137 9,364

Accumulated amortisation Jan 1 (17) 0 (17)

Additions for first-time consol. 0 0 0

Additions 0 0 0

Disposals 17 0 17

Other changes 0 0 0

Accumulated amortisation Dec 31 0 0 0

Net carrying amount
December 31, 2004 0 0 0

Net carrying amount
December 31, 2005 9,227 137 9,364
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The changes in the investments recognised using the equity method

relate to the sale of the interest in Haskotherm B.V. previously

recognised using the equity method, the acquisition of Solara AG,

Hamburg, (a non-listed company) and the fact that Bond Laminates

GmbH is now recognised using the equity method. The loans 

originated by the enterprise relate to a loan totalling EUR 137

thousand, which was granted in the context of the sale of

Haskotherm B.V..

Investments recognised using the 
equity method in EUR ,000 2005 2004

At Jan 1 0 17

First-time consolidation 8,507 0

Change in consolidation 607 0

Share of losses 0 17

Share of gains 113 0

Close of Dec. 31 9,227 0

The investments recognised using the equity method include good-

will amounting to EUR 7,160 thousand. Part of the purchase

price was paid in shares of Centrosolar AG, EUR 4,864 tousand

was paid in cash.

Bond
Investments recognised using the Solara Laminates
equity method in EUR ,000 2005 2005

Proportion of ownership interest* in % 8.66 24.95

Fixed assets 2,922 605

Current assets 10,189 1,139

Total liabilities 4,926 1,680

Revenues 40,577 543**

Net income/ loss 2,762 (32)**

* recalculated

** proportionate

8 Goodwill

The classification and movements of goodwill are shown in the

following schedule:

Goodwill
in EUR ,000 Total

2004

Accumulated cost Jan 1 42,706

Cost netted against accumulated 
amortisation IFRS 3 (6,981)

Accumulated cost Jan 1 35,725

Additions from first-time consolidation 3,420

Disposals (702)

Accumulated cost Dec 31 38,443

Accumulated amortisation Jan 1 (6,981)

Netting, IFRS 3 6,981

Accumulated amortisation Jan 1 0

Other changes 0

Accumulated amortisation Dec 31 0

Net carrying amount
December 31, 2003 35,725

Net carrying amount
December 31, 2004 38,443

2005

Accumulated cost Jan 1 38,443

Additions from first-time consolidation 18,175

Additions 62

Disposals (500)

Deconsolidation (607)

Accumulated cost Dec 31 55,573

Accumulated amortisation Jan 1 0

Additions (263)

Other changes 0

Accumulated amortisation Dec 31 (263)

Net carrying amount
December 31, 2004 38,443

Net carrying amount
December 31, 2005 55,310
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The goodwill totalling EUR 55,310 thousand reported at

December 31, 2005 has risen by EUR 16,867 thousand in the

year under review. Details of its origin are provided in the notes

on business combinations. 

The reduction in goodwill of EUR 0.5 million and the increase

of EUR 62 thousand respectively originate from differences in 

the final purchase price liability resulting from the completion of

acquisition or from better knowledge (amount for comparison 

for previous year EUR 0.7 million). 

The amortisation of EUR 263 thousand results from a changed

benefit of income tax loss carry forwards from a business combi-

nation, which was subsequently realised. The disposals from

deconsolidation relate to Bond Laminates GmbH, which is now

recognised using the equity method.

In the context of application of IFRS 3, goodwill amortisation

that had been accumulated by the straight-line method up until

2003 was netted against the respective historical cost in 2004,

with the result that no regular goodwill amortisation has now

been disclosed since the reporting date of December 31, 2004. 

The impairment test was performed on the basis of value in

use. The calculation was based on a cash flow oriented model.

The calculations use as their basis values indicated by past experi-

ence on the individual service provided, as well as the approved

budget for 2006 and estimates of forward-looking assumptions

that are planned over a period of three forecast years, and also a

perpetual annuity calculated on the basis of the third forecast

year. The perpetual annuity was assumed to have a growth rate

of 1.0 % to 2.0 %, depending on sector and area of activity.

Calculation-specific assumptions on growth rates and develop-

ments in margins were moreover made. Conservative revenue

growth rates which are in line with or lower than the anticipated

growth rates for the respective segments as indicated in the 

management report were used as the basis of the impairment

test. Assumptions were moreover made with regard to individual

gross margins derived from values indicated by past experience

and currently known price and product mix developments. The

discounting rate was formed from the weighted costs of borrowed

capital and equity capital, with the equity capital costs derived

using CAPM by way of taking the Beta factor of Centrotec shares

and for the solar segment an average Beta derived from companies

of comparison. Further more management assess additional risk

premiums for CGUs individually.

Average calculation Technology &
assumptions Engineering Plastics Climate Systems Gas Flue System Solar Systems
per segment in % 2005 2004 2005 2004 2005 2004 2005 2004

Increase in revenue 4.0 – 5.0 4.0 – 5.0 3.0 – 6.5 4.0 – 6.0 4.7 – 22.0 4.5 – 20.0 3.0 – 15.0 -

Gross margin 65 – 75 65 –75 50 – 60 50 – 60 40 – 48 40 – 48 10 – 40 -

Increase perpetual annuity 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 – 2.0 -

Discount rate 5.7 10.0 5.6 10.0 5.7 10.0 8.4 -

There was no impairment of goodwill within the scope of the

impairment test either in the 2005 financial year or in the 

comparative period 2004. 

Allocation of goodwill to cash 
generating units in EUR ‚000 2005 2004

Brink residential buildings 
climate control 20,124 14,857

Ned Air 6,741 6,689

Ubbink NL 4,643 4,643

Möller Medical 2,911 3,674

Vacuform Products 3,420 3,420

Ubbink UK 2,968 2,968

Rolf Schmidt Industriplast 1,553 1,553

Centrosolar Glas 3,790 -

Solarstocc 3,371 -

Solarsquare 5,723 -

Ubbink Econergy Solar 1,269 -

Other 66 639

Total 55,310 38,443



option at a price of either EUR nil or well below the anticipated

market value. It is therefore to be expected that the assets in

question will pass into the ownership of the CENTROTEC Group

at the end of the lease‘s term. The following tables show the

capital lease obligations with corresponding discounted and nomi-

nal leasing instalments including the interest component, broken

down according to the term and category of the leased articles.
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9 Deferred tax assets

The deferred tax assets pursuant to IAS 12 are calculated on the

difference between the valuations of assets and liabilities in the

IFRS balance sheet and the tax balance sheet, and also from tax

loss carryforwards. The amount results substantially from loss 

carryforwards IFRS 2 and differences in the valuations of property,

plant and equipment.

Tax loss carryforwards
in EUR ‘000 2005 2004

Loss carryforwards 7,186 2,220

Deferred tax assets on loss carryforwards 2,442 856

Allowances on loss carryforwards (251) (495)

Total deferred tax assets on loss 
carryforwards (net) 2,191 361

Of the deferred tax assets on loss carryforwards, EUR 1,605 

thousand (previous year EUR 361) relate to companies which also

posted a loss in the current year. The rise of EUR 1.7 million is

mainly caused by acquisitions. The reduction of cumulative value

adjustments results primarily from the effects described in notes 

8 and 23. The deferred tax in question was subjected to an impair-

ment test based on the budget for 2006 and on longer-range

plans in the event of the loss-making situation continuing. Due 

to fiscally non-deductible company expenses or additions, higher

tax results may be necessary in order to realise these deferred 

tax assets. The net values represent the total of the anticipated

netted values of deferred tax assets and liabilities of a group 

company in respect of a taxation authority.

10 Capital lease obligation

Leasing arrangements are entered into only to a limited extent.

The decision on whether to finance an investment measure by

bank loan or by lease agreement is reached on a case-by-case

basis and depends primarily on the prevailing terms available at

the time of deciding. The majority of finance lease agreements

pursuant to IAS 17 (Finance Leases) incorporate a purchase

Deferred tax assets Gross Net 
in EUR '000 2005 2004 2005 2004

Reversal expected within 12 months 364 466 357 444

Reversal expected after more than 12 months 419 2,108 2,295 1,525 

Total 3,783 2,574 2,652 1,969

Medical
Allocation Technology &
goodwill to Engineering Climate Gas Flue Solar
segments Plastics Systems Systems Systems Total
in ,000 2005 2004 2005 2004 2005 2004 2005 2004 2005 2004

Euro countries 2,911 4,281 26,863 21,546 8,105 8,095 7,172 - 45,051 33,922

European non-euro 
countries 1,553 1,553 - - 2,968 2,968 5,738 - 10,259 4,521

Other countries - - - - - - - - - -

Total 4,464 5,834 26,863 21,546 11,073 11,063 12,910 - 55,310 38,443
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The following table shows the non-capitalised operating lease

obligations (operational leasing) at the balance sheet date. The

present value amounting to EUR 4,032 thousand (nominal amount

EUR 4,334 thousand), with the corresponding lease instalments

broken down by maturity and minimum remaining period, as well

as by category of the leased articles can be summarised as follows.

Finance leases Due in Due in Due in over
(present value) in EUR ´000 Total up to 1 year 1 to 5 years 5 years

2004 218 155 63 0

2005 171 66 105 0

Finance leases Due in Due in Due in over
(nominal) in EUR ´000 Total up to 1 year 1 to 5 years 5 years

2004

Technical equipment and machinery 180 109 71 0

Other equipment 58 55 3 0

Total 238 164 74 0

Of which interest portion 20 9 11 0

Present value 218 155 63 0

2005

Technical equipment and machinery 161 50 111 0

Other equipment 18 18 0 0

Total 179 68 111 0

Of which interest portion 8 2 6 0

Present value 171 66 105 0

Operational leasing Due in Due in Due in over
in EUR ´000 Total up to 1 year 1 to 5 years 5 years

2004

Property 1,304 196 711 397

Vehicles 1,405 597 808 0

Technical equipment and machinery 73 31 42 0

Other equipment 12 4 8 0

Total 2,794 828 1,569 397

2005

Property 2,364 599 1,519 246

Vehicles 1,858 768 1,090 0

Technical equipment and machinery 99 50 49 0

Other equipment 13 8 5 0

Total 4,334 1,425 2,663 246
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11 Debts

The following table shows bank liabilities and other loans, broken

down according to real estate loans, general credit facilities and

other loans.

In the case of the real estate loans, the fixed interest rates in the

individual loan agreements expire at various times between 2007

and 2022, with the result that the risk is adequately diversified.

The same applies to the other loans, where the fixed interest rates

expire between 2005 and 2021. Apart from EUR 1,146 thousand

(previous year EUR 1,318 thousand) denominated in Danish krone,

the liabilities are denominated in euros (EUR). The debt discounted

at the zero-coupon swap rate is approximately EUR 0.6 million

higher than the book value.

The following table indicates the level of securities furnished:

Securities for liabilities 
to credit institutions 2005

Property, plant and equipment 36,977

Intangible assets 3,306

Inventories 19,394

Receivables 8,624

Miscellaneous assets 121

Total 68,422

Securities for liabilities to credit Stake of 
institutions in 2005 pledged shares

Möller GmbH 100 %

Möller Medical GmbH & Co KG 100 %

Brink Climate Systems B.V. 100 %

Ned Air Holding B.V. 100 %

Ubbink UK Ltd. 100 %

Ubbink France SAS 100 %

Ubbink N.V./S.A. 100 %

Innosource Holding B.V. 100 %

Centrotherm Systemtechnik GmbH 90 %

At the balance sheet date there existed a letter of subordination

and capital commitment declaration to WGZ Bank Westdeutsche

Genossenschafts-Zentralbank eG, Münster, for the subsidiary

Centrotherm Systemtechnik GmbH, for the amount of EUR 

1,636 million.

Ubbink B.V. has submitted a settlement guarantee for a bank to

the value of EUR 2,364 thousand, covering loan obligations of

Ubbink France from the construction of the new building in France.

Ubbink B.V. has in addition submitted settlement guarantees to

banks for its subsidiaries.

Original Outstanding Outstanding
Liabilities principal amount at amount at
in EUR ,000 amount Dec. 31, 2005 Dec. 31, 2004 Interest rate Exit date

Real estate loans 22,682 18,896 21,488 3.5 – 6.7 % 2007 – 2022

No repayment
General credit facilities 25,405 12,208 4,865 3.0 -– 10.5 % schedule

Other loans 58,096 31,256 16,850 3.1 – 6.7 % 2005 – 2021

Total 106,183 62,360 43,203

Finance leases 171 218

Total 62,531 43,421

Liabilities Outstanding Of which Of which Of which
maturities schedule amount at maturity maturity maturity
in EUR ‚000 Dec. 31, 2005 < 1 year > 1, < 5 years > 5 years

Real estate loans 18,896 2,308 8,678 7,910

General credit facilities 12,208 12,208 0 0

Other loans 31,256 7,653 21,851 1,752

Total 62,360 22,169 30,529 9,662
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Financial derivatives have been concluded to guard against the

interest rate risk. Caps and floors are the hedging instruments

used. The following table shows the contracts concluded.

Market values represent the values at the balance sheet date

without regard to the underlying transaction and were calculated

by credit institutions on the basis of market models. Changes in

value of these cash flow hedges were distinguished within equity,

with no effect on income. The caps are reported under other

long term assets, and the floor under other long term liabilities.

CENTROTEC pursues the strategy of linking its financing instruments

and interest rate hedging instruments. The individual loans are

increasingly being taken out at variable interest rates. At present

CENTROTEC consequently steers the interest rate risk centrally by

Financial derivatives Market value Market value Cap/
in EUR ,000 Contract volume Cost 31/12/2005 31/12/2004 Maturity floor rate

Asset

Cap 3,000 73 10 24 Until 2011 5.00 %

Cap 3,000 21 0 1 Until 2007 4.25 %

Cap 5,000 72 45 - Until 2010 3.50 %

Liability

Floor 3,000 38 27 49 Until 2011 2.75 %

means of derivatives, principally caps and floors. By agreement

with the Supervisory Board, the Management Board has defined

target structures: the aforementioned constellation of derivatives

means that CENTROTEC is within its target structure. 

12 Accrued expenses

The following table shows the movements in accrued expenses 

in the year under review:

Accrued
Addition Change expenses

Accrued expenses 31/12/ of Liqui- in con- 31/12/ to be used
in EUR ,000 2004 acquisition Added Used dated solidation 2005 1 year

Warranty obligations 2,092 931 293 (645) (565) 0 2,106 444

Claims and court processes 153 50 50 0 (203) 0 50 50

Accruals for long-service 
payments 499 0 9 (30) 0 0 478

Other personnel-related 
accruals 645 0 19 (30) (234) 400 180

Ground remediation 203 0 0 (43) 0 0 160

Purchase price accruals 500 0 0 0 0 (500) 0

Miscellaneous other accruals 495 0 101 (84) (243) (15) 254 153

Total 4,587 981 472 (832) (1,245) (515) 3,448 827

A distinction between short-term and long-term accrued expenses

was made on the balance sheet, based on the estimated timing of

their use. The accrual for warranty obligations is calculated for

each type of revenue according to values indicted by experience,

as well as for specific individual cases. The accruals for long-service

payments take account of payments made after employment by

the company for a particular time. They are discounted at 4.0 %

and are recognised at their present value.                         

The personnel-related accruals include EUR 220 thousand for 

top-up amounts from potential obligations in respect of partial

retirement arrangements, which were discounted at 4.2 % and

recognised as a liability at their present value. Ground remediation

relates on the one hand to the obligation to perform remediation

on a piece of land acquired. 

The change in the purchase price accruals has been retired 

as goodwill.



15 Pension accrual

The employees‘ entitlements from defined benefit plans are based

on statutory or contractual arrangements. The plans based on

statutory arrangements largely consist of benefit obligations for 

a limited number of management employees in the Netherlands,

who will receive life-long retirement benefit payments from the

time their employed relationship ceases as a result of reaching

pensionable age. The benefit obligations based on contractual

arrangements relate to an existing obligation at one domestic

company which was included in the Consolidated Financial State-

ments for the first time in the 2005 financial year. The obligation
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13 Other liabilities

The following summary shows the movements in other liabilities,

which were EUR 11,145 thousand higher at the balance sheet

date compared with the previous year. The following table shows

the breakdown line by line: 

Other current liabilities in EUR ,000 2005 2004

Other non-current liabilities

Outstanding instalments for acquisitions 7,601 0

Miscellaneous other liabilities 213 49

Total non-current 7,814 49

Other current liabilities

Vacation and overtime 2,276 1,733

Outstanding invoices 1,527 1,011

Employee remuneration 901 732

Bonus payments to customers 886 1,273

Taxation and social premiums 2,339 2,778

Advances received 740 852

Outstanding instalments from acquisitions 3,785 1,298

Miscellaneous other liabilities 2,930 2,327

Total current 15,384 12,004

The non-current outstanding instalments for acquisitions relate to

the acquisition of Solarsquare AG for EUR 7,601 thousand and will

be paid in ten regular instalments from 2007 onwards.

The miscellaneous other current liabilities include among other

things sales tax payments outstanding (EUR 1,328 thousand), 

liabilities for pledges, and cost reimbursements to employees.

14 Deferred tax liabilities

The deferred tax liabilities pursuant to IAS 12 are calculated on

the difference between the measurements of assets and liabilities

in the IFRS balance sheet and the tax balance sheet. These result

among other things from fair value adjustments in the context 

of company mergers. The net values represent the total of the

anticipated netted values of deferred tax assets and liabilities of 

a group company in respect of a taxation authority.

comprises the payment of retirement benefits, payable at the time

of reaching pensionable age. The level of the payments depends

in essence on the number of years‘ service completed and the

pensionable salary prior to the start of benefit payments.

Retirement benefits in Germany are financed by means of

pension accruals. The benefit obligations in the Netherlands are

mainly financed by means of external pension funds. 

The accrual for pension plans recognised in the balance sheet

corresponds to the present value of the share of retirement bene-

fits earned at the balance sheet date, taking account of future

increases (defined benefit obligation) less the fair value at the 

balance sheet date of the external plan assets, after adjustment

Deferred tax liabilities 
in EUR ,000 2005 2004 2005 2004

Reversal expected within 12 months 133 155 5,136 132

Reversal expected after more than 12 months 6,260 2,519 126 1,937

Total 6,393 2,674 5,262 2,069
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for accumulated, unrecognised actuarial gains and losses and

unrecognised past service cost.

In accordance with IAS 19, the pension accrual is calculated

using the projected unit credit method. This method also takes

account of anticipated pay and retirement benefit increases,

which result in coming back-service liabilities. The extent of the

accrual has been calculated using actuarial methods and the 

latest mortality tables (Germany: Heubeck 2005; Netherlands:

“Collectief 1993“). 

Discounting has been based on an interest rate in line with the

average interest rate for high quality corporate bonds. Moreover

termination benefits at time of reaching pensionable age are

included. 

The pension accrual due to acquisitions amount to EUR 870

thousand.

Retirement benefit payments
in EUR ,000 2005 2004

Fund-financed obligations 1,552 1,833

Fair value of plan assets (1,575) (1,536)

Sub-total (23) 347

Present value of non-fund-financed 
obligations 1,556 343

Unrealised actuarial gains (308) (347)

Pension accrual 1,225 343

Movement schedule of external 
plan assets in EUR ,000 2005 2004

Plan assets as per January 1 1,536 1,399

Actual return plan assets 73 69

Contributions (62) 68

Plan assets as per December 31 1,547 1,536

The interest expense is shown under personnel expenses. The 

following overview shows the actual yield of external plan assets.

Pension costs
in EUR ,000 2005 2004

Current service cost 111 114

Interest expense 91 83

Expected return on plan assets (73) (69)

Actuarial gains not recognised in 
the current year (60) 0

Total 69 128

16 Minority interests

This item includes the shareholders‘ equity allocable to the mino-

rity interests of CENTROSOLAR AG amounting to EUR 24,657

thousand. Furthermore the minority interests comprise the out-

side shares in the consolidated shareholders‘ equity from the 

subsidiaries of CENTROSOLAR AG which are included in full 

consolidation for the first time, and amount to EUR 2,648 thou-

sand. In addition the minority interests comprise the outside shares

in the consolidated shareholders‘ equity from EnEV-Air and the

Asian companies included in full consolidation.

2005 2005 2004
Main actuarial assumptions in % Germany The Netherlands The Netherlands

Pensionable age (in years) 60 - 63 65 65

Discount rate 4.0 4.0 4.75

Increase in salaries 1.5 1.8 4.0

Increase in pensions in payment 1.0 3.0 3.0

Change in workforce (fluctuation rate) 4.5 2.2 2.2

Anticipated yield of plan assets - 4.0 4.75
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17 Shareholders‘ equity

General
The share capital of CENTROTEC Sustainable AG totals EUR 8,033

thousand. It is fully paid in. With additional paid-in capital of 

EUR 21,987 thousand, other retained earnings of EUR 27,398 thou-

sand and net income of EUR 17,958 thousand, the group had

shareholders‘ equity of EUR 75,376 thousand at December 31,

2005. The rise in the shareholders‘ equity stems mainly from 

the allocation to CENTROTEC AG of the capital reserves of 

CENTROSOLAR AG resulting from the first time consolidation.

Furthermore the shareholders equity was increased due to the

stock options exercised in 2005, resulting in an increase in the

issued capital and the additional paid-in capital from the 

premiums paid in. 

Proposal for the distribution of accumulated profit
According to German commercial- and stock corporation regu-

lations, the separate financial statements of the group parent 

CENTROTEC Sustainable AG constitute the basis for the appro-

priation of profits for the 2005 financial year. A distributable 

dividend therefore depends, among other things, on the retained

earnings reported by that company in the separate financial 

statements at December 31, 2005. In view of the net loss reported

there, it is proposed to carry forward the accumulated loss reported

of EUR 326 for new account.

Treasury stock
A total of 6,040 treasury shares were held in the financial year.

These shares represent 0.075 % of capital stock. These shares

were held at the parent as treasury shares as at the balance sheet

date. No treasury stock was acquired or sold during the financial

year.

In accordance with the resolutions adopted by the Shareholders’

Meetings on May 18, 2000 and May 17, 2001, which were amen-

ded by the resolutions adopted by the Shareholders’ Meeting 

on May 26, 2004 and extended for the last time to date on 

June 1, 2005, the company is entitled to buy back treasury stock 

representing up to 10 % of the capital stock at the time of the 

authorisation becoming effective. This authorisation is valid until

November 30, 2006. The price for the acquisition of these shares

may not be more than 15 % higher or more than 15 % lower

than the closing price of shares of the same class and features at

the Frankfurt Stock Exchange on the ten trading days preceding

the acquisition. The Management Board is authorised to offer 

all or some of the shares thus acquired to third parties in (part)

payment of the acquisition of companies or investments in com-

panies, excluding the shareholders‘ right of subscription. The

Management Board is furthermore authorised to retire the com-

pany‘s treasury stock without the need for a further resolution 

to be adopted by the Shareholders‘ Meeting. The retirement 

may be restricted to part of the purchased shares.

Approved capital
Approved capital in addition exists. The Management Board is

authorised, with the approval of the Supervisory Board, to increase

the company‘s capital stock by up to EUR 3,833,987 (approved

capital) by April 30, 2008 through the issue of new individual

share certificates in return for cash or non-cash contributions on

one or more occasions. The new shares are to be accepted by

banks, with the obligation to offer them for subscription to the

shareholders. The Management Board is, however, authorised to

exclude residual amounts from the shareholders‘ subscription

right. The Management Board is also authorised to exclude the

right of subscription in order to issue new shares in return for

non-cash contributions. Moreover, the Management Board is 

entitled pursuant to Section 186 (3), fourth sentence of German

Stock Corporation Law (AktG) to exclude the shareholders‘ right

of subscription for up to EUR 766,797 of the approved capital 

on one or more occasions if the issuing price of the new shares is

not significantly lower, but in no case more than 5% lower, than

the market price of the shares already listed at the time when the

issuing price is finally fixed by the Management Board, which

should be as close as possible to the placement of the shares.

Conditional capital and share-based payments
There exists conditional capital I. At the reporting date, this

totalled EUR 402,196 pursuant to the resolution adopted by the

Shareholders‘ Meeting of May 28, 2002. The Management Board

was authorised to issue warrants for subscription to new bearer

shares in the company until December 31, 2004, on one or more

occasions. Employees, managing directors and Management Board

members of the company and of its affiliated companies pursuant

to Section 17 of German Stock Corporation Law are entitled to

subscribe. New shares are created where the options are exer-

cised. These pay dividends from the beginning of the financial

year in which the options are exercised. The conditional capital I

is divided into 402,196 individual share certificates.
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There exists conditional capital II. At the reporting date, this

totalled EUR 274,407 pursuant to the resolution adopted by the

Shareholders‘ Meeting of June 1, 2005. The Management Board

is authorised to issue warrants for subscription to new bearer

shares in the company until December 31, 2011, on one or more

occasions. Employees, managing directors and Management Board

members of the company and of its affiliated companies pursuant

to Section 17 of German Stock Corporation Law are entitled to

subscribe. New shares are created where the options are exercised.

These pay dividends from the beginning of the financial year in

which the options are exercised. The conditional capital II is divided

into 274,407 individual share certificates.

CENTROTEC uses share-based payment transactions counter-

balanced by equity instruments. The share-based payment agree-

ments are based on corresponding resolutions by Shareholders‘

Meetings. There accordingly existed conditional capital of EUR

676,603 at the reporting date of December 31, 2005, divided

into 676.603 individual share certificates. The Management Board

is authorised to issue stock options for subscription to new bearer

shares in the company until December 31, 2011 (on one or more

occasions); the Supervisory Board decides on their granting to

Management Board members. Employees, managing directors

and Management Board members of the company and of its

affiliated companies pursuant to Section 17 of German Stock

Corporation Law are entitled to subscribe, on the basis of indi-

vidual stock option agreements. Exercise of the options is linked

to the fulfilment of individual performance targets. Employees,

managing directors and Management Board members must

achieve individually agreed targets. Attainment of the target leads

to a final, irrevocable option right. The vesting period until the

earliest possible time the options may be exercised is two years

from the date of issue of the option. This simultaneously necessi-

tates a two-year period of service, so that the option does not

lapse. The maximum term of the options is seven years from the

time of their granting. Option rights may only be bequeathed to

a limited extent; in general, they are however neither inheritable

nor transferable. In the event of termination of employment for

reasons other than age, any options that cannot be exercised

lapse immediately (without compensation) or those that may be

exercised lapse sooner. Exercise of options is moreover tied to the

fulfilment of market conditions. They may accordingly only be

exercised if the market price on the day on which the options

may first be exercised or at a later time during the term of the

options has risen by 30 % on the strike price. Exercise is more-

over permitted only during certain periods of the year. These

exercise periods run from the third to the eighth stock market

trading day following the day on which annual and quarterly

results are announced, and following annual financial statement

press conference have been held. New shares are created at the

time an option is exercised. The new shares pay dividends from

the beginning of the financial year in which the options are 

exercised. The strike price per share (subscription price) to be paid

upon exercising of the options is currently 90 % of the average

closing price on the Frankfurt am Main stock exchange, calculated

from the prices on the 30 trading days preceding the day of issue

of the option but at least the nominal EUR 1.

The measurement model for share-based payments took 

particular account of factors and assumptions regarding exercise

prices, terms, prices, volatilities, dividends and risk-free interest

rates, exercise deadlines and features. The volatility of CENTROTEC

shares is falling thanks to the growing number of shares and

higher turnover of shares, among other reasons. The expected

value for 2004 was based on 39 % p.a., 2005 was based on

35 % p.a. The assumed volatility over the term of the option is

lower, and is estimated at 34 %. Volatility describes the intensity

of fluctuation in the share price around its mean value over a

defined period. It was assumed that no divided payment would

be made. The risk-free interest rate is between 3.0 % and 4.1 %

depending on tranche of options, and is based on risk-free alter-

native investments in Germany of comparable term. The actual

period for which options are held has in the past become much

shorter than the maximum seven years, not least by virtue of the

positive price development. Shorter terms have therefore been

assumed (Management Board members 3 1⁄4 years and other

option holders 2 3⁄4 years).

Levels of target attainment and fluctuation rates among option

holders were moreover taken into account when determining the

underlying number of options. As soon as the exact number of

vested options in a tranche is determined, the anticipated option

figures are adjusted to bring them in line with those that have

become vested. As the consideration received is in essence not

considered for purposes of recognition as assets, it is recognised

overall as an expense.

With effect from June 1, 2005, 100,000 options had been

issued.

The following table shows the stock option tranches with the

number of options that may still be exercised:
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IFRS 2 was applied to the 5th, 6th and 7th tranches. The following

table indicates additions and disposals of options outstanding,

together with the average exercise prices of movements and

reporting-date totals:

2005 2004
Avg. exercise Avg. exercise

Total options Options price Options price

Start of year 546,235 6.79 659,771 6.75

Granted 100,000 19.70 175,100 8.70

Expired 10,640 8.70 68,074 4.45

Exercised 144,039 5.70 220,562 8.80

Lapsed 0 0.00 0 0.00

End of year 491,556 9.62 546,235 6.79

of which exercisable 244,375 6.19 114,550 10.92

IFRS 2 has resulted in various changes for CENTROTEC 

Sustainable AG. The changes effected at December 31, 2005 

and December 31, 2005 are summarised in the following table:

The income tax receivable and payable furthermore includes a

total of EUR 1,045 arising from the fiscal recognition of stock

options issued in 2003.                                                         

Stock Options Options
Stock option Date of option Exercise Date of at end at end
tranches issue scheme price expiry 2005 2004 Change

1st tranche 1999 01/07/1999 No. 1 7.39 30/06/2006 0 4,143 (4,143)  

2nd tranche 2000 10/01/2000 No. 1 14.35 09/01/2007 4,501 11,328 (6,827)  

3rd tranche 2001 02/05/2001 No. 1 10.20 01/05/2008 46,376 58,276 (11,900)  

4th tranche 2002 10/04/2002 No. 1 11.35 09/04/2009 27,384 40,803 (13,419)  

5th tranche 2003 15/04/2003 No. 1 4.00 14/04/2010 166,114 264,585 (98,471)  

6th tranche 2004 13/01/2004 No. 1 8.70 12/01/2011 147,181 167,100 (19,919)  

7th tranche 2005 01/06/2005 No. 2 19.70 31/05/2012 100,000 - + 100,000  

Total 491,556 546,235 (54,679)

Changes as a result of IFRS 2 31/12/2005 31/12/2005 31/12/2004 31/12/2004
Figures in EUR ,000 excl. IFRS 2 excl. IFRS 2

Deferred tax assets 2,652 2,248 2,574 1,632

Additional paid-in capital 21,987 21,444 11,849 11,849

Reserve for stock options 533 0 405 0

Reserve for deferred tax 943 0 860 0

31/12/2005 31/12/2005 31/12/2004 31/12/2004
excl. IFRS 2 excl. IFRS 2

Personnel expenses 39,080 38,818 35,959 35,731

Taxes 4,524 4,575 5,659 5,711

Earnings per share (basic) EUR 0.03 - EUR 0.02 -

Earnings per share (diluted) EUR 0.03 - EUR 0.02 -
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The application of IFRS 2 has moreover had a slight effect on the

dilutive number of shares. The corresponding prior-year figure has

been adjusted for ease of comparison.

18 Other operating income

The breakdown of other operating income is as follows:

Other operating income
in EUR ,000 2005 2004

Liquidation of accruals 1,245 220

Government subsidies 345 157

Costs passed on, cost refunds 712 342

Insurance and other compensation 281 43

Compensation claims, receivables  
from business partners 138 0

Proceeds from the sale of tools 137 132

Sales proceeds from the disposal
of fixed assets 136 94

Foreign exchange gains 8 1

Other 528 63

Total 3,530 1,052

In the further breakdown of other operating income, the prior-year

figures were moreover adjusted for greater ease of comparison.

The compensation comprises payments from insurers and other

compensation received or claimed. The receivables from business

partners include deferred income from contract activity.

In the reporting year, the group received unconditional govern-

ment grants in the Netherlands, for example, totalling EUR 216

thousand (previous year EUR 67 thousand) for research and

development activities.  In the group as a whole, subsidies

amounting to EUR 345 thousand (previous year EUR 157 thousand)

were received with an effect on income. Conditions that were

attached to these payments have been fulfilled as at the balance

sheet date. EUR 58 thousand of the entire grants were personnel-

related.

19 Cost of purchased materials and services

Cost of purchased materials 
in EUR ,000 2005 2004

Cost of materials 65,839 54,660

Cost of services 3,225 2,843

Supplier discounts (695) (619)

Total 68,369 56,884

The overall materials ratio for 2005 was 44.7 % 

(previous year 42.2 %).

20 Personal expenses and number of employees

Personnel expenses in EUR ‚000 2005 2004

Wages and salaries 31,672 29,192

Social insurance 4,370 4,020

Expenses for defined benefit schemes 69 128

Expenses for defined contribution 
schemes 2,707 2,391

Share-based payment 262 228

Personnel expenses 39,080 35,959

2005 2004
At reporting At reporting

Employees Average date Average date

FTE 1,000 1,124 902 926

Individuals 1,048 1,208 943 972

The personnel expenses include compensation payments of EUR 166 thousand.
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21 Other operating expenses

Other operating expenses are broken down as follows:

Other operating expenses 
in EUR ‚000 2005 2004

Outward freight 4,170 3,616

Promotional costs 2,867 2,009

Maintenance costs 1,758 1,980

Legal and consultancy costs 1,074 764

Energy 1,586 1,067

Travel expenses and fleet 2,475 1,847

Sales commissions 1,213 899

Insurance 787 788

Packaging 910 904

Waste disposal 181 135

Rent for buildings 1,030 568

Leasing/other rent 233 111

IT expenses 831 537

Communication 421 421

Other personnel-related expenses 985 863

Patent protection 405 281

Other taxes 198 155

Disposal of assets 64 73

Exchange rate losses 37 15

Miscellaneous 3,936 3,581

Total 25,161 20,614

Other operating expenses rose by EUR 4.6 million to EUR 25.2

million and therefore by a higher rate than revenue. Other per-

sonnel-related expenses include among other things expenses 

for further training and for personnel recruitment. In the further

breakdown of other operating expenses, the prior-year figures were

adjusted for greater ease of comparison. The item “Miscellaneous“

includes expenses for the management of stock market affairs

and the Shareholders‘ Meeting, among other items.

22 Interest expense and income

Interest expense and income is broken down as follows:

Financial result in EUR ‚000 2005 2004

Interest income 194 94

Interest expense on loans (2,276) (2,425)

Other interest expenses (71) (126)

Total (2,153) (2,457)

The interest expense relates in the main to the credit liabilities of

the CENTROTEC Group.

23 Income tax expense

Income tax expense is composed as follows:

Income tax expense
in EUR '000 2005 2004

Income tax expense for the 
current financial year 4,860 5,851

Income tax expense for 
previous financial years (738) (341)

Deferred taxes 402 149

Total 4,524 5,659

The taxes include EUR 99 thousand for tax losses that can be 

carried back. The relationship between actual tax expense and

anticipated tax expense is as follows:

Reconciliation of actual  
tax expense with anticipated
tax expense in EUR '000 2005 2004

Result before 
income taxes (EBT) 22,477 15,787

Less profit from transactions  
with minority interests 6,819 0

Less result from investments   
recognised using the equity method 113 17

Adjusted result before   
income taxes 15,545 15,770

Anticipated tax expense
(on basis of respective
company tax rates) 5,226 5,980

Tax effect from   
non-deductible expenses 141 43

Tax effect from   
non-taxable income (82) (3)

Tax effect from goodwill     
amortisation (102) (47)

Realisation of tax losses not   
previously recognised (263) 0

Tax effect from changes in     
tax rates (22) (95)

Other adjustments   
of previous years (373) (220)

Total 4,524 5,658
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The tax load ratio fell from 35.9 % to 29.1 % (based on the

adjusted result before income taxes). This is mainly due to de-

creased tax rates in The Netherlands and Belgium. Furthermore

changes to past assumptions with regard to acquisitions resulted

in an additional income of EUR 0.4 million. This income includes

EUR 0.3 million of formerly not recognised tax losses, and cor-

responds with the recorded write-off of goodwill. 

The anticipated average tax rate decreased from 37.9 %% in

the previous year to 33.6 % in the year under review as a result

of the higher share of profits in countries with lower tax rates

(NL, BE). 

in EUR '000 2005 2004

Deferred tax assets

Unused loss carryforwards 2,191 387

Share options 404 942

Pension and similar obligations 230 104

Other accruals 267 221

Other liabilities 302 295

Property, plant and equipment 316 551

Inventories 8 24

Trade accounts receivable 18 21

Intangible assets 47 29

3,783 2,574

Deferred tax liabilities

Property, plant and equipment 1,648 1,709

Inventories 122 132

Intangible assets 4,418 833

Others 205 0

6,393 2,674

Deferred taxes, balance (liabilities) 2,610 100

Deferred taxes by country 
(reported net) in EUR '000 2005 2004

Switzerland 3,728 0

Netherlands xxx 455

Denmark 174 96

Belgium (5) (4)

United Kingdom (164) (22)

France (34) (29)

Germany (1,635) (396)

Singapore (13) (0)

Deferred taxes, balance (liabilities) 2,610 100

24 Minority interest

Minority interests of CENTROTEC are entitled to their respective

part in the result, which is separately disclosed in the Income

Statement. At year-end, the share in the loss amounts to EUR 44

thousand and the share in the profit to EUR 39 thousand. On 

balance a share in the loss of EUR 5 thousands remains (previous

year EUR 7 thousand loss).

The profit resulting from transactions with minorities includes

EUR 3,701 thousand resulting from the contribution in kind of

Ubbink Econergy Solar GmbH and Ubbink Solar Modules B.V. in

CENTROSOLAR AG. Furthermore it includes the result amounting

to EUR 3.118 thousand from the further reduced stake in

CENTROSOLAR AG. For more details, refer to the paragraph

Business combinations under common control .

25 Earnings per share

The earnings per share (basic) and the diluted earnings per share

are illustrated in the following tables. The calculation and the

comparative figures have been adjusted due to the first time

application of IFRS 2 and are in line with the application of IAS 8,

where deemed necessary. The basic earnings per share are cal-

culated on the basis of the profit or loss of CENTROTEC for the

period attributable to the shareholders in relation to the weighted

number of shares issued throughout the year, less treasury stock

(6,040 shares). 

Stock option Stock Options Options
tranches Date of option Exercise Date of at end at end 

CENTROSOLAR issue scheme price expiry 2005 2004 Change

1st tranche 2005 26/09/2005 No. 1 9.50 25/09/2012 303,000 0 + 303,000



Within the context of the acquisition of the Solara Group, Hamburg,

CENTROSOLAR undertook to furnish part of the purchase price in

exchange for the issue of ordinary shares in CENTROSOLAR.

Within the context of the acquisition of Solarstocc CENTROSOLAR

has committed itself, depending on the fulfilment of certain cri-

teria, to purchase the remaining shares of Solarstocc in mid-2006

in exchange for the issue of ordinary shares in CENTROSOLAR. In

2006, these effects will have an impact on CENTROTEC‘S interest

in CENTROSOLAR and its subsidiaries. 

Diluted earnings per share 2005 2005 2004
Pro forma*

Consolidated net income 
in EUR ´000 17,958 11,139 10,135

Weighted average ordinary 
shares issued, ´000 7,955 7,955 7,731

Assumed exercise of stock 
options granted 
(weighted average) 346 346 334

Weighted average diluted 
ordinary shares issued, ´000 8,302 8,302 8,065

Diluted earnings 
per share, EUR 2.16 1.34 1.26

* Comparative figure for 2005 consolidated net income excluding results

from transactions with minorities

26 Segment report and revenues

The presentation of primary segment reporting in these Consoli-

dated Financial Statements has changed compared with 2005,

and been brought in line with modified internal reporting struc-

tures and areas of responsibility; this reflects in particular the

changes in the number of segments and in the applicable accoun-

ting standards. The new segment Solar Systems and the personnel

expenses arising from stock options deserve particular mention in

this connection. The prior-year figures were restated as part of

the changeover, to maintain comparability between the figures.

The operating interest result of the segments is insignificant.

In line with its internal reporting structure, the company is

organised into the “Medical Technology & Engineering Plastics“,

“Climate Systems“, “Gas Flue“ and “Solar Systems“ segments

(primary segments). This is simultaneously the basis of value-based

corporate management within the CENTROTEC Group. The reve-

nues from external customers for these two areas, together with

the inter-segmental revenues for each segment, in each case

exceed 10 % of total external and inter-segmental revenues.

Details of which fully consolidated companies in the Consolidated

Financial Statements are allocated to which individual segments 

is indicated in the presentation of the consolidated companies.

The revenues relate almost exclusively to deliveries of goods.

The “Gas Flue Systems“ segment also includes the figures for

CENTROTEC Sustainable AG. Inter-segmental business is priced

according to the arm‘s length principle. 
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2005 2005 2004

Earnings per share Pro forma*

Consolidated net income 
in EUR ´000 17,958 11,139 10,135

Weighted average ordinary 
shares issued ´000 7.955 7,955 7,731

Basic earnings per share, EUR 2.26 1.40 1.31

* Comparative figure for 2005 consolidated net income excluding results

from transactions with minorities

The diluted figure includes potential shares from stock options in

the number of shares to be taken into account, over and above

the number of shares in the basic figure. The diluted earnings per

share are based on the assumption that all stock options granted

through stock option schemes that could be exercised if the 

balance sheet date were the end of the contingency period have

actually been exercised. Due to the fact that the exercising of

stock options is tied to the fulfilment of individual and corporate

objectives, it is expected that only a smaller number of options

than the maximum number granted will be exercised. The dilutive

effect is calculated on the assumption that the issue of shares on

the basis of potential exercise of options is made at fair value,

being the average quoted price of the shares during the financial

year in question. The number of dilutive options thus determined

is treated as an issue of ordinary shares for no consideration.

Such ordinary shares generate no proceeds and have no effect 

on the net profit attributable to ordinary shares outstanding.

Therefore such shares are dilutive and they are added to the

number of ordinary shares outstanding in the computation of

diluted earnings per share. 

The stock option scheme of CENTROSOLAR, as well as agree-

ments which will be fulfilled in the form of ordinary shares in

CENTROSOLAR AG, likewise have a dilutive effect. This dilutive

effect is initially included in the calculation of the diluted earnings

of CENTROSOLAR and then taken into account in the calculation

for CENTROTEC. 303,000 options were issued at the end of

September 2005. These stock options for subscription to new

bearer shares in CENTROSOLAR AG were issued by the Super-

visory Board of CENTROSOLAR to the Management Board mem-

bers of CENTROSOLAR. They may be exercised no earlier than

October 1, 2007. The conditions are comparable to those of the

CENTROTEC stock option scheme No. 2. No other individual 

targets were specified apart from the 30 % threshold.
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Segment structure Medical Technology & Climate Systems Gas Flue Systems &
Engineering Plastics Other Solar Systems Consolidation Total

in EUR ´000 [note 26] 2005 2004 2005 2004 2005 2004 2005 2004 2005 2004 2005 2004

Revenue from third parties 26,454 28,405 39,594 36,599 70,202 69,703 16,662 53 0 0 152,912 134,760 

Revenue from other segments 1,076 825 260 224 455 175 0 0 (1,791) (1,224) 0 0 

Purchases (9,144) (9,771) (16,661) (15,592) (32,411) (32,693) (11,944) (52) 1,791 1,224 (68,369) (56,884) 

Wages and salaries (12,169) (12,522) (10,465) (9,512) (15,144) (13,921) (1,302) (4) 0 0 (39,080) (35,959) 

Depreciation (1,626) (1,595) (728) (634) (2,604) (2,696) (308) (22) 0 0 (5,266) (4,947) 

Other income and expense from 
ordinary activities (3,950) (4,747) (3,830) (3,331) (11,702) (10,686) (3,017) 55 0 0 (22,499) (18,709) 

EBIT 641 595 8,170 7,754 8,796 9,882 91 30 0 0 17,698 18,261 

Interest result (2,153) (2,457) 

Income from investments 6,819 0 

Income from at equity investments 113 113 (17) 

EBT 22,477 15,787 

Tax expense (4,524) (5,659) 

Net income (EAT) 17,953 10,128 

Profit attribuatable 
to minorities (5) (7)

Profit attributable to shareholders 
of the CENTROTEC AG 17,958 10,135 

Total assets 23,307 23,053 43,089 30,407 65,640 63,204 79,725 181 (0) (0) 211,761 116,845 

Tax receivables* 3,810 2,780 

Total liabilities 5,117 5,712 7,647 7,061 12,725 12,116 18,473 58 (0) (0) 43,962 24,947 

Financial liabilities 62,531 43,421 

Tax liabilities* 6,406 4,291 

Investments in tangible
and intangible assets 2,470 1,323 9,397 275 5,734 7,610 35,871 0 0 0 53,472 9,208

Investments accounted for by 
the equity method 0 0 0 0 669 0 8,558 0 0 0 9,227 0

* Including deferred tax

Regional structure European European
euro countries non-euro countries Rest of world Consolidation Total

in EUR ´000 2005 2004 2005 2004 2005 2004 2005 2004 2005 2004

Revenue from third parties 129,113 110,692 18,892 17,937 4,907 6,131 0 0 152,912 134,760 

Total assets 203,955 108,872 7,100 7,248 706 725 0 0 211,761 116,845 

Investments in tangible and 
intangible assets 53,097 8,712 18,372 346 3 150 0 0 53,472 9,208
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Pricing is comparable to third party transactions less cost items

(in particular distribution costs), which do not occur in inter-

segmental transactions. Income and expenditure are allocated

directly to the individual companies within the individual seg-

ments.  The segment expenses and income also include allocations

of expenses for the holding company. EUR 506 thousand (previous

year EUR 479 thousand) were charged to “Medical Technology &

Engineering Plastics“, EUR 70 thousand (previous year EUR 66

thousand) to “Climate Systems“ and EUR 641 thousand (previous

year EUR 631 thousand) to “Gas Flue Systems“. “Gas Flue Systems“

in addition includes EUR 1,217 thousand (previous year EUR

1,176 thousand) in income from charges for the holding company,

leaving a net positive effect of EUR 576 thousand (previous year

EUR 545 thousand) on the result for this segment.

Inter-segmental relationships, i.e. relationships and transactions

between the individual segments, are eliminated from the con-

solidation column. This simultaneously reconciles the figures with

those in the Consolidated Financial Statements.

The depreciation and amortisation for the segments represent

the loss of value by the segments' long-term assets, and the

investments the respective additions to the fixed assets and in-

tangible assets for the segments.

The segment assets include the fixed assets and current assets

for each segment. Entitlements to income tax rebates and

deferred tax assets capitalised are not included. 

The segment liabilities include the operating liabilities and

accrued expenses for each segment. Income tax liabilities,

deferred tax liabilities and financial liabilities are not included.

27 Cash flow statement

The Consolidated Cash Flow Statement shows how the group‘s

cash and cash equivalents changed in the course of the financial

year under review as a result of cash inflows and outflows. A 

distinction is made between cash flows from operating activities

on the one hand and cash flows from investing and financing

activities on the other. The cash flows from operating activities

are determined according to the indirect method. By contrast, 

the interest result and the income taxes paid are based on actual

cash flows.The financial resources consist almost exclusively of

demand deposits and the availment of current accounts with

major, leading commercial banks. The financial resources are

composed as follows:

Breakdown of cash and cash 
equivalents in EUR ´000 2005 2004

Cash in hand 15 11

Cash and cash equivalents 16,188 3,661

Investment securities 1,560 0

Bank overdrafts (12,207) (4,865)
(included in “financial liabilities“ item)

Total 5,556 (1,193)

The cash flow from operating activities decreased year on year

from EUR 14,362 thousand to EUR 6,716 thousand in 2005. The

rise in the working capital in particular had a negative influence

on the cash flow. 

Cash inflow from asset disposals
in EUR ´000 2005 2004

Net residual carrying amounts 64 426

Gain/loss on asset disposals 0 0

Proceeds from asset disposals 64 426

Short-term credit facilities to secure constant liquidity have been

arranged with several different credit institutions. At the balance

sheet date, the available borrowing facilities from current account,

guarantee/surety or discount lines amounts to EUR 13.2 million. 

Substantial non-cash transactions result from the issue of stock

options and from purchase price liabilities incurred. The Consoli-

dated Cash Flow Statement has been presented after adjustment

for these.
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Other particulars

1_Contingent liabilities and other restrictions

The customary warranty obligations are assumed, for which an

accrual has been formed. In the context of its ordinary business

activities, the company moreover regularly enters into contingent

liabilities from guarantees, cheques and bills of exchange, among

other things. Furthermore, contingent liabilities may arise from

areas of the group in which there exist statutory arrangements on

partial retirement but for which no accrual has been recognised,

as it is unlikely that employees in those areas will call upon the

existing statutory arrangements. Accruals were formed for areas

in which the probability of use is greater than 50 %. There in

addition exists a rental agreement in the United Kingdom for

annual rent of currently GBP 80,000 (EUR 129 thousand), due to

run until 2012. CENTROTEC Sustainable AG furthermore releases

its designated sponsor, Sal. Oppenheim jr. & Cie. KGaA and 

CENTROSOLAR AG releases its designated sponsors, Commerz-

bank AG and Close Brothers Seydler AG, from liability in con-

nection with its sponsoring activities, subject to this liability not

resulting from gross negligence or fault on the part of the desi-

gnated sponsor. 

In the context of the joint venture agreement concluded on

July 4, 2005 between Econcern B.V, Ecoventures B.V, Ecostream

B.V. and Ubbink B.V. as well as Ubbink Solar Modules B.V., there

exist statutory and other restrictions that in essence envisage a

mutual pre-emptive right of the shareholders to shares in Ubbink

Solar Modules B.V. 

In the context of the partnership agreement for EnEV-Air GmbH

drafted on November 29, 2005, there exist statutory restrictions

which in essence envisage a mutual pre-emptive right of the share-

holders to shares in EnEV-Air GmbH. 

Group companies have concluded various agreements with

firms of consultants and specialists in the fields of electronic data

processing, law, ecommerce, advertising, investor relations and

the optimisation of production and logistics. All agreements have

been concluded for specified tasks. 

Overall, it is assumed that substantial liabilities will not arise as

a result of the contingent liabilities, or only to the extent evident

in these Notes.

2_Significant events occurring after the balance 
sheet date

Acquisition of investments/business combinations
In January 2006 CENTROSOLAR AG acquired a further 78.9 % 

in Solara AG, Hamburg, and in its subsidiary Solara Sonnenstrom-

fabrik Wismar GmbH, Wismar, with the result that these two

E_ companies have become fully owned subsidiaries of CENTRO-

SOLAR AG. 30 % of the 100 % stake was acquired by way of 

a contribution in kind in exchange for the issue of shares in 

CENTROSOLAR by CENTROSOLAR AG. Even after this increase in

the number of CENTROSOLAR AG shares, CENTROTEC retains

control of CENTROSOLAR AG via the voting trust agreement, 

and will continue to include it as a fully consolidated subsidiary. 

The fixed portion of the purchase price amounts to EUR 19.1

million. Acquisition costs amounting to EUR 281 thousand are

included in the at equity acquisition costs amounting to 

EUR 8,455 related to the acquisition of the first 21.1%

Purchase price agreements in EUR ´000

Purchase price paid 11,516

Market value of the shares issued 7,539

Cost of the acquisition 4

Total purchase price 19,059

Net assets acquired (6,458)

Goodwill 01/2006 12,601

Goodwill 11/2005 6,556

Total Solara goodwill in 2006 19,157

The following tables show the future effects on the group of the

acquisition of the remaining shares in Solara AG after the balance

sheet date. Due to temporal restrictions, some of the amounts

below are preliminary amounts. It is possible that deviations may

take place during the closing of the first quarter 2006 when the

first full consolidation of SOLARA will be performed.The assets

and liabilities acquired are composed as follows:

Balance sheet items Market Carrying
in EUR ´000 amounts values

Cash and cash equivalents 3,981 3,981

Property, plant and equipment 857 857

Intangible assets 2,066 41

Inventories 4,376 4,342

Trade accounts receivable 1,666 1,814

Prepaid expenses and other assets 167 18

Net deferred tax 0 0

Other accruals (3,587) (3,587)

Loans 0 0

Trade accounts payable (403) (1,339)

Other liabilities (936) (403)

Net assets 8,187 5,724

Acquired remaining 
interest 78,9%

Acquired net assets 6,459
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Further changes to the group structure, members of 
corporate bodies and company names
In the context of a capital increase for cash executed by CENTRO-

SOLAR in January 2006 amounting to 336,000 shares, and of the

484,000 shares issued for the acquisition of Solara in 2006, the

stake of CENTROTEC Sustainable AG in CENTROSOLAR AG has

fallen from 41.03 % at December 31, 2005 to 38.16 % in mid-

March 2006.

At the start of February 2006, all shares of CENTROSOLAR AG

in Ubbink Econergy Solar GmbH and Ubbink Solar Modules B.V.

were transferred to Centrosolar International B.V., a fully owned

subsidiary of CENTROSOLAR AG.

In 2006, the company Semiplas Ltd. was renamed Centroplast

UK Ltd. and the company Innosource GmbH renamed Brink-

Innosource GmbH. 

The following supplementary notices are given pursuant to

Section 21 (1) of German Securities Trading Law (WpHG): Schroders

Investment Management Ltd., London, reported on April 29,

2005 that its shareholding has risen above 5 %. Merrill Lynch

Investment Managers Group Limited, London, gave notice on

February 13, 2006 that its shareholding in CENTROTEC

Sustainable AG has likewise risen above 5 %.

No further significant events occurred at and after the balance

sheet date, or only to the extent that they are represented as such

or evident from the remarks in the group management report.

3_Related party disclosures

Parties are considered to be related if one party has the ability to

control the other party or exercise significant influence over the

other party‘s financial and operating decisions. Related party rela-

tionships where control exists are disclosed irrespective of whether

there have been transactions between the related parties. Intra-

group transactions are not disclosed as related party transactions

in the Consolidated Financial Statements.

Key management personnel, including but not limited to

members of the Management Board and the Supervisory Board,

are “related parties“. In addition, members of the family of the

head of the Supervisory Board might be classified as related 

parties, although the Management Board has not yet been con-

fronted with direct control from these family members. The family

members in question would be Maren, Carl and Maja Krass.

One member of the Supervisory Board holds a minority inter-

est in Pari Holding GmbH, Munich (“PH“). One Management

Board member was its Co-Director on a part-time basis until

September 30, 2005. PH might therefore be classified as a “related

party“, even though the Management Board does not believe

that control actually exists between the parties. Further companies

of the Pari Group could likewise be classified as “related parties“.

These are Pari Corporate Finance Ltd., London (PCF), Pari Private

Equity AG, Munich (PE) and Pari Capital AG, Munich (PC). No legal

transactions with PCF were conducted in the year under review. 

One Management Board member and the Chairman of the

Supervisory Board are members of the Supervisory Board of PC

(see also details of the Management Board and Supervisory Board).

A consultancy agreement with PH exists for services in connection

with corporate mergers and acquisitions, in respect of identifying,

establishing contact with and acquiring potential target companies.

In the event of a transaction being realised, PH receives a fee

according to the “Lehman formula“. There furthermore exists a

consultancy agreement for services in connection with the raising

of equity between PH and CENTROSOLAR AG. 

PH performed services on behalf of CENTROTEC in the financial

year. CENTROSOLAR AG paid administrative and services fees

totalling EUR 90 thousand to PH, as well as consultancy fees for

equity raising and for corporate acquisitions totalling around EUR

1,903 thousand. CENTROSOLAR AG paid administrative fees

totalling EUR 3 thousand to PC, but in return received EUR 21

thousand from it by way of consultancy fees. CENTROSOLAR AG

paid PE a total of EUR 0.2 thousand for domain fees. All calcula-

tions reflect the generally accepted market rates that are charged

for such services in Germany and internationally. A further sum 

of EUR 7 thousand was billed by CENTROTEC in connection with

a motor vehicle lease agreement. In total an amount of EUR 73

thousand is included as other liabilities payable to Supervisory

Board members.

A voting trust agreement has been concluded between

Ubbink B.V. and related parties. As a result of this agreement, 

the CENTROTEC subsidiary Ubbink B.V. controls more than 6.0

million voting rights and therefore over half of the voting rights 

in CENTROSOLAR AG, with the effect that CENTROTEC can 

control CENTROSOLAR AG. 

The establishment of CENTROSOLAR resulted from the 

bundling of the solar energy activities of the CENTROTEC Group

with those of its related parties. The 70 % stake in Ubbink Solar

Modules B.V. and a 100 % stake in Ubbink Econergy Solar GmbH

were acquired by CENTROSOLAR AG from Ubbink B.V. by contract

dated September 2, 2005 and taking effect on October 11, 2005.

The shareholdings in both companies were transferred to CENTRO-

SOLAR AG by way of a contribution in kind in exchange for the

issue of new shares in the latter. 

The sole owners of CENTROSOLAR AG as per September 2,

2005, were members of the Supervisory Board of CENTROTEC:

Guido A. Krass as well as Dr. Bernard Heiss. In determining the

respective values of CENTROSOLAR AG and the two Ubbink 

companies transferred as contributions in kind, the fair value of

the respective companies was taken as a basis. This explains the

entities valuation based on discounted cash flow models. With
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regard to CENTROSOLAR, the purchase price was equivalent to

the in 2005 acquired subsidiary Centrosolar Glas. With regard to

the CENTROTEC Group the underlying valuation of the two com-

panies that were contributed in kind, exceed their original purchase

price of 2004 and 2005. 

Brink Holding B.V. and its subsidiaries can likewise be classified

as related parties, because Herr Wim Brink acts as Managing

Director. Several group companies purchased goods from compa-

nies in the Brink Holding Group for a total of EUR 376 thousand

in 2005 (previous year EUR 490 thousand). The goods in question

were primarily components for the gas flue systems. Conversely,

CENTROTEC companies sold goods amounting to EUR 175 thou-

sand (previous year EUR 81 thousand) to the Brink Holding Group.

Furthermore, office furniture to the value of EUR 29 thousand

(previous year EUR 10 thousand) was acquired by group compa-

nies from Brink Kantoormeubelen B.V. Regular invitations of bids

ensure that the prices paid are in line with the market. Many

services are moreover still performed jointly for reasons of synergy

in view of the historical position of Brink Climate Systems within

Brink Holding. Brink Climate Systems and Brink Holding share a

single IT department, administrative areas, switchboard, security

arrangements, etc. Brink Holding may in addition use certain

machines belonging to Brink Climate Systems. These services are

all charged for at full cost. Brink Climate Systems paid a total of

EUR 619 thousand (previous year EUR 618 thousand) and received

payments totalling EUR 346 thousand (previous year EUR 361

thousand). No legal consultancy services were provided for com-

panies related to Herr Brink in the 2005 financial year (previous

year EUR 14 thousand). Mr. Wim Brink received an amount of

EUR 5 thousand in the previous year for services provided by

Brink Climate Systems, on the basis of a consultancy agreement.

The law firm Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer could likewise be

classified as a related party, as Dr. Heiss, a Supervisory Board

member of CENTROTEC AG and CENTROSOLAR AG, was a partner

in this law firm until April 30, 2005. Legal consultancy services to

the value of approx. EUR 7 thousand (previous year EUR 11 

thousand) were purchased, and totalling EUR 130 thousand by

CENTROSOLAR. Dr. Heiss himself provided CENTROSOLAR AG

with legal consultancy services to the value of some EUR 50 thou-

sand. The invoicing reflects the generally accepted market rates

that are charged for such consultancy services in Germany and

internationally.

Directors‘ holdings 
The following table shows directors‘ holdings:

2005 2004
Shares Options Shares Options

Name (total) (total) (total) (total)

Management Board

Dr. Gert-Jan Huisman 16,016 96,473 1,016 114,016

Dr. Alexander Kirsch 16,450 106,644 16,450 108,889

Martin Beijer 0 55,754 0 79,422

Rob Slemmer 0 63,520 0 57,095

Dr. Christoph Traxler 0 36,722 0 25,000

Supervisory Board

Guido A. Krass 1,200,000 0 1,200,000 0

Dr. Bernhard Heiss 0 0 0 0

Wim Brink 0 0 0 0

CENTROTEC

Ordinary shares 8,032,576 7,888,537 0

Treasury stock 6,040 6,040 0
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The stock options have been issued on the same terms and 

conditions as to the other employees.

Management Board and Supervisory Board
The members of the Management Board at the reporting date

were: 

Dr. Gert-Jan Huisman, Nijkerk, Netherlands, merchant (Chairman)

Martin Beijer, Doesburg, Netherlands, merchant

Dr. Alexander Kirsch, Munich, Germany, merchant

Rob Slemmer, Hoevelaken, Netherlands, merchant

Dr. Christoph Traxler, Fulda, physicist

The members of the Supervisory Board at the reporting date were:

Guido A. Krass, Wadhurst, United Kingdom, entrepreneur (Chairman)

Wim Brink, Zwolle, Netherlands, entrepreneur

Dr. Bernhard Heiss, Munich, entrepreneur

With effect from March 8, 2006, Mag. Christian C. Pochler, born

at April 4, 1952, living at Kürschnerstrasse 4, 1210 Vienna, Austria,

in accordance with Section 104 (2) of German Stock Corporation

Law. His assignment ends in accordance with Section 104 (2) of

German Stock Corporation Law at the next Ordinary

Shareholders' Meeting at which supplementary elections to the

Supervisory Board can be held. Wim Brink resigned from the

Supervisory Board as per March 8, 2006.

Members of the Management and Supervisory Boards also serve

on the following supervisory boards as defined in Section 125 (1),

third sentence of German Stock Corporation Law:

Krass Guido A. Eracom Technologies AG, Krefeld, 

Germany (Chairman)

PACT Technologies AG, Munich, 

Germany

Pari Capital AG, Munich, Germany 

(Chairman)

Pari Capital Group AG, Steinhausen, 

Switzerland (Chairman of Board of 

Directors)

Ubbink B.V., Netherlands (Chairman)

Heiss Bernhard, Dr. MME Moviement AG, Hamburg, 

Germany (Chairman) 

Kögel Holding AG, Munich, Germany

Süddeutscher Verlag AG, Munich, 

Germany

Altium Capital AG, Munich, Germany

CENTROSOLAR AG, Munich, 

Germany (Chairman)

Brink Wim Newion Investments B.V., 

(until March 8, 2006) Heerenveen, Netherlands (Chairman)

Dutch Rescue Holding B.V., 

Hoogeveen, Netherlands (Chairman)

KLS Nederland B.V., Hoogeveen, 

Netherlands (Chairman)

Kirsch Alexander, Dr. Pari Capital AG, Munich, Germany

Pari Private Equity AG, Munich, 

Germany

Centrosolar Schweiz AG, Berne, 

Switzerland (Board of Directors)

Rolf Schmidt Industriplast A/S, 

Kolding, Denmark

During the reporting period the members of the Management

Board received remuneration totalling EUR 1,024 thousand 

(previous year EUR 982 thousand). This amount includes social

contributions and fringe benefits such as company cars and pen-

sion commitments. It does not include exercisable share options

which are tied to the fulfilment of individual and company objec-

tives. Options granted in 2005 have merely a theoretical value of

EUR 322 thousand (previous year EUR 1,344 thousand), as the

CENTROTEC share price rose sharply after the issue of the options

on June 1, 2005. The figure was moreover calculated using the

maximum possible number of options. How many options can

actually be exercised depends on the attainment of individually

specified targets. As a result of the application of IFRS 2, a sum of

EUR 111 thousand (previous year EUR 176 thousand) was in addi-

tion recognised as expense for stock options for Management

Board members.

The remuneration of the Supervisory Board in 2005 totalled EUR

54 thousand (previous year EUR 7 thousand) and was made up as

follows: Mr. Krass EUR 24 thousand, Dr. Heiss EUR 18 thousand

and Mr. Brink EUR 12 thousand.

4_Corporate Governance Code

Pursuant to Section 161 of German Stock Corporation Law, the

Management Board and Supervisory Board of a company listed

on the stock exchange are obliged to declare once a year whether

and to what extent the code has been and is complied with. 

The Management Board and Supervisory Board of CENTROTEC

Sustainable AG have declared the extent to which the recommen-
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dations of the Government Commission on the German Corporate

Governance Code is complied with: The regularly submitted 

declarations and explanations are permanently available on the

website of CENTROTEC Sustainable AG. We moreover make 

reference to the comments elsewhere in this Annual Report.

5_Remuneration of the auditors

The auditors of CENTROTEC Sustainable AG are Pricewater-

houseCoopers AG. The following recorded amounts include 

neither the remuneration of the foreign members of PwC nor 

of other auditors from subsidiaries.

Remuneration auditor PwC in EUR ‘000

Audit costs for the annual audit 164

Other assurance or valuation services 33

Taxation services 0

Other services 18

Total remuneration 2005 215

6_Date and authorisation for issue of the financial 
statements

The financial statements were approved and signed off as a

whole by the Management Board on April 13. The Supervisory

Board approved the financial statements on April 18.

Brilon, April 18, 2006

Dr. Gert-Jan Huisman, Chairman, Finance

Martin Beijer, Gas Flue Systems

Dr. Alexander Kirsch, Medical Technology & Engineering 

Plastics, Strategy and Expansion

Rob Slemmer, Climate Systems

Dr. Christoph Traxler, Medical Technology & Engineering 

Plastics
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We have audited the Consolidated Financial Statements prepared

by CENTROTEC Sustainable AG, Brilon - comprising the balance

sheet, the income statement, the statement of movements in

equity, the cash flow statement and the notes - for the financial

year from January 1 to December 31, 2005. The preparation of

the Consolidated Financial Statements and group management

report in accordance with IFRS, as applicable within the EU, as

well as the supplementary requirements of German commercial

law pursuant to Section 315a (1) of German Commercial Code, 

is the responsibility of the company's Management Board. Our

task is to pass judgement on the Consolidated Financial State-

ments and group management report on the basis of our audit.

We carried out our audit of the Consolidated Financial State-

ments in accordance with Section 317 of German Commercial

Code, observing the German principles of proper auditing pro-

mulgated by the German Institute of Auditors (IDW). These 

principles state that an audit shall be planned and conducted

such that it is possible to identify with sufficient accuracy any 

misrepresentations and violations which could have a significant

impact on the presentation of the company's net worth, financial

position and earnings situation in the Consolidated Financial

Statements, based on the accounting principles applicable, and 

in the group management report. The scope of the audit was

determined on the basis of knowledge of the business activities

and the economic and legal context of the group, as well as the

likelihood with which potential errors were to be expected. In the

context of the audit, the effectiveness of the internal controlling

system for accounting and evidence of the details provided in the

Consolidated Financial Statements and group management report

are examined predominantly through random checks. The audit

includes assessing the annual financial statements for the com-

panies included in the Consolidated Financial Statements, the

definition of the consolidated companies, the accounting and

consolidation principles used and significant estimates made by

the Management Board, as well as evaluating the overall presen-

tation of the Consolidated Financial Statements and group

management report. We believe that our audit provides a reaso-

nable basis for our opinion.

No objections are made on the basis of our audit.

In our opinion, formed on the basis of the findings obtained in

our audit, the Consolidated Financial Statements conform to the

IFRS standards as applicable within the EU, as well as to the sup-

plementary requirements of German commercial law pursuant to

Section 315a (1) of German Commercial Code, and, on the basis

of those standards, provide a true and fair view of the net worth,

financial position and financial performance of the group. The

group management report is in agreement with the Consolidated

Financial Statements, on the whole provides a suitable understan-

ding of the group's position and suitably presents the opportunities

and risks of future development. 

Kassel, April 18, 2006

PricewaterhouseCoopers Aktiengesellschaft

Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft

(Siemon) (ppa. Müller)

Independent auditor Independent auditor

Independent Auditors' Report
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Balance Sheet at December 31, 2005
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Annual Financial Statements 
112 Balance Sheet
114 Income Statement
116 Asset Movement Schedule

Assets in EUR
31/12/2005 31/12/2004

A. Fixed assets

I. Intangible assets

Software 90,826 93,672

II. Property, plant and equipment

1. Other equipment, operating and office equipment 136,440 169,079

2. Payments on account and tangible assets in course of construction 0 7,307

136,440 176,386

III. Financial investments

1. Shares in related companies 23,384,080 23,384,080

2. Investments/participation 844,900 844,900

24,228,980 24,228,980

24,456,246 24,499,038

B. Current assets

I. Accounts receivable and other assets

1. Trade accounts receivable 3,134 0

2. Accounts receivable from affiliated companies 15,993,222 18,395,874

3. Accounts receivable from companies 
linked through participation 1,488 0

4. Miscellaneous assets 310,643 157,630

16,308,487 18,553,504

II. Securities 

Treasury stock 112,395 112,395

III. Cash in hand and demand deposits 1,243,971 345,013

C. Prepaid expenses 105,806 62,645

42,226,905 43,572,595
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Equity and liabilities in EUR
31/12/2005 31/12/2004

A. Shareholders' equity

I. Share capital 8,032,576 7,888,537

II. Additional paid-in capital 13,397,813 12,711,553

III. Revenue reserves

1. Reserve for treasury stock 112,395 112,395

2. Other revenue reserves 19,822,699 19,822,699

IV. Accumulated loss/retained earnings (325,722) (231,452)

41,039,761 40,303,732

B. Accrued expenses

1. Tax accruals 206,885 34,213

2. Other accruals 305,100 412,900

511,985 447,113

C. Liabilities

1. Bank liabilities 26,091 2,099,728

2. Trade accounts payable 55,017 126,666

3. Liabilities to affiliated companies 350,537 416,152

4. Other liabilities 243,514 179,204
(of which taxes EUR 113,089; previous year EUR 94,156)
(of which in respect of social insurance EUR 13,218; previous year EUR 6,677)

675,159 2,821,750

42,226,905 43,572,595
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Annual Financial Statements
112 Balance Sheet
114 Income Statement
116 Asset Movement Schedule

in EUR 2005 2004

1. Other operating income 2,166,427 1,318,377

2. Personnel expenses

a) Wages and salaries (984,268) (560,705)

b) Social insurance and expenses for retirement benefits and maintenance payments (74,323) (47,025)

(1,058,591) (607,730)

3. Depreciation and amortisation (125,182) (80,724)

4. Other operating expenses (909,899) (772,255)

5. Income from investments 100,000 0
(of which from affiliated companies EUR 100,000; previous year EUR 0)

6. Other interest and similar income 844,449 646,050
(of which from affiliated companies EUR 815,545; previous year EUR 597,247)

7. Interest and similar expenses (169,646) (254,765)
(of which from affiliated companies EUR 0; previous year EUR 26,565)

8. Expenses from the transfer of losses (726,137) (601,206)

9. Gross operating result 121,421 (352,253)

10. Taxes on income (120,615) 121,467

11. Other taxes (95,076) (666)

12. Net deficit (94,270) (231,452)

13. Profit carryforward/loss carryforward (231,452) 17,948,739

14. Payment into other revenue reserves 0 (17,948,739)

15. Withdrawal from other revenue reserves 0 55,619

16. Payment into reserve for treasury stock 0 (55,619)

17. Accumulated loss (325,722) (231,452)
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Annual Financial Statements
112 Balance Sheet
114 Income Statement
116 Asset Movement Schedule

in EUR Cost D

01/01/2005 Additions Disposals Transfers

Intangible assets

Software 145,424 44,075 0 0 189,499 51,752 46,921 0 98,673 90,826 93,672

Property, plant and equipment

Other equipment, operating and office equipment 215,542 37,958 2,728 8,531 259,303 46,463 78,261 1,861 122,863 136,440 169,079

Payments on account and tangible assets  7,307 1,224 0 -8,531 0 0 0 0 0 0 7,307
in course of construction

222,849 39,182 2,728 0 259,303 46,463 78,261 1,861 122,863 136,440 176,386

Financial investments

Shares in related companies 28,229,169 0 0 28,229,169 4,845,089 0 0 4,845,089 23,384,080 23,384,080

Investments 844,900 0 0 844,900 0 0 0 0 844,900 844,900

29,074,069 0 0 0

29,442,342 83,257 2,728 0
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Depreciation and amortisation Net carrying values

31/12/2005 01/1/2005 Additions Disposals 31/12/2005 31/12/2005 31/12/2004

189,499 51,752 46,921 0 98,673 90,826 93,672

259,303 46,463 78,261 1,861 122,863 136,440 169,079

0 0 0 0 0 0 7,307

259,303 46,463 78,261 1,861 122,863 136,440 176,386

28,229,169 4,845,089 0 0 4,845,089 23,384,080 23,384,080

844,900 0 0 0 0 844,900 844,900

29,074,069 4,845,089 0 0 4,845,089 24,228,980 24,228,980

29,522,871 4,943,304 125,182 1,861 5,066,625 24,456,246 24,499,038
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I. Strategic development of the CENTROTEC Group 

CENTROTEC Sustainable AG, Brilon, hereinafter referred to as

CENTROTEC, is the group parent of the CENTROTEC Group. The 

activities of CENTROTEC focus essentially on performing strategic

and financial holding functions for the operative affiliated compa-

nies, and on advising and supporting them for individual projects.

As in previous years, the CENTROTEC Group again achieved

profitable growth in 2005. The revenue growth of 13.5 % to EUR

152.9 million is for the most part attributable to the consolidation

on a time proportion basis of companies that were acquired in the

2005 financial year.

In the 2005 financial year the CENTROTEC Group both 

continued to strengthen its existing segments "Gas Flue Systems",

"Climate Systems" and "Medical Technology & Engineering Plastics"

through selective acquisitions, and very substantially increased the

solar activities already present within the group by pooling them

under the umbrella of CENTROSOLAR and taking over further 

companies to establish a new segment. In the Climate Systems 

segment, both technologically new energy-saving products were

added to the portfolio and important sales channels developed

through the acquisition of the Innosource Group and of EnEV-Air

GmbH. The international sales basis in the Engineering Plastics s

egment was bolstered through the takeover of the hitherto trading

partner Semiplas Ltd. in the United Kingdom. Ubbink B.V. acquired

shares in CENTROSOLAR AG by way of contribution of its subsi-

diaries Ubbink Econergy Solar GmbH and Ubbink Solar Modules B.V.

to CENTROSOLAR AG. CENTROSOLAR AG became the new "Solar

Systems" segment within the CENTROTEC Group as a result of

likewise contributing Centrosolar Glas, acquiring a majority interest

in Solarstocc AG and concluding the takeover of Solara AG. As a

result of the voting commitment agreement concluded with the

second major shareholder in CENTROSOLAR AG, Herr Guido Krass,

CENTROTEC has obtained control over CENTROSOLAR, with the

result that the latter is included in full in the consolidated financial

statements of CENTROTEC.

The more concerted drive to position the CENTROTEC Group in the

growth markets of "health, comfort, energy" in the past financial

year of 2005 contributed to its successful development in spite of

the weak state of the economy as a whole. The company's positive

progress was underpinned in particular by the product groups climate

and gas flue systems, which were able to increase their market

shares further. If the wider economic situation continues to stabilise

and the EU Energy Performance of Buildings Directive continues to

be implemented swiftly, CENTROTEC will undoubtedly return to the

familiar territory of double-digit organic growth rates. High organic

growth was realised by only few companies in 2005, as the entire

underlying economic situation particularly in the CENTROTEC 

core countries of the Netherlands and Germany was very weak 

and certain sectors such as domestic medical technology actually 

experienced a decline in business. 

For 2006 and subsequent years, we expect that the existing

areas of business will bring further stable rises in revenue and 

earnings averaging more than 10 %. These are the mainstays of

long-term growth for the CENTROTEC Group. 

II. Situation of CENTROTEC Sustainable AG

CENTROTEC, as the group parent, essentially exercises its function

as owner by means of strategic steering and consolidation, as

well as consultancy and support, for the companies that make up

the CENTROTEC Group. CENTROTEC in addition steers the group

finances, coordinates investor relations and supports mergers and

acquisitions activities. It furthermore provides extensive advice and

support for the group companies for operative and strategic 

projects and performs services in the spheres of accounting and

data processing on behalf of certain companies.

CENTROTEC's employees supported and advised the affiliated

companies for numerous projects. CENTROTEC charged the affili-

ated companies for its consultancy services on an arm's length

basis. The total volume of such services amounts to EUR 2.2 

million, including services performed by CENTROTEC on behalf 

of CENTROSOLAR. In addition to these consultancy revenues,

CENTROTEC generated substantial miscellaneous revenue from

the provision of central services for the group companies.  
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Financial performance: earnings of CENTROTEC
Sustainable AG rise 

The earnings of CENTROTEC result in the first instance from 

consultancy and other services provided for group companies.

The number and volume of consultancy projects remained roughly

unchanged from the previous year. This resulted in other operating

income totalling EUR 1.4 million, including services. The total

other operating income showed a year-on-year rise of EUR 0.9

million to EUR 2.2 million. This development is due to the fact

that charges for central services supplied in connection with the

restructuring were passed on to certain affiliated companies.

Other income furthermore stems from the reversal of accruals

amounting to EUR 0.2 million.

Centrotherm Systemtechnik GmbH distributed profit totalling

EUR 1.0 million in 2005. As a result of the 10 % share that is

held directly by CENTROTEC, it received income from investments

of EUR 0.1 million. The expenses from the profit transfer for

those companies with which a profit transfer agreement exists

rose by EUR 0.1 million to EUR 0.7 million. The year-on-year rise

in the loss posted by Centrotec Composites is the reason for this.

The marginally positive net income of Centroplast was booked 

to the company, to reduce the loss carryforward. 

In view of the higher personnel total as a result of the restruc-

turing measures performed mid-way through the year, personnel

costs rose in parallel by EUR 0.5 million to EUR 1.1 million. The

restructuring measures also involved taking on IT equipment that

had previously been fixed assets of Centrotherm and Centroplast.

This resulted in a slight rise in depreciation. Other operating

expenses were up slightly at EUR 0.9 million (previous year 

EUR 0.8 million).

The improved financial structure led on the one hand to a fall in

interest expense of 33 % to EUR 0.2 million, and on the other hand

to a rise in interest income of EUR 0.2 million to EUR 0.8 million.

CENTROTEC consequently posts a net loss of EUR 0.1 million

(previous year: EUR 0.2 million net loss). After netting with the

loss carryforward from 2005, the accumulated loss therefore

amounts to EUR 0.3 million.

Financial position: improvement thanks to falling 
volume of borrowings

The accounts receivable and other assets fell from EUR 18.6 million

to EUR 16.3 million in the year under review. This downturn is

attributable in the main to a fall in receivables from affiliated

companies of EUR 2.4 million. The other assets, on the other

hand, rose by EUR 0.1 million to EUR 0.3 million. 

The bank liabilities fell significantly from EUR 2.1 million in the

previous year to EUR 26 thousand in the year under review. On

top of ongoing repayments, the restructuring of a real estate 

loan that is now drawn directly by Centroplast has contributed

towards the sharp fall. Interest expense, too, was cut as a result

of loan repayments. 

Personnel: restructuring of central division 

As well as recruiting additional personnel to the operative units,

the central functions Accounts and Data Processing at CENTRO-

TEC were restructured and more closely integrated. CENTROTEC

did not recruit additional staff. CENTROTEC had an average of 

15 employees throughout the year, including five Management

Board members.

CENTROTEC again placed greater emphasis on employee affairs

in 2005. Numerous fact-finding events and advisory discussions

were held at Brilon, for example, to help employees improve their

individual financial arrangements for old age and build up savings

carrying tax relief, with the assistance of the company. 

Environmental protection: wider measures 

Measures that help to reduce environmental burdens were intro-

duced, promoted or extended in many areas. Against a backdrop

of rising energy prices, research and development activities on

energy-saving products in particular were stepped up.  

Affiliated companies: application of arm's length 
principle

No new control and profit transfer agreements were concluded in

the 2005 financial year; such existing agreements with Centroplast

and Centrotec Composites remained in force. 

As legal transactions with companies in which members of 

the Supervisory Board and management hold an interest or might

hold an interest were again conducted in 2005, the Management

Board likewise issued a dependence report for that year as a 

precautionary measure. 

Concluding remark from the dependence report: "Pursuant 

to Section 312 (3) of German Stock Corporation Law, we declare

that, on the basis of the circumstances known to us at the time

when legal transactions with affiliated companies were conducted,

our company received adequate consideration for each legal

transaction."
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Development of affiliated companies 

Centroplast Engineering Plastics GmbH and Rolf Schmidt
Industriplast A/S and Semiplas Ltd.
As a result of the continuing restructuring measures that had

been initiated in previous years, the earnings situation of Centro-

plast improved as planned in 2005. The result from operations

before interest and tax (EBIT), not taking into account the EUR

0.45 million dividend paid out by Rolf Schmidt Industriplast A/S 

in 2004, showed a further year-on-year improvement. The com-

pany posted negative shareholders' equity of EUR 0.4 million at

December 31, 2005 due to the losses of previous years. Centroplast's

affiliated company, Rolf Schmidt Industriplast A/S, Denmark, was

able to post growth in both revenue and earnings following a

weak 2004 financial year. After a change of management at the

end of 2004, numerous internal restructuring measures were

implemented, reflected by a rise in revenue to EUR 4.7 million

and an improved EBIT margin of almost 13 %. Signs of an im-

provement in the market offer the prospect of a further positive

development in 2006. 

The former trading partner Semiplas Ltd., of Stafford, UK, was

acquired in the course of 2005. The revenue volume for the pro-

portion of the financial year following the takeover was EUR 0.4

million, with the result currently just in the red. The company was

renamed Centroplast UK Ltd. in January 2006.

Centrotec Composites GmbH 
Centrotec Composites embarked on setting up the volume pro-

duction and development of new products in 2004. The production

processes for existing products that were extensively optimised 

in 2005 did not, however, yield the desired outcome, as sales

volumes suffered a dramatic collapse. Adjustments were made 

to both the production capacity and the management of the

company, and costs reduced. The result which showed a loss of

EUR 0.7 million is nevertheless well short of expectations. Only

the acquisition of a new major order in the second half of the

year, which on its own assures an annual revenue of more than

EUR 2 million over the next few years, makes the company a 

viable proposition and offers the prospect of a positive result for

2006. Further minor orders for Centrotec Composites add to the

prospect of achieving the target return over the next few years. 

Centrotec Medizintechnik GmbH
As the parent company, Centrotec Medizintechnik owns and per-

forms services on behalf of Möller Medical GmbH & Co. KG, Fulda.

The business operations of the limited partnership, which suffered

a downturn in revenue in 2005 but was able to improve its EBIT

margin, are set to make positive progress in the medium term as 

a result of additional new products and adherence to the new 

marketing strategy.

Centrotec International GmbH and Centrotec Jl Asia Pte Ltd.
Centrotec International GmbH is the parent of Centrotec JI Asia

Pte Ltd. (Singapore), in which it holds a 57.5 % interest. It was

consolidated for the first time in 2004. This year, a major contract

came to an end; the pre-production series of a new product

began at the same time. Full-scale production, at increased 

capacity, will commence in 2006.

Bond Laminates GmbH
Bond Laminates, in which CENTROTEC has held a 24.95 % inte-

rest since 2000, experienced a very difficult business situation in

2005, as the level of revenue fell substantially. Certain production

stages will be stepped up this year and in subsequent years as 

a result of the company having secured a new, large-volume 

contract from the car industry, and significant rises in revenue 

are expected. In keeping with the amendments to the articles of

incorporation that were agreed on December 22, 2005 and do

not envisage any joint management of the company in the future,

from that point on Bond Laminates will be consolidated as a mino-

rity interest using the equity method, rather than proportionately.

Ubbink Group 
As well as the business operations of Ubbink B.V. in Doesburg,

the activities of the subsidiary companies Ubbink UK, Ltd., (GB),

Ubbink N.V./S.A., (B), Ubbink France SAS, (F), Centrotherm System-

technik GmbH, (D), (90 % consolidation) and Centrotherm Gas

Flue Technology Italia S.R.L. ,(I), are consolidated within the Ubbink

Group. All these companies operate very successfully primarily in

their national markets in the Gas Flue area. Revenue was increased

significantly, particularly in France and the United Kingdom. Due

to the subdued economic progress of virtually all Central European

countries, the accustomed high organic growth of previous years

was not emulated in 2005, though market penetration was further

boosted. Revenue is expected to rise more steeply in 2006.

Ubbink B.V. has already had individual products for photo-

voltaic systems in its product range for a number of years. Its 

targeted, systematic expansion into photovoltaic components 

and systems was kicked off in 2004 with the acquisition of the

business (including product rights and patents) for the solar 

panel support systems that are sold by Ubbink Econergy Solar

GmbH. To this end, the Solar segment was established as a 

new CENTROTEC segment in 2005 and activities pooled within

CENTROSOLAR AG. As a result of contribution in kind of the

companies Ubbink Econergy Solar GmbH in Köln and Ubbink Solar

Modules B.V. in Doesburg, Ubbink B.V. held 41.03 % of the 

shares of CENTROSOLAR AG at the end of the year under review. 
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CENTROSOLAR Group
The CENTROSOLAR  Group comprises the following companies:

CentroSolar International B.V., Ubbink Econergy Solar GmbH,

Ubbink Solar Modules B.V., CentroSolar Grundstücksverwaltung

GmbH, CentroSolar Glas Holding GmbH, CentroSolar Glas

Verwaltungs- GmbH, CentroSolar Glas GmbH & Co KG, Solarstocc

AG, CentroSolar Schweiz AG, Solarsquare AG, Centrosolar Holding

GmbH and Centrosolar Trading GmbH.

The principal operating units alongside Ubbink Econergy Solar

GmbH are Centrosolar Glas GmbH & Co KG, Fürth, which manu-

factures special grades of glass for the solar modules on the basis

of a patented process. Solarstocc AG, Kempten, develops and

plans complete small and mid-sized photovoltaic systems. In addi-

tion to the development and production of grid-independent speci-

al systems (e.g. for boats), this is also the core market of Solara AG,

Hamburg, with its subsidiary Sonnenstromfabrik Wismar GmbH,

which were consolidated using the equity method until the end 

of the year. Ubbink Solar Modules B.V. commenced production of

solar modules in Doesburg at the start of this year. Solarsquare AG

buys and sells colar cells and solar modules, and is in addition 

involved in the development of solar projects.

Brink, Ned Air, EnEV-Air and Innosource Group
The Dutch companies specialising in ventilation systems with heat

recovery were able to extend their market positions further in

2005. The market in the Netherlands was nevertheless recessive

in the first half of the year. The group was nevertheless able to

post revenue growth for the financial year thanks to a significantly

improved performance in the second half, in conjunction with

high growth for Ned Air. Now that the Kyoto Protocol has come

into force and is being implemented via national legislation under

the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive, there are additional

opportunities for Brink's ventilation systems for detached and

semi-detached houses and for Ned Air in the field of commercial

properties such as offices, schools etc.

The Innosource Group was acquired in September 2005. This

move further strengthened the Brink Group's leading position in

the Climate Systems segment. Innosource supplies special, non-

central system solutions for counteracting noise and fine dust

pollution, which are suitable for installation both in new buildings

and, in particular, for retrofitting in existing buildings.

Ned Air Holding B.V. took control of EnEV-Air at the end of

November 2005, by acquiring a 74 % interest. This small company

that specialises in the project planning and sale of large ventilation

systems with heat recovery is consolidated in full.

III. Significant opportunities and risks 

The group as a whole was again able to boost revenue. CENTRO-

TEC Sustainable AG continues to pursue systematically the strategy

of expanding in promising segments of environmental technology

and adding new strategic areas of business. The company has

already done so with demonstrable success in several cases.

During the past financial year of 2005, CENTROTEC neverthe-

less considered in depth the risks to which the group and its 

individual companies are exposed. For example, there remains a

fundamental risk of wrong developments and of the resulting

impairment of the affiliated companies.

The risk management system of the group parent analyses

and evaluates a wide variety of risks and attempts to minimise

negative effects on the financial position of the group. Risk

management is practised at both the group parent and at the

affiliated companies on the basis of existing guidelines. Risk

managers identify, evaluate and support the steering of potential

sources of risks.

Market risks from currency translation within the group are

limited, as transactions take place principally in eurozone countries.

A minor portion of the group's business activities takes place in

the United Kingdom, Scandinavia, the USA and Asia. This gives

rise to a limited exposure to risks from changes in foreign exchange

rates.

To minimise the interest rate risks, interest cap certificates (deri-

vatives) to hedge the interest rates of variable-rate loans were

taken out. Negative changes in the market values of financial

instruments are recognised as an expense in the annual financial

statements.

The participating interest Centrotec Composites is still in the

start-up phase and therefore finished the financial year with a

substantial loss, as in the previous year. However, a major contract

clinched in 2005 was able to precipitate the turnaround. That

contract will generate revenue in excess of EUR 2 million from 

the 2006 financial year, offering the prospect of a substantial

contribution towards profits. Other contracts, albeit of a smaller

scale, have also been acquired.

Over and above this, there are the following risks for the group,

which do not directly affect CENTROTEC as the group parent:

Throughout the group, the market niches in which the 

CENTROTEC Group operates are on the whole growing and are

relatively immune to cyclical fluctuations. We nevertheless 

naturally experience cyclical developments, in particular from the

building sector.
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The implementation of further risk-reducing measures within the

divisions means that the risk potential as a whole is manageable.

Alongside the aforementioned risks, there also exist consider-

able opportunities. These stem principally from the scope for

improvements and the market opportunities of the affiliated 

companies. In 2006, for instance, a positive result for CENTROTEC

Composites and a further rise in earnings for Centroplast and for

the Brink Group companies can be expected. The investment in

CENTROSOLAR, which is held via Ubbink B.V., will push up the

key figures of the CENTROTEC Group as a whole to a significantly

higher level. Here in particular there is immense potential for

growth in the medium term.

IV. Other particulars

Interest rate hedging transactions
CENTROTEC makes use of interest rate derivatives in order to 

protect itself against risks from interest rate fluctuations. The 

hedging instruments used are caps, which limit the earnings

impact of market fluctuations in the interest rate. To hedge

against rising interest rates, CENTROTEC for instance has caps 

of EUR 11 million. To limit hedging costs, it in addition invested 

in a floor with a volume of EUR 3 million in 2004.

Particular events after the end of the financial year
Between the end of the financial year at December 31, 2005 and

the date of preparation of the management report, the following

particular events took place: 

CENTROSOLAR acquired the remaining 78.9 % shares in

Solara AG in January 2006. The purchase option on the remaining

78.9 % of the shares that had been agreed upon acquisition of

the 21.1 % share package in 2005 was paid for partly in cash.

The other portion of the purchase price was paid for with

726,316 CENTROSOLAR shares, increasing the share capital to

EUR 11.38 million. The capital stock of CENTROSOLAR was 

increased from the approved capital by a further EUR 336,000 

on January 27, 2006 by way of the capital increase for cash. 

The capital stock has consequently since amounted to EUR

11,714,014.  
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Our dependence on major customers deserves particular attention.

By far our largest customer represents approximately 6 % of con-

solidated revenue. Our customer structure as a whole is balanced,

with the primary focus on medium-sized companies. The simulta-

neous loss of several major customers could nevertheless diminish

the earnings of affiliated companies.

We enjoy a generally secure market position in all divisions

thanks to a steady stream of new and refined technological deve-

lopments and quality assurance methods. Factors which could

erode our competitive edge, such as the appearance of new 

competitors, increasing employee power or substitution products,

cannot however be excluded in this connection.

Internally, there continue to be potential risks in the production

sphere. We implement suitable accident prevention regulations

and measures to prevent possible accidents and plant breakdowns.

All plant is moreover insured in line with its value. However, the

failure of critical plant could result in noticeable losses. A further

risk exists at the supply end. The loss of critical suppliers could

result in our experiencing delivery bottlenecks. We tackle this risk

through close technical cooperation with important suppliers and

by maintaining at least two sources of supply for all important

products.

In the IT sector, the possibility cannot be excluded that problems

that have not yet been identified will arise, or that previously 

solved problems will recur. This remains the case even though 

the system was ported to new hardware in 2005 and software

systems were updated to newer system versions. The risks from

technical systems have, however, been further reduced. The pos-

sibility cannot, however, be excluded that a problem in the IT 

sector could lead to a loss of data, despite ongoing data safe-

guarding, and thus cause considerable damage.

The company is moreover exposed to a degree of dependence

on certain key employees. However, as we expand so will our

base of highly qualified employees, with the result that this risk

will gradually dwindle.

Our high rate of growth in itself harbours risks. Internal struc-

tures in particular must be repeatedly and rapidly adjusted to the

requirements of a growing group organisation. Reorganisation

projects in the various areas of the company and at its various

locations have made a substantial contribution towards ensuring

that the company's internal structure suitably reflects the size of

the group. This viable basis is constantly being elaborated.
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V. Outlook – further growth 

We believe that CENTROTEC Sustainable AG is poised to make

highly satisfactory progress in the 2006 financial year. The stock

market shares this view, as the share price more than doubled in

2004 and was stably above the 25 euro mark at the end of 2005.

The basis for further profitable growth was established in 2005.

This will consequently amply satisfy both the medium and long-

term ambition to grow and the desire for profitability. The growth

in revenue and earnings for the group as a whole is likely to reach

a double-digit percentage again in 2006.

A slight rise in the heating market is forecast. Economical 

condensing boilers will enjoy growth in the European market. 

The process of substitution by plastic gas flue systems will likewise

continue. We expect that revenue will again rise at a faster rate

than the heating systems market as a whole in 2006. We further-

more expect that condensing boiler technology will ultimately

prove as successful in other neighbouring European countries 

as it has done in Germany, and that this will consequently create

new, sizeable markets for plastic gas flue systems in those coun-

tries, too. Through the Ubbink Group's subsidiaries in the Nether-

lands, Belgium, France and the United Kingdom and the subsidiary

Centrotherm Italy, we have established the sales basis for achieving

further growth with this pioneering technology in foreign 

markets, too.

The heat recovery technologies of Brink Climate Systems and

Ned Air promise unabated high potential for growth both in their

home markets and in export markets. This is particularly true of

Innosource, the core market of which is currently still the Nether-

lands. As many countries and regions are becoming increasingly

aware of the problem of fine particulate matter in urban centres,

this represents immense sales potential for Innosource. The pro-

ducts of the Climate Systems segment consequently represents 

a further important technological cornerstone in the context of

an increasing trend towards climate control systems.

New subsidiary markets within medical technology are being 

tapped through the continuing expansion and development of

innovative products by Möller Medical. The sales method in indi-

vidual selected product segments is still gradually being switched

to supplying end customers directly, with the result that growth

and a healthy contribution to earnings can be expected in future

years.

We will continue to focus on making targeted strategic acqui-

sitions. The core principle here will be to broaden our business

portfolio in the areas of health, comfort and energy, in such a

way as to strengthen the idea of sustainability.

CENTROTEC Sustainable AG views future developments in a

distinctly positive light and offers bright prospects for investors

who are looking to buy shares that represent genuine substance

coupled with attractive growth rates.

Brilon, March 7, 2006

CENTROTEC Sustainable AG

Dr. Gert-Jan Huisman, Chairman and Finance

Martin Beijer, Gas Flue Systems

Dr. Alexander Kirsch, Medical Technology & Engineering Plastics,

Strategy and Expansion

Rob Slemmer, Climate Systems

Dr. Christoph Traxler, Medical Technology & Engineering Plastics
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2 Financial investments

The financial investments are valued at cost or at the lower fair

value. If the reasons for lasting impairment cease to apply, 

write-ups are performed to the extent necessary.

3 Accounts receivable and other assets

Accounts receivable and other assets are recognised at nominal

value or at the lower fair value. Foreign currency receivables are

valued at the historical rate or at the lower rate prevailing at the

reporting date. If the reasons for impairment to the lower fair

value cease to apply, a write-up to the fair value, but to no more

than the nominal value or cost, is performed.

4 Treasury stock 

Treasury stock is measured at cost or at the lower fair value. 

If the reasons for impairment cease to apply, a write-up to the

fair value, but to no more than the cost, is performed.

5 Cash and cash equivalents

These amounts exist exclusively in domestic currency (EURO) and

are carried at their principal amount.

6 Accrued expenses

The tax accruals and other accruals are formed for contingent 

liabilities and take account of all identified risks. They are carried

at the amount dictated by sound business judgement.

7 Liabilities

The liabilities are reported at their redemption amount or at the

higher fair value. Foreign currency liabilities are measured at the

historical rate or at the higher rate prevailing at the reporting

date. If the reasons for impairment to the higher fair value cease

to apply, a write-up to the fair value, but to no more than the

redemption amount or cost, is performed.

CENTROTEC Sustainable AG, Brilon
Notes to the annual financial statements for the
financial year 2005

A_General Information

CENTROTEC Sustainable AG, Am Patbergschen Dorn 9, 59929

Brilon, is a large company as defined by Section 267 (3) of HGB

(German Commercial Code), on the strength of its stock ex-change

listing. The format of the Balance Sheet and Income Statement 

is based on the provisions of Sections 264 ff. of HGB applicable

to corporate enterprises. 

The annual financial statements have been prepared in accor-

dance with the provisions of HGB and the supplementary provi-

sions of German Stock Corporation Law. The Income Statement

has been prepared using the nature of expenditure method 

pursuant to Section 275 (2) of HGB.

Recognition and 
Measurement Principles

1 Fixed assets

Purchased intangible assets are capitalised at cost and amortised

according to the straight-line method in accordance with their

expected useful lives. Property, plant and equipment are carried at

cost, less depreciation. Depreciation is performed by the straight-

line method on the basis of customary useful life. Low-value

assets are written down in full in the year of their addition and

reported as a disposal. In the event of lasting impairment, impair-

ment losses down to the lower fair value are recognised. If the

reasons for impairment cease to apply, a write-up to the fair

value, but to no more than the scheduled values, is performed.   

B_
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Special Information
and Notes

1_Balance Sheet

1.1. Assets
1.1.1. Fixed assets
The classification and movements of fixed assets are shown in 

the following Asset Movement Schedule:

1.1.2. Current assets
The accounts receivable and other assets include interest rate

derivatives totalling EUR 55 thousand with a time to maturity of

more than one year.

1.2. Equity and liabilities
1.2.1. Shareholders’ equity
At December 31, 2005 the capital stock of the company is divided

into 8,032,576 individual share certificates. The individual share

certificates have no par value. The no-par shares each represent

EUR 1 of capital stock. All shares have been fully paid in.

Approved capital in addition exists. The Management Board is

authorised, with the approval of the Supervisory Board, to increa-

se the company’s capital stock by up to EUR 3,833,987 (approved

capital) until April 30, 2008 by issuing new bearer individual share

certificates with no par value on one or more occasions, in return

for cash or non-cash contributions. The new shares are to be

accepted by banks, with the obligation to offer them for subscrip-

tion to the shareholders. The Management Board is, however,

authorised to exclude residual amounts from the shareholders'

subscription right. The Management Board is also authorised to

exclude the right of subscription in order to issue new shares in

return for non-cash contributions. Moreover, the Management

Board is entitled pursuant to Section 186 (3), fourth sentence of

German Stock Corporation Law (AktG) to exclude the shareholders'

right of subscription for up to EUR 766,797 of the approved 

capital on one or more occasions if the issuing price of the new

shares is not significantly lower, but in no case more than 5 %

lower, than the market price of the shares already listed at the

time when the issuing price is finally fixed by the Management

Board, which should be as close as possible to the placement of

the shares.

There exists conditional capital I. At the reporting date, this

totalled EUR 402,196 pursuant to the resolution adopted by the

Shareholders' Meeting of May 28, 2002. The Management Board

was authorised to issue warrants for subscription to new bearer

shares in the company until December 31, 2004, on one or more

C_ occasions. Employees, managing directors and Management

Board members of the company and of its affiliated companies

pursuant to Section 17 of German Stock Corporation Law are

entitled to subscribe. New shares are created where the options

are exercised. These pay dividends from the beginning of the

financial year in which the options are exercised. The conditional

capital I is divided into 402,196 individual share certificates.

There exists conditional capital II. At the reporting date, this

totalled EUR 274,407 pursuant to the resolution adopted by the

Shareholders' Meeting of June 1, 2005. The Management Board

is authorised to issue warrants for subscription to new bearer

shares in the company until December 31, 2011, on one or more

occasions. Employees, managing directors and Management

Board members of the company and of its affiliated companies

pursuant to Section 17 of German Stock Corporation Law are

entitled to subscribe. New shares are created where the options

are exercised. These pay dividends from the beginning of the

financial year in which the options are exercised. The conditional

capital II is divided into 274,407 individual share certificates.

The strike price per share (subscription price) to be paid upon

exercising of the options shall be 90 % of the closing price on

the Frankfurt am Main stock exchange, calculated over the 30

trading days preceding the day of issue of the option (commer-

cially rounded to the nearest 0.1 EUR), but at least the nominal

value of the share; Section 9 (1) of German Stock Corporation

Law remains unaffected. The term of the options to be issued

may be up to 7 years from the time of their granting. The con-

tingency period before the options may be exercised is two years

from the date of issue of the option. Exercise of the options is 

linked to the fulfilment of certain conditions and objectives. 

They may only be exercised if the market price on the day on

which the options may first be exercised or at a later time during

the term of the options has risen by 30 % on the strike price.

Exercise of the options is also linked to the fulfilment of individual

objectives by employees, executive staff and Management Board

members. It is therefore uncertain how many of the options

issued will actually be exercised.

The following table provides an overview of the options plan:

2005 2004
Avg. Avg.

exercise exercise
Options price Options price

Start of year 546,235 6.79 659,771 6.75

Granted 100,000 19.70 175,100 8.70

Exercised 144,039 5.70 220,562 8.80

Lapsed 10,640 8.71 68,074 4.45

End of year 491,556 9.62 546,235 6.79



In accordance with the resolution adopted by the Shareholders’

Meeting on May 11, 1999, which was amended by the resolutions

adopted by the Shareholders’ Meeting on May 18, 2000 and May

17, 2001 and extended for the last time to date on June 1, 2005,

the company is entitled to buy back treasury stock representing no

more than 10 % of capital stock. This authorisation is valid until

November 30, 2006. The price for the acquisition of these shares

may not be more than 15 % higher or more than 15 % lower

than the average cash settlement price of shares of the same class

and features at the Frankfurt Stock Exchange on the ten trading

days preceding their acquisition. The Management Board is autho-

rised to offer all or some of the shares thus acquired to third parties

in (part) payment of the acquisition of companies or investments in

companies, excluding the shareholders' right of subscription. The

Management Board is furthermore authorised to retire the com-

pany's treasury stock without the need for a further resolution to

be adopted by the Shareholders' Meeting. The retirement may be

restricted to part of the purchased shares.

A total of 6,040 treasury shares were held in the financial year.

These shares represent 0.075 % of capital stock. These shares were

held at the parent as treasury stock at the balance sheet date. No

treasury stock was acquired or sold during the financial year.

The capital stock of CENTROTEC Sustainable AG, Brilon, totals

EUR 8,032,576 thousand, the additional paid-in capital EUR 13,398

thousand and the revenue reserves EUR 19,823 thousand. The net
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loss is EUR 94 thousand. Due to the loss carryforward from 2004

of EUR 231 thousand, the accumulated loss at December 31, 2005

is EUR 326 thousand. The company's equity at December 31, 2005

consequently totals EUR 41,040 thousand. The capital stock rose

exclusively as a result of exercised stock options, as did the addi-

tional paid-in capital as a result of the premiums paid in. 

The additional paid-in capital consists of reserves pursuant to

Section 272  (2) Nos. 1 to 3 of German Commercial Code. The addi-

tional paid-in capital developed as follows in the 2005 financial year:

Additional paid-in capital EUR

Position at January 1, 2005 12,711,553

Premium from capital increase 686,261

Position at December 31, 2005 13,397,814

1.2.2. Accrued expenses
The tax accruals relate to the company's income tax obligations,

including those resulting from its position as parent company. 

The other provisions primarily include amounts for covering the

costs of the Shareholders' Meeting, legal and consultancy costs,

claims for outstanding vacation entitlements and purchase 

invoices outstanding.

1.2.3. Liabilities
The remaining maturities are shown in the following table 

(in EUR thousand):

Thereof with a residual term of between
Position at up to one and five more than

one year years five years
31/12/05 31/12/04 31/12/05 31/12/04 31/12/05 31/12/04 31/12/05 31/12/04

Bank liabilities 26 2.100 26 279 0 920 0 901

Trade accounts payable 55 127 55 127 0 0 0 0

Liabilities to affiliated companies 351 416 351 416 0 0 0 0

Other liabilities 243 179 243 179 0 0 0 0

675 2.822 675 1.001 0 920 0 901
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One major reason for the fall in bank liabilities in the year under

review is the renegotiation of a real estate loan for EUR 1.8 million

in the name of Centroplast instead of from CENTROTEC AG.

There were no liabilities covered by collateral at the balance

sheet date. The liabilities to affiliated companies include amounts

for current transactions totalling EUR 17 thousand (previous year

EUR 0 thousand).

2_Income Statement

2.1. Other operating income
Other income comes in the first instance from consultancy and

other services billed to affiliated companies. The number and

volume of consultancy projects rose by EUR 0.2 million compared

with the previous year, to EUR 1.4 million. The extensive M&A

projects in particular prompted this increase. As a result of the

reassignment of some employees at July 1, 2005 from non-

central areas in IT and Accounts to the Central Division of the

controlling company and the billing of their services to the units

which require them, other operating income has also risen for

structural reasons. The total other operating income therefore

showed an overall rise of EUR 0.8 million to EUR 2.1 million.

2.2. 2.2. Other operating expenses
The item other operating expenses brackets together a large

number of one-off expenses. As well as rent, other expenses for

premises and communication costs, the more significant items

include costs for the Shareholders' Meeting, the management 

of stock market affairs, the Supervisory Board's remuneration,

insurance and IT services. 

The recorded fees of the auditors, which comprise both expen-

ses for the statutory audit of the separate financial statements

and expenses for the fees incurred directly by the company for

the audit of the consolidated financial statements, are shown

separately.  

Expenses for auditor PWC (disclosed pursuant to 
Section 285 (17) of German Commercial Code) EUR '000

Expenses for auditing of the financial statements 8

Other certification or consultancy services 18

Tax consultancy services 0

Other services 0

Expenses recorded in 2005 26

Other Particulars

1_Contingent liabilities

As part of the takeover of the Ubbink Group, it was agreed that

a group company of CENTROTEC Sustainable AG would do all in

its power to help sales representatives be released from rental

guarantees assumed by the seller. The rental agreements in 

question are an agreement in the United Kingdom for annual

rent of currently GBP 80,000 (EUR 129 thousand), due to run

until 2012. A letter of subordination was issued to Centrotec

Composites GmbH in respect of EUR 20 thousand. A letter of

subordination for EUR 1,300 thousand has in addition been

issued to Centrotec Medizintechnik GmbH in respect of a loan. 

At the balance sheet date there existed a letter of subordi-

nation and capital commitment declaration to WGZ Bank West-

deutsche Genossenschafts-Zentralbank eG, Münster, to secure

the subsidiary Centrotherm Systemtechnik GmbH as a going 

concern of  EUR 1,636 thousand. 

Financial obligations may furthermore arise from interest rate

hedging instruments concluded.

Intercompany agreements exist within the context of control

and profit transfer agreements between the company and

Centroplast Engineering Plastics GmbH, Marsberg as well as

Centrotec Composites GmbH, Brilon. These have a contractual

term until December 31, 2008. Financial obligations may arise 

in the future as a result of these.

2_Financial derivatives

Financial derivatives have been concluded as a hedge against

interest rate fluctuations. Caps and floors were the hedging

instruments used. The following table shows the contracts 

concluded.

D_



Third parties would assume the rights and obligations from the

financial instruments at the market values quoted. These represent

the values at the balance sheet date without regard to the under-

lying transaction and were calculated by credit institutions on 

the basis of market models. Changes in value of these cash flow 

hedges were recognised in the Income Statement. The caps are

reported under other assets, and the floor under other liabilities.

3_Average number of employees

Over the period from January 1 to December 31, 2005, the 

company had an average of 12 full time employees, 5 of who

were Management Board members. 

4_Corporate governance

CENTROTEC has always acted openly and responsibly, including

before the company pledged to observe the basic principles of

corporate governance. CENTROTEC observes the target require-

ments of the Corporate Governance Code, with the two depar-

tures that the salaries of Management Board members are dis-

closed only as a combined total, rather than individualised, in the

interests of protecting the private sphere, and that no committees

are formed within the Supervisory Board, which has three members.

CENTROTEC otherwise observes all target requirements of the

Code. The full Declaration of Conformity is published on the

internet on www.centrotec.de.  
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5_Management Board and Supervisory Board of 
CENTROTEC Sustainable AG

The Management Board members at the balance sheet date were: 

Dr. Gert-Jan Huisman, Nijkerk, Netherlands, merchant (Chairman)

Martin Beijer, Doesburg, Netherlands, merchant 

Dr. Alexander Kirsch, Munich, Germany, merchant 

Rob Slemmer, Hoevelaken, Netherlands, merchant

Dr. Christoph Traxler, Fulda, physicist 

The members of the Supervisory Board at the reporting date were:

Guido A. Krass, Wadhurst, United Kingdom, 

entrepreneur (Chairman)

Wim Brink, Zwolle, Netherlands, entrepreneur

Dr. Bernhard Heiss, Munich, lawyer (Deputy Chairman)

Members of the Management and Supervisory Boards also serve

on the following supervisory boards as defined in Section 125 (1),

third sentence of German Stock Corporation Law:

Guido A. Krass: Eracom Technologies AG, Krefeld 

(Chairman)

PACT Technologies AG, Munich, Germany

Pari Capital AG, Munich, Germany 

(Chairman).

Pari Capital Group AG, Steinhausen, 

Switzerland (Chairman of Board of 

Directors)

Ubbink B.V., Doesburg, Netherlands 

(Chairman)

Wim Brink: Newion Investments B.V., Heerenveen, 

Netherlands (Chairman)

Dutch Rescue Holding B.V., Hoogeveen, 

Netherlands (Chairman)

KLS Nederland B.V., Hoogeveen, 

Netherlands (Chairman)

Financial derivatives
Contract Cost Market value Market value Term Cap/
volume 31/12/2005 31/12/2004 floor rate

Type of derivative EUR EUR '000 EUR '000 EUR '000

Asset

Cap 3 million 73 10 24 Up to  2011 5.00 %

Cap 3 million 21 0 1 Up to  2007 4.25 %

Cap 5 million 72 45 - Up to  2010 3.50 %

Liability

Floor 3 million 38 27 49 Up to  2011 2.75 %
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Dr. Bernhard Heiss: MME Moviement AG, Hamburg 

(Chairman) 

Kögel Holding AG, Munich, Germany

Süddeutscher Verlag AG, Munich

Altium Capital AG, Munich

CENTROSOLAR AG, Munich

(Chairman)

Dr. Alexander Kirsch: Pari Capital AG, Munich, Germany

Pari Private Equity AG, Munich, 

Germany

CENTROSOLAR Schweiz AG, Berne, 

Switzerland (Board of Directors)

Rolf Schmidt Industriplast A/S, 

Kolding, Denmark

The total remuneration of the five board members was EUR

1,024 thousand, with part of this remuneration being paid by the

subsidiaries for activities as their managing directors. This amount

includes social contributions and fringe benefits such as company

cars and pension commitments. It does not include exercisable

share options which are tied to the fulfilment of individual and

company objectives. Options granted in 2005 have a theoretical

value of EUR 322 thousand at year end, as the CENTROTEC share

price at the end of the year was up substantially on the price at

the options' issue on July 1, 2005. The figure was calculated

using the maximum possible number of options. How many

options can actually be exercised depends on the attainment of

individually specified targets. 

The remuneration of the Supervisory Board totalled EUR 54

thousand and was made up as follows: Herr Krass EUR 24 thou-

sand, Dr. Heiss EUR 18 thousand and Mr. Brink EUR 12 thousand. 

No loans were granted to members of executive bodies in 2005.

The following table shows directors' holdings at December 31, 2005.

2005 2005 2004 2004
Name Shares (total) Options (total) Shares (total) Options (total)

Management Board

Dr. Gert-Jan Huisman 16,016 96,473 1,016 114,016

Dr. Alexander Kirsch 16,450 106,644 16,450 108,889

Martin Beijer 0 55,754 0 79,422

Rob Slemmer 0 63,520 0 57,095

Dr. Christoph Traxler 0 36,722 0 25,000

Supervisory Board

Guido A. Krass 1,200,000 0 1,200,000 0

Dr. Bernhard Heiss 0 0 0 0

Wim Brink 0 0 0 0

CENTROTEC

Ordinary shares 8,032,576 0 7,888,537 0

Treasury stock 6,040 0 6,040 0

6_Investments held

All companies in which shares are held are listed separately. 

The company exercises its choice pursuant to Section 287 No. 1

in this respect. The list is submitted to the Commercial Register 

of the Local Court of Arnsberg, Eichholzstrasse 4, 59821

Arnsberg, concurrently with publication of the annual financial

statements. 

CENTROTEC Sustainable AG prepares consolidated financial 

statements for itself and its subsidiaries for the largest group 

of companies. These consolidated financial statements are 

available from the offices of CENTROTEC Sustainable AG, 

Am Patbergschen Dorn 9, 59929 Brilon, Germany.
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7_Other particulars

Wim Brink retired from the Supervisory Board of CENTROTEC

Sustainable AG with effect from March 8, 2006. By resolution

dated February 17, 2006 of the Local Court of Arnsberg,

Christian Pochtler, MA, date of birth April 4, 1952, resident at

Kürschnergasse 4, 1210 Vienna, Austria, has been appointed

member of the Supervisory Board with effect from March 8,

2006. Pursuant to Section 104 (5) of German Stock Corporation

Law, his term of office ends at the next Shareholders' Meeting, 

at which an additional member of the Supervisory Board is to 

be elected. 

Supplementary notice pursuant to Section 21 (1) of
German Securities Trading Law (WpHG)  

Schroders Investment Management LTD., London, reported on

April 29, 2005 that its shareholding has risen above 5 %. 

Merrill Lynch Investment Managers Group Limited, London,

gave notice on February 13, 2006 that its shareholding in 

CENTROTEC Sustainable AG has likewise risen above 5 %. 

Brilon, March 7, 2006

CENTROTEC Sustainable AG

Dr. Gert-Jan Huisman, Chairman, Finance

Martin Beijer, Gas Flue Systems

Dr. Alexander Kirsch, Medical Technology & Engineering Plastics,

Strategy and Expansion

Rob Slemmer, Climate Systems

Dr. Christoph Traxler, Medical Technology & Engineering Plastics
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We have examined the annual financial statements – comprising

the balance sheet, income statement and notes - including the

accounts, and the management report compiled by CENTROTEC

Sustainable AG, Brilon, for the financial year from January 1 to

December 31, 2005. The accounts and the preparation of the

annual financial statements and management report in accordance

with the requirements of German commercial law and the supple-

mentary provisions contained in the articles of incorporation are

the responsibility of the company's Management Board. Our 

responsibility is to pass judgement, based on our audit, on the

annual financial statements, including the accounts, and on the

management report.

We carried out our audit of the annual financial statements in

accordance with Section 317 of German Commercial Code, obser-

ving the German principles of proper auditing promulgated by

the German Institute of Auditors (IDW). Those principles require

that we plan and perform an audit to obtain reasonable assurance

that there are no misstatements and violations which materially

affect the presentation of the company's net worth, financial

position and financial performance in the annual financial state-

ments, based on the principles of proper accounting, and in the

management report. The scope of the audit was determined on

the basis of a knowledge of the business activities and the econo-

mic and legal context of the company, as well as the likelihood

with which particular errors were to be expected. In the context

of the audit, the effectiveness of the accounts-based internal

controlling system and evidence of the details provided in the

accounts, annual financial statements and management report

are examined predominantly on a test basis. The audit includes

assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates

made by the Management Board, as well as evaluating the overall

presentation of the annual financial statements and management

report. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for

our opinion.

No objections are made on the basis of our audit.

In our opinion, formed on the basis of the findings obtained in

our audit, the annual financial statements conform to the legal

requirements as well as to the supplementary requirements of the

articles of incorporation and, based on the principles of proper

accounting, provide a true and fair view of the net worth, financial

position and financial performance of the group. The manage-

ment report is in agreement with the annual financial statements,

on the whole provides a suitable understanding of the company's

position and suitably presents the opportunities and risks of future

development."

Kassel, March 8, 2006

PricewaterhouseCoopers Aktiengesellschaft

Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft

(Siemon) (ppa. Müller)

Independent auditor Independent auditor

Independent Auditors' Report
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Long-term aid for Tsunami victims

These orphans from Banda Aceh experienced the natural disaster in person and most of them lost 
their entire family. CENTROTEC got involved and supported to a tiny amount the initiative „aceh-kinder-
stiftung.de“, which created a new home for 48 children at the age of 6 to 11 years. The “Bavaria Lippo
House” is very close to a primary and a secondary school so that the boys and girls do not only 
get a current but also a long-term new  perspective.

Financial Calendar 2006
April 6 Report of Annual Results 2005
May 31 Report of Q1 Results 2006

May 23 11a.m. – 1 p.m. – Ordinary Annual General Meeting, 
Kolpinghaus Propst-Meyer-Straße 7, 59929 Brilon

August 15 Report of Q2 Results 2006
November 15 Report of Q3 Results 2006
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